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Critique Contest

Contest Participants

Publication Members
Agri-News
Alabama Cattleman
American Chianina Association
America’s Horse
The American Quarter Horse Journal
The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
Angus Journal
Arkansas Cattle Business
BEEF
California Cattleman
The Cattleman
Charolais Journal
Cow Country News
Cutting Horse Chatter
Dairy Herd Management
Dairy Today
Drovers
The Florida Cattleman
Gelbvieh World

Hereford Publications, Inc.
Hereford World
High Plains Journal
Iowa Farm Bureau Spokesman
Kansas Stockman
Land & Livestock Post
Line Rider
McMahon French Promotional Strategy
National Hog Farmer
Ohio Cattlemen’s Association
Oklahoma Cowman
Ozarks Farm & Neighbor
Progressive Dairy Publishing
Seedstock EDGE
Texas Cattle Feeders Association
Texas Longhorn Trails
Western Livestock Journal
Western Livestock Reporter

Service Members
AgTown Technologies
American Angus Association
Carnivore Communications, LLC
Cattle Design
Certified Angus Beef, LLC
The Cowboy Connection

The Lone Coyote Co.
Kanwaka Communications
Ranch House Designs
Successful Farming
Trailhead Designs
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Thank You

Special thanks to all those who committed their time
and expertise to help make the 2007 contest possible.

Cindy Akers
Agricultural Communications,
Texas Tech University
Kati Anderson
National Western Stock Show
Juaquin Avina
National Cattlemen
Jim Bauer
Penton Media
Brock Center for Agricultural
Communications
California Polytechnic State
University
Mary Jane Short-Buerkle
Lubbock Chamber of Commerce
Alaina Burt
BEEF Magazine
Katie Danneman
American Gelbvieh Association
David Doerfert
Agricultural Communications,
Texas Tech University
Lisa Esty
National Cattlemen
Melinda Findley
Agricultural Communications,
Texas Tech University

Jerod Foster
Agricultural Communications,
Texas Tech University
Greg Frey
Soybean Digest, Farm Press and
Farm Industry News
Courtney Gibson
Agricultural Communications,
Texas Tech University
Steve Hall
Boelte Hall
Dean Houghton
The Furrow
Wes Ishmael
Clear Point Communications
Jennifer Kampinen
Penton Media
Greg Lamp
Soybean Digest
Brad Parker
North American Limousin
Foundation
Melissa Pierce
Texas Agricultural Irrigators
Association
Laura Probyn
ANR Communications

Rick Purnell
RPR Company
Katie Reim
Oklahoma State University
Joe Roybal
BEEF Magazine
Melissa Sanders
AdFarm
Melissa Sandfort
BCS Communications
Shelby Axtell-Shaw
Lubbock Chamber of Commerce
Amber Spafford
Osborn & Barr Communications
Neil Tietz
Hay & Forage Grower
Kristin Torres
National Cattlemen
Krista Trempe
Penton Media
Don Waite
National Cattlemen
Lindsay West
Ozarks Farm & Neighbor

Texas Tech University’s Agricultural Communicators of Tomorrow chapter served
as the coordinating organization for the 2007 contest. Graduate and undergraduate
students who worked on the project are:
Melinda Findley
Graduate Student
Erica Irlbeck
Graduate Student
Stephanie Miles
Undergraduate Student

Missi Currier
Undergraduate Student
Matthew Hock
Undergraduate Student
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General Excellence

Category 2 Association Publication
First Place 		America’s Horse
Second Place 		Dairy Herd Management
Honorable Mention The American Quarter Horse
Journal
Category 3 Non-Association Publication
First Place
Drovers
Second Place
BEEF
Category 4 Newspaper
First Place
Hereford World
Second Place
Land & Livestock Post
Honorable Mention Western Livestock Journal
Honorable Mention Ozarks Farm & Neighbor
Category 5 Newsletter
First Place
Angus Journal
Second Place
California Angus News
Honorable Mention Texas Cattle Feeders Association
Newsletter
Honorable Mention KLA News & Market Report

Category 13 Cover (any color combination or B/W),
Association
First Place
America’s Horse
Second Place
The American Quarter Horse Racing
		
Journal
Second Place
Charolais Journal
Honorable Mention The Florida Cattleman
Honorable Mention The Cattleman
Honorable Mention Seedstock EDGE
Category 14 Cover (any color combination or B/W),
Non Association
First Place
Drovers
Second Place
Dairy Herd Management
Honorable Mention BEEF
Honorable Mention National Hog Farmer
Category 15 Cover (any color combination or B/W),
Newspaper
First Place
Land & Livesock Post
Second Place
High Plains Journal
Honorable Mention High Plains Journal

Category 6 Electronic Newsletter
First Place
BEEF
Second Plac
Drovers

Category 16 Single Graphic Illustrating an Article
First Place
Drovers
Second Place
Western Livestock Journal

Category 7 Web site
First Place
Certified Angus BEEF, LLC
Second Place
Cutting Horse Chatter
Honorable Mention Trailhead Designs - Bob Erickson
Equipment

Category 17 Published Editorial Photography
First Place
National Hog Farmer
Honorable Mention Angus Journal

Category 8 Special Issue – Under 100 pages
First Place
Drovers
Second Place
National Hog Farmer
Honorable Mention BEEF
Category 9 Special Issue – 101 Pages & Over
First Place
Texas Cattle Feeders Association
Second Place
Charolais Journal
Honorable Mention Western Livestock Journal
Category 10 Event/Show Program
First Place
BEEF
Second Place
Cutting Horse Chatter
Category 11 Single Article Layout & Design
First Place
BEEF
Second Place
National Hog Farmer
Honorable Mention Texas Longhorn Trails
Honorable Mention BEEF
Category 12 Single Article Layout & Design, Newspaper
First Place
Land & Livestock Post

Category 18 Single Photo Illustrating an Article
First Place
The American Quarter Horse
		
Journal
Second Place
America’s Horse
Honorable Mention BEEF
Honorable Mention The American Quarter Horse
		
Journal
Category 19 National Show Coverage
First Place
The American Quarter Horse
		
Journal
Second Place
The American Quarter Horse
		
Journal
Honorable Mention Seedstock EDGE
Category 20 Production Management Article
First Place
America’s Horse
Second Place
Iowa Farm Bureau Spokesman
Honorable Mention Kansas Stockman
Category 21 Marketing Article
First Place
The American Quarter Horse
		
Journal
Second Place
Dairy Herd Management
Honorable Mention The American Quarter Horse
		
Journal
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Category 22 Technical Article
First Place
The American Quarter Horse
		
Journal
Second Place
The American Quarter Horse
		
Journal
Honorable Mention The American Quarter Horse
		
Journal
Honorable Mention The American Quarter Horse
		
Journal
Category 23 Feature/Human Interest Story
First Place
Land & Livestock Post
Second Place
Texas Cattle Feeders Association
Honorable Mention The American Quarter Horse
Journal
Honorable Mention America’s Horse
Honorable Mention Seedstock EDGE
Honorable Mention The American Quarter Horse Racing
Journal
Category 24 Instructional Story
First Place
The American Quarter Horse
		
Journal
Second Place
The American Quarter Horse
		
Journal
Honorable Mention The American Quarter Horse
		
Journal
Category 25 Producer/Farm/Ranch Profile
First Place
Seedstock EDGE
Second Place
The American Quarter Horse
		
Journal
Honorable Mention The American Quarter Horse Racing
Journal
Honorable Mention America’s Horse
Honorable Mention The American Quarter Horse
		
Journal
Honorable Mention The American Quarter Horse
		
Journal
Category 26 Production/Management Article,
Non Association
First Place
Dairy Today
Second Place
BEEF
Honorable Mention Certified Angus Beef, LLC
Honorable Mention Dairy Today
Honorable Mention National Hog Farmer
Honorable Mention Drovers
Category 27 Marketing Article, Non Association
First Place
Certified Angus Beef, LLC
Second Place
National Hog Farmer
Honorable Mention Drovers
Category 28 Technical Article, Non Association
First Place
Certified Angus Beef, LLC
Second Place
National Hog Farmer
Honorable Mention BEEF
Category 29 Feature/Human Interest Story,
Non Association
First Place
Dairy Today
First Place
Successful Farming
Second Place
High Plains Journal
Honorable Mention Agri-News

Category 30 Instructional Story, Non Association
First Place
BEEF
Second Place
BEEF
Honorable Mention High Plains Journal
Category 31 Producer/Farm/Ranch Profile, Non
Association
First Place
Certified Angus Beef, LLC
Second Place
National Hog Farmer
Honorable Mention Dairy Today
Category 32 News Story
First Place
The American Quarter Horse
		
Journal
Second Place
High Plains Journal
Honorable Mention National Hog Farmer
Honorable Mention High Plains Journal
Category 33 Editorial
First Place
Dairy Today
Second Place
BEEF
Honorable Mention National Hog Farmer
Honorable Mention Drovers
Category 34 Regular Column
First Place
Dairy Today
Second Place
The American Quarter Horse
		
Journal
Honorable Mention High Plains Journal
Category 35 In-depth Reporting (single article)
First Place
Dairy Today
Second Place
Dairy Today
Category 36 In-depth Reporting (multiple article series)
First Place
Dairy Herd Management
Second Place
BEEF
Category 37 Commentary or Essay Article
First Place
Carnivore Communications, LLC
Second Place
Western Livestock Journal
Honorable Mention BEEF
Honorable Mention BEEF
Category 38 Humor Writing
First Place
Drovers
Second Place
High Plains Journal
Category 39 Miscellaneous Writing
First Place
Progressive Dairy Publishing
Category 40 Four-color, Full-page Ad for a Livestock
Sale
First Place
California Cattleman
Second Place
Ranch House Designs
Honorable Mention Ranch House Designs
Honorable Mention AgTown Technologies
Category 41 Four-color, Full-page Ad for a Ranch or
Farm
First Place
Ranch House Designs
Second Place
AgTown Technologies
Honorable Mention Western Livestock Journal
Honorable Mention Charolais Journal
Honorable Mention Ranch House Designs
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Category 42 Four-color, Full-page Ad for a Livestock
Supplier, Service or Association
First Place
Ranch House Designs
Second Place
Ranch House Designs
Honorable Mention Hereford Publications, Inc.
Honorable Mention Angus Journal
Category 43 Four-color, Less-than-full-page Livestock Ad
First Place
The Florida Cattleman
Second Place
California Cattleman
Honorable Mention The Florida Cattleman
Category 44 Two- or Three-color, Full-page Ad for
Livestock Sale
First Place
Charolais Journal
Second Place
California Cattleman
Honorable Mention Seedstock EDGE
Category 45 Two- or Three-color, Full-Page Ad for a
Ranch or Farm
Honorable Mention California Cattleman
Category 46 Two- or Three-color, Full-Page Ad for a
Livestock Supplier, Service or Association
Second Place
Seedstock EDGE
Honorable Mention California Cattleman
Category 47 Two- or Three-color, Less-than-full-page
Ad for a Livestock Sale
First Place 		Angus Journal
Category 48 - no entries
Category 49 - no entries
Category 50 One-color, Full-page Livestock Ad
First Place
California Cattleman
Second Place 		Kansas Stockman
Category 51 One-color, Less-than-full-page
Livestock Ad
First Place
Seedstock EDGE
Second Place
The Cowboy Connection
Honorable Mention California Cattleman
Category 52 Livestock Advertiser Campaign
First Place
Ranch House Designs
Second Place
Ranch House Designs
Honorable Mention Gelbvieh World
Honorable Mention AgTown Technologies
Category 53 Livestock Ad Headline
First Place
The Lone Coyote Co.
Second Place
The Cowboy Connection
Honorable Mention Seedstock EDGE
Honorable Mention AgTown Technologies
Category 54 Multiple-page Livestock Ad
First Place
Ranch House Designs
Second Place
Charolais Journal

Category 56 Livestock Ad Photo
First Place
Ranch House Designs
Second Place
The Lone Coyote Co.
Honorable Mention Seedstock EDGE
Category 57 Livestock Ad Illustration
First Place
Ranch House Designs
Honorable Mention Kanwaka Communications
Category 58 Brochures, Flyers and Direct-mail Pieces
First Place
AgTown Technologies
Second Place
AgTown Technologies
Honorable Mention Certified Angus Beef, LLC
Honorable Mention Ranch House Designs
Category 59 Sale Catalogs
First Place
Hereford Publications, Inc.
Second Place
Charolais Journal
Honorable Mention Texas Longhorn Trails
Honorable Mention The Cowboy Connection
Category 60 Annual Reports
First Place
Angus Journal
Second Place
Hereford Publications, Inc.
Honorable Mention Angus Journal
Category 61 Advertising Media Kit
First Place
Progressive Dairy Publishing
Second Place
BEEF
Category 62 Miscellaneous Design
First Place
BEEF
Second Place
Certified Angus Beef, LLC
Honorable Mention Trailhead Designs
Category 63 Publication Web site
First Place
Progressive Dairy Publishing
Category 64 Association Web site
First Place
Ranch House Designs
Second Place
AgTown Technologies
Category 65 Breeder Web site
First Place
Ranch House Designs
Second Place
AgTown Technologies
Category 66 Livestock-Affiliated Web site
First Place
Ranch House Designs
Second Place
AgTown Technologies
Category 67 Special Web site
First Place
Angus Jornal
Second Place
The American Quarter Horse
		
Journal
Honorable Mention The American Quarter Horse
		
Journal
Category 68 Banner Advertisement - no entries

Category 55 Logo Design
First Place
Ranch House Designs
Second Place
National Hog Farmer
Honorable Mention Charolais Journal
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Category 55. Logo Design..................................................................................................................................66
Category 56. Livestock Ad Photo . ....................................................................................................................67
Category 57. Livestock Ad Illustration...............................................................................................................67
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Category 59. Sale Catalogs.................................................................................................................................70
Category 60. Annual Reports.............................................................................................................................71
Category 61. Advertising Media Kit..................................................................................................................72
Category 62. Miscellaneous Design ..................................................................................................................72
Category 63. Publication Web site ....................................................................................................................74
Category 64. Associatoin Web site.....................................................................................................................74
Category 65. Breeder Web site...........................................................................................................................74
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Category 67. Special Web site............................................................................................................................76
The following categories had no entries: 48, 49, and 68.
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Category 2
Association Publication
Overall good. There are a lot of relevant topics and the writers
come across as very knowledgeable and the content is good.
Photography needs to improve across the board, and you need to
demand good printing from your printers. There are many instances
of outdated fonts, lack of infographics and pull outs to create interest
in stories and guide the readers. They want this information more
palatable in a shorter amount of time. Very redundant topics. In
general, the mastheads were very poor. Consider hiring an outside
designer to work over your masthead. It should not be fonts with
shadow, bevel or emboss. Overuse of Photoshop filters in many
places where you didn’t need to do that.
In today’s world of advanced photography and printing technology,
there is no excuse for bad photos and black and white printing on
poor paper. A magazine consists of editorial content, photography,
typography and ads sales/design. If you want to be considered a
professional publication, you should be top in all four categories!

First Place
America’s Horse
by Staff

I found this magazine pleasing with a nice masthead, good
photos - especially on the cover- and a clean contents page. Artists
did a good job of playing with typography and colors. Weak cover
lines. Photography was inconsistent throughout --some good and
some bad. Use more sidebar information with your photos. I chose
this magazine because it’s clearly the most professional and wellthought out magazine of the bunch. Multiple photos are good.
Good quality printing, paper and excellent production.

Second Place
Dairy Herd Management

by Tom Quaife, Shirley Roenfeldt, Kim
Schoonmaker, Shannon Linderoth, Jamie Dunker

I chose this as Second Place mainly because the editorial
content was concise, informative, relevant and helpful. Good
masthead. Loved the cover in the June 2006 issue; however, was
disappointed when I saw the same photo run in the September
2006 issue. Unfortunately with this high quality photo, you ended
up using it too much which diluted the effect. Clean well-done
contents page. Good use of graphics and I liked the pull outs within
the sidebars/information. Two different qualities of paper on the
two issues and it went down from June to the later September
issue. A vast difference in the bright white on the covers. Could
use better cover lines to draw the reader in. There were some weak
photos throughout and the layout was somewhat choppy, but the
content saved the day.
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The American Quarter Horse Journal
by Staff

This magazine has a clean table of contents, consistency
of columns and a fair use of graphics throughout. Good use of
modern fonts and I found the info to be relevant and interesting.
It’s in third because the cover lines are too small, not interesting,
with inconsistent quality of photography throughout. Typography
could be a lot stronger. I kept thinking I had read these stories
before. As a Quarter Horse owner I was interested in the magazine
and did enjoy some of the information. Don’t stick with plug and
play. Redundant mastheads, use more creativity here.

The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
by Staff

Unfortunately this magazine alongside its obvious sister
publication is just too close in all areas to judge fairly. You can
read the other comments and they apply to this one as well. These
are just too close to be able to compare against each other in this
category. I would suggest not entering both of these magazines
in the same category because, as a judge, I cannot find enough
differences to give fair comments.

Seedstock EDGE

by Staff

Coverlines were okay along with contents page. Cover photos
were blurry with bad lighting. Double masthead is redundant.
Some weak photos throughout and some areas contained a poor
use of type. This is a solid magazine throughout that reads very
clean and has good editorial, but the photo clarity distracts from a
better quality product.

Cutting Horse Chatter
by Staff

Good cover photos, clear and crisp, nice cover. Nice paper
stock. But the same style of cover shots gets old. Aren’t there
more areas of interest with cutting horses other than just a horse in
competition? I would highly suggest trying some new looks here
to give a fresh appearance. Even a scenic photo every once in a
while would be nice. There are no cover lines; therefore, nothing to
draw the reader in. Contents page could use some work and the use
of type needs a refresher. The layout just isn’t that interesting, yet
it’s obvious that you have a following with your advertisers who
want quality. Blurred masthead on one of the issues.

California Cattleman

by Erin Lacy, Kelli Toledo and Matt MacFarlane

Nice paper. Consistent font use. Covers just don’t work for
me and the masthead size is inconsistent and outdated. Cover as
advertisement is kind of tacky. Do you really need the ad dollars
here? Contents page is a bit boring and needs some stronger design
and content. Some layouts are too busy and overwhelm the reader.
I would recommend having someone who is not close to your
magazine to help freshen it up. I’m sure that your readers depend on
this magazine, so let’s be sure to give them a good quality product.
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The Cattleman

Charolais Journal

Content page is okay, but poor use of color throughout. Good
content and relevant content on legislative issues. Nice blow-in
for membership application. Inconsistent fonts, color on cover
lines and the masthead need much more consistency each month.
Overall, the look and layout are outdated and the photo quality
needs improvement. It really needs an updated look to the editorial
font to bring it up a notch.

Beautiful cover stock, nice size. Good paper and production
quality. Fairly nice masthead and I would make larger. Keep
the consistency; kerning is a little extreme. Decide on solid over
the gradients. Need cover lines to draw reader in. Cover photo
montages do not invite me to come in. Break out from the pack
and put people on the cover. Eliminate all of these sky photos.
Need to perfect the masthead that has some jagged edges. Contents
page needs work--pretty boring. Consider bringing in some more
modern fonts. Feature stories need some photos! Overuse of
gradient bars and black boxes. Why use Photoshop filters on these
photos!? Are you trying to hide fuzzy photo?

by Staff

Oklahoma Cowman

by AJ Smith and Kami Scott

The cover and contents page… and then someone let the air
out of the bag. Went downhill from there. The interior was a let
down for me. I really liked the nice masthead, which is consistent
and clean. Cover photos are good, good paper quality, but need to
improve cover lines which will draw the reader in. Need to watch
the inconsistent fonts. Columns and layout are weak. Most articles
have too many fonts and poor photography. Need something to
add interest to the overall editorial content. Needs more variety!

The Line Rider

by Maggie Malson and Staff

Nice paper. Good stories that are not too long and relevant to
readers. The covers are inconsistent and range from a lifestyle shot
with framed shot to a full bleed. Poor masthead is hard to read
and outdated. One is gold and one is black and white. Need to
start over on masthead. Contents page needs some spice --- it has
an outdated layout, structure and typography. Although you had
some good black and white photos, there are some very weak ones.
Really need to tighten up the cropping on these. Unfortunately the
good ones are too small and bad photos are too many.

Arkansas Cattle Business

by Amy Bader

Contents are clean but boring. Photoshop filters do not make
a good masthead. Boring content, bad use of type, and outdated
design. Where are the photos—it’s a magazine!!! Am sure that you
have a great following and there is some good content. But take a
look at other magazines and see if you can incorporate some new
ideas. Also check on upgrading your paper quality, it can make a
world of difference.

Kansas Stockman
by Todd Domer

Inconsistent photos. July needed to be lightened up. Like the
masthead so take in the whole top spread! Nice contents page;
clean and easy to read. Pictures are too small. Photo montages are
outdated. Poor use of typography in general. On the photo pages, I
would highly recommend enlarging them. We all like to see photos
of ourselves (and others) and you clearly have enough space to
emphasize these. Good quality magazine; just needs a few updates
to make it better.

by Staff

Category 3
Non-Association Publication
Although there were only three in this category, it was definitely
a case of who made the fewest errors. All three are excellent and
well-written publications. To find a flaw is difficult but just one
was enough to mark against it and move it down in the line.
Everyone can continue to work on photography. Good color was
used throughout each publication, design is good and editorial was
excellent. Most articles seemed to follow the rule that a long story
is not necessarily a good story. Readers have limited time to get
through information in today’s busy society so shorter stories are
very welcome. Good job to all of these staffs.

First Place
Drovers

by Staff

We like this magazine as it has a better finished look. The
paper quality is good, photos are slightly better and cleverer use of
typography. Good use of photos which are relevant to the topics.
We could tell that you planned the photographs to the story. Good
use of infographics. Good typography hierarchy which makes
for an overall pleasing read. Consistent with article layouts and
interesting to see the way you fit some of the shorter articles into
spaces that made it appear like a longer story (p. 80, March 2006).
Gives an illusion of space and uses the white space well. Better
than putting in a blurb that is meaningless which is often done (or
an “Advertise Here!” ad).

Second Place
BEEF

by Joe Roybal

Really like the content and your cover lines are good to draw
your reader in. Good page numbers which relate to the contents
page and makes it easy to find what I want. In the design, there
are a few things that would help clean it up as you seem to have
unnecessary lines you are trying to use as graphics. Ex. (p. 4, p.
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12, p. 48 Aug. 2006). The hairlines do nothing for the page, in
fact it kind of junks it up. Also where you have the title of each
author (ex. “editor”) needs to either move up or down. Right now
you have it on the edge which almost looks like a mistake. It’s
not really that “edgy” to try that. When type is too close to lines
or inside of boxes, it can make the reader uncomfortable, kind of
like riding a car and you’re too close to the edge of the road! Also
cropping the author photos so tight is another uncomfortable look.
Give yourself some air! Would also like to see the paper upgraded.
It’s one reason this magazine falls to second. Can tell the editorial
content is very good. Watch the widows and orphans in your layout.
If you bring your graphics/design up to the editorial standard, this
will continue to be a competitive book.

Dairy Today

by Editorial Team

In looking at these two covers I don’t see the consistency in
cover design that I want to see. Two entirely different styles do not
give me the hint that the content is going to be consistent either.
Overall the inside has great consistency and is pleasing to the eye.
Would like to see better lead-in photos that have more punch –
overall need to try to improve the photos—could use more too!
The table of contents is good and I like the photos to match up
to the story. Page folios are different in the two magazines—in
December, the right hand pages have the page number on the right,
but in the January issue they are all set for left handed pages. At
this level of competition any thing that’s wrong makes for a mark
against you, unfortunately! Am sure you have a great following
with this magazine. It’s still competitive in this very tough group
of publications.

Category 4
Newspaper
First Place
Hereford World

by Staff

A good mix of seedstock and commercial information. I’m
not a fan of tabloids, but the format somehow works here. Good
color and I really like the covers; clean and easy on the eye. A few
places were overlooked with identifying cutlines. In an association
magazine, it’s key to keep everyone on an even playing field. You
know how politics fit in, and you don’t want to be the one favoring
some people over another—identify or don’t use the photo (within
reason!) Page 34 (Aug 2006) is not an inviting article whatsoever.
I’m sure the information in that article is good, but absolutely
nothing draws me in. Watch this in a few other places too. Good
example to continue to use is the Low-Stress Handling article page
26-28.

Second Place
Land & Livestock Post

LPC

by Beverly Moseley

Good timely, relevant stories that are written tight and to the
point. Publication seems to really connect with audience, knows
the territory, doesn’t try to be all things to all people, easily read,
almost a hometown style, a nice surprise among the group.

Honorable Mention
Western Livestock Journal

by Staff

An old standard that keeps on giving; relevant information in
a timely manner. Too thick of a layout for my taste, yet a lot of
color use is good and refreshing for a newspaper which is typically
a difficult design and hard to add the color. Am sure your readers
appreciate it too. Big difference in your two issues and I would
suggest using the Oct 16 issue as your template rather than the
May 29 issue. Watch the length of your editorial.

Honorable Mention
Ozarks Farm and Neighbor
by Stan Coffman

Knows its audience, good material, though a bit all over the
board. Easily read. Another good newspaper that is getting to
use color. Great job on that. Really comes across as a “people”
newspaper that the reader is going to be able to relate to at least
one article. Like the cover lines to draw the reader in. Excellent
newspaper.

Western Livestock Reporter

by Deb Andras, Kevin Nichols and Bonnie Zieske

A lot of information that’s just flat hard to read. The layout is a
real deal-killer. Air it out, already! Glad you can use color to give
it a little boost, but you really need to consider a total overhaul.
It’s just not up to what we want to see in a newspaper in 2007. I’m
sure you have a lot of readership which is good, but to compete in
a design contest, we need to see an upgrade.

Agri-News

by Tami Blake and Donna Skidmore

A great source of information and there’s lots of it. Perhaps
too much. It’s too hard to read and follow, though once you’ve
put in the effort, you’ll find good material. However, I could’ve
found the same material faster on the Internet, even with a dial-up
connection. Less is more.

Cow Country News

by Carey Brown and James Shambhu

Apparently there was a slip up in the entry as there isn’t
anything to see.
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Category 5
Newsletter
Entries in this category are vastly different from an outward
appearance standpoint, yet are strikingly similar in terms of content
and purpose. In virtually every instance, regardless of color usage,
paper stock etc., each publication does an excellent job packaging
relevant information in a format that is surely appreciated by
readers. These similarities made this category very difficult to
judge because each publication serves its intended purpose well.
Please keep in mind, as page count and editorial volume increases,
so does the need for a useful table of contents.

First Place
Angus Journal
“Directions”

Nice, attractive two-color piece that employs consistent layout
and graphic elements. The masthead is simple, yet attractive, and
the use of photos and shaded boxes do a nice job breaking up the
editorial content. The judge also appreciated the “ragged” edges
on the shaded boxes—nice touch. There are a few instances where
photos and clip art appear to be too large in an attempt to stretch a
story so please keep in mind, white space is not always a bad thing.

Second Place
Trailhead Designs
“California Angus News”
by Kelli Toledo

The largest and most graphically exciting entry by far. So
much so, this judge wonders if it is actually a newsletter. It looks
and feels more like a monthly tabloid newspaper. That said, the
editorial, advertisements and photos tie together well to make a
very reader-friendly piece. Editorially speaking, there is a nice mix
of management, human interest and news presented. It is very hard
to find fault in this publication, but the judge did notice that ad
placement could be more consistent. In the Fall 2006 issue on page
four, the ad is placed on the outside of the page, In the Fall 2006
issue, page 8, the ad is placed on the inside of the page.

Honorable Mention
Texas Cattle Feeders Association
“Texas Cattle Feeders Association Newsletter”
by Burt Rutherford

This entry is one of the more “vanilla” from a layout standpoint,
yet the content more than makes up for any graphical shortcomings.
News items are concise and informative. A great deal of information
is presented in a relatively small space. The articles are well-edited
and make good use of quotes. Boxes are used sparingly but are
appreciated when employed. This newsletter could be improved
by jazzing up the market reports to make them a little more eye
appealing and reader friendly.
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Honorable Mention
Kansas Stockman
“KLA News & Market Report”
by Todd Domer

A very nice mix of state and national news as well as market reports
so integral to newsletters of this type. Articles are concise, well edited
and informative. The layout and design is very simple yet effective.
My guess is readers enjoy this piece for the information it quickly
provides. Space constraints aside, the masthead feels cramped at the
top of the page and could benefit from a little air beneath it.

Hereford Publications, Inc.
“The Whiteface”
by Staff

Thank you for explaining the change in paper stock in your
objectives. I was wondering. This piece makes excellent use of
color throughout. Please be mindful of hyphenation issues and avoid
when possible. At times, tighter editing and a little more attention
to detail could alleviate hyphenation issues. Very nice “research
review” graphic—it is clean and simple yet eye-appealing. Please
watch consistency with headline placement—some are inside
photo boxes while others are not.

Seedstock EDGE
“The Pinnacle”

by Megan Sheridan and Staff

A very nice piece that utilized available color extremely well.
The entry is packed with information that should be very useful
for junior members. It also has a nice “junior” feel to it. Very nice
layout on the Summer 2006 issue page 6. Very seldom can five
different event schedules be put on the same page effectively. This
publication accomplishes that.
One suggestion would be to keep type style and size consistent
on the show results pages. Also be very careful when splitting
headline words on spreads.

AgTown Technologies
“The Bull Pen—Five Star Cattle Systems”
by Staff

This entry was hard to judge because only one issue was provided,
making it impossible to evaluate consistency. However, very nice
four-color piece that does an excellent job profiling key employees
and issues relevant to the intended audience. Given the fact this is
a publication produced by a cattle feeding entity, the photo of the
feedlot could have been more appealing. And yes, I have attempted
to take feedlot photos before and am aware of the challenges.

Idaho Cattle Association Publications
“News Brief”
by Maggie Malson and Staff

Again, another very information piece packed with useful
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information. However, for a newsle tter this size, more effort needs
to be put into the graphic aspects of piece. The use of boxes, pull
quotes and shading would break up the monotony and help readers
navigate the material. Varying typestyles and fonts would also help
accomplish this. Given the amount of material presented readers
would benefit from a table of contents.

Category 6
Electronic Newsletter
This category is a small but very well represented category. The
main objective is to provide timely updates to magazines delivered
by direct e-mail. The entries were very similar in format with a
series of short articles, sometimes, but not always accompanied by
pictures are graphics.

First Place
BEEF
“Cow-Calf Weekly”

by Staff

This is an e-mail delivered “update” to BEEF Magazine. It is
a no-nonsense list of short articles; some with links to get more
information. The “Table of Contents” at the top with direct links
was a nice feature as the reader doesn’t need to scroll through
the whole document to find interesting stories. The addition of
graphics could help “jazz” the publication up a bit.

Second Place
Drovers
“Alert”

by Greg Henderson, Kim Watson, John Maday,
Suzanne Bopp and David Wexler

This is another straight forward e-mail publication that
supplements Drovers magazine. This newsletter was a bit more
concise and featured a heavier graphic load which increased the
readability. Most of the stories were quite brief and contained a link
for more information. Constantly having to leave the newsletter
for a new link may be bothersome to readers. This particular
publication lacked a table of contents to make navigation simpler.

Category 7
Web site
Speed, page appearance, site navigation, graphics/sounds/video,
content, interactivity and currency were the criteria used to judge this
category. Each of these criteria were important considerations when
developing a Web site for consumption by a sometimes “not-so-technical”
user base. Using a Web site in a high-speed, digital environment is different
than using a Web site in a rural area using a dial up system. Finding a Web
site that meets most of the users’ needs is difficult. Each of these entries
does a nice job of keeping their sites nimble.

First Place
Certified Angus Beef, LLC
www.CABpartners.com
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by Staff

This Web site opens to a warm and inviting home page with a
picture of some folks who you could trust to feed you well. The
site is easy to navigate and the navigation buttons follow you
as you get deeper into the site. I would recommend moving the
“home” button/ link higher on the inside pages (I found it after
scrolling to the bottom of the page.) Lots of useful, professionally
presented information. I appreciate that the site is not trying to
overwhelm you with graphics, links, bells and whistles. Simple.
Clean. Quality.

Second Place
Cutting Horse Chatter
www.nchacutting.com

by Alan Gold and Mindy Young

This site is more of the bells and whistles site, which contrary
to my comments on the winner, is not a bad thing. It depends on
the audience, and I believe the viewers of this site would like the
flashy graphics, pictures and links. This site is easy to navigate
and offers tons of information. I would like to see the NCHA logo
bigger in the top left corner and make it the link to the records etc.
That would help clean up the graphical menus on the right side of
the homepage. I’d like to see more action shots of horses noseto-nose with cattle in the arena…always cool! Cutting enthusiasts
will find this site useful.

Honorable Mention
Trailhead Designs
www.bobericksoneequipment.com
by Kelli Toledo and EDJE Technologies

This site opens to a busy, but intuitive homepage. The links are
graphical and take the viewer to useful information about specific
product lines offered by the company. The navigational aids
appear on each page and help the viewer return to the homepage
easily. When first launched, my eyes went to the Stampeded Steel
logo, then to the silhouetted image of the cowboy…not to the Bob
Erickson Equipment logo. If you want that to be the dominant
image (brand recognition), I would recommend moving it to the
top left corner and making it larger than the other product logos. I
appreciate that every page has a link to contact the company. The
video link is a nice feature (does it have sound?) Lots of useful
photos, but the ones on the Sandhill Plastics page are hard to
determine what you are depicting. The text describing the pictures
is a bit small for my aging (and your viewers’) eyes. Overall a nice
effort that meets its objective. When Bob Erickson Equipment is
Googled it shows up at the top of the page! Good job.
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Category 8
Special Issue, 100 Pages and
Under
I have had the pleasure of evaluating the entries for this category
in the past. It seems the same problems exist year after year and
critique suggestions are not being implemented. For example,
widows and orphans are widely seen. Please watch for single
lines of text at the top and/or bottom of text columns. Also pages
are often too copy heavy. Remember to use the hand rule when
designing editorial. If you can place your hand anywhere on the
page and not touch a graphic element, the page is copy heavy. We
are aware of the special challenges newsprint publications face and
those constraints were not the deciding factors when placing these
entries. We felt the magazine entries possessed more consistent,
clean layouts while maintaining a higher level of editorial quality.

First Place
Drovers
“Beef Industry Talking Points”
by Staff

The cover is clean and simple and ties well to the theme.
Editorial layout does a good job of distinguishing itself from the
advertising. The use of white space on columns is refreshing, but
throughout the magazine, the green text boxes are copy heavy.
However, material contained inside green boxes meets the stated
objective of providing talking points for the readers. Discuss with
your printer that some pages are not aligned. For example, it is
visible on the subheads on page five. Subheads could be larger.
Column headings are not consistent in size. i.e. “Editorial” on
page five and “Markets” on page six. On page 28, the text on
the photo is difficult to read. On page five, I would prefer you
start a new paragraph rather than using a paragraph symbol in the
expanded opening text. I’m not sure why there’s a sans serif font
on some columns and a serif font on others. Editorial is concise,
with good use of charts and bulleted information. This allows
better readership for today’s time-pressed ranchers. Double and
triple check page numbers on table of contents—page 22 is listed
twice. Please update LPC logo on table of contents. Page 19 needs
a photo or art element to help break up text.

Second Place
National Hog Farmer
“Early Finishing Management”
by Joe Vansickle

Good quality photos on the cover. I definitely know what the
subject matter will be. On table of contents, either offset “special
insert” or put it in numerical order with other articles. The April
issue accomplished this. Please update the LPC logo. “Walking
the Pens” is a user-friendly, informative piece for your readers to
post on the wall of the barn. However, design-wise, it is distracting
to have the type run outside of the color blocks. This could have
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been a great piece if more attention was paid to the design. Good
job with the Spanish translation. This reader cannot determine
whether “Farmweld Progressive Pork” section is paid advertising
or editorial. Placement of this section in the front of this issue is
questionable. Watch widows and orphans. Layout on pages six and
seven is well balanced. Consider adding a color to subheads to
make more of a distinction. Headline font is bold, firm, strong and
consistent. Could have used a pull quote on page 16-17. On page
19, if you are going to indicate this is an advertisement, spell it
correctly. I like the bold move to put such a large photo on pages
20-21. Articles are long. Keep in mind that today’s hog farmer
likely has a short amount of time to read your magazine. The fonts
used in the standard columns vs. the special columns complement
each other well.

Honorable Mention
BEEF
“Ranchland Values”
by Staff

Nice synopsis on page three of what the reader is about to
see. Watch widows and orphans— many exist from page to page.
“Rolling, Rolling, Rolling” is a pleasing headline that goes well
with the screened background photo. Watch color combinations
in editorial against advertising. Although you don’t want them to
match, you don’t want the colors to clash either. Page 16 could
have benefited with the use of a photo. Page 18 needs a “continued”
line. On page 24, “of” should not be bolded in first sentence of
“Exchanges Explained”. Titles after author names should be
consistently either uppercased or lowercased. Good job using a
solid color behind the reverse type on top of the photo on page
33. Good example of how it can work. On page 32, the layout is
beautiful with the exception of the green used. Try using a color
pulled from the photo. Be consistent in headline capitalization—
see page 38.

National Hog Farmer
“Managing Sows in Gestation”

by Dale Miller

I like the way the special insert was highlighted in the table of
contents in this issue versus the October issue. The left hand page
of the October issue did a better job leading into the special insert.
However, the special insert in this issue is designed better. Page
headings are attractive. Hyphens could have been avoided in pull
quotes on page 10. On page 10, not only is there a widow, it is also
a part of a new, bolded subhead (Reproductive performance). On
page 19, vertical lines through headline in gutter is annoying. On
page 27, the color contrast on the headline is attractive but I’m not
sure the yellow is emphasizing the appropriate words. Concerning
charts, sometimes a more subdued color choice is more pleasing to
the eye.
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Western Livestock Reporter
“National Western Stock Show Special Issue”
by Deb Andras, Kevin Nichols, and Bonnie Zieske

Color choice on the cover is great. Everything was attractive
until I looked at the bottom half of the cover and the fonts didn’t
match the top. Font on “What’s Inside” and “Sale Reports” is
a little thin for reverse type. Too many headline fonts are used
throughout this publication. On page six, “Extinction” is spelled
incorrectly. The use of photos with sale reports personalizes the
report and reminds you this is a people business. Good page layout
to fit the entire Denver schedule on center spread. If you see dark
photos in submitted ads, it is good to advise the advertiser that
photos may print too dark in the publication, i.e. North Dakota on
page 10 and Snake Creek on page 12. The use of heavy black ink
may be contributing to the photos printing too dark. Work with
your printer to learn how to compensate when using such heavy
blocks of black in your ads. Classifieds are functional and clean.
Black reverse heading allows reader to easily identify categories.
Correct orientation of page folios throughout.
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First Place
Texas Cattle Feeders Association
“Cattle Feeders Annual”
by Burt Rutherford

This cover had a great deal of potential. The colors are pleasing
but maybe a few less, larger photos would have helped. This cover
was the only one that didn’t state the issue’s theme. The table of
contents layout is attractive and placed very far forward in the
magazine which is helpful. Larger-than-normal font size, coupled
with more-than-average white space, makes editorial easy to read
even if certain articles get somewhat copy heavy, i.e. page 11.
Overall layout is clean with good use of color and a nice paper
choice. Pages 30 and 31 could have been improved by shifting
graphic elements to break up copy. Directories are good resources
for the readers and help meet stated objectives. Change in paper
stock and color choices for these directories was a good choice and
it is nice to see print quality wasn’t compromised.

Second Place
Charolais Journal
Agri-News
“Our Special Issue Honoring Working Cowboys” “April 2006—Focus on the Family”

by Tami Blake and Donna Skidmore

Too many fonts used in editorial. Don’t indent headlines as
seen on first page. On page five, “reference” is spelled wrong in
DeJaegher Ranch ad. Watch widows and orphans. Many photos are
dark. Often times it is useful to lighten photos to overcompensate
for dot gain. Work with your printer to improve halftone image
reproduction. “Cooking in the West” is a nice way to appeal to
the cooks in the family. Often photos do not support the adjacent
editorial, see page 12. Offset independent photos with boxes,
frames, borders, etc., to avoid confusion. On page 13, “Mike
Landers ...” photo cutline would be more pleasing if the caption was
not indented or justified. Top half of “Section 2” is disjointed. The
photos do not tie to any story and the quote is confusing. Vertical
folios on the right hand page throughout the issue are 180 degrees
off, see Western Livestock Reporter for preferred orientation.

Category 9
Special Issue, 101 Pages and
Over
In general each of these entries does an excellent job carrying
its special issue theme throughout the publication beginning with
the covers. The advertising is attractive and the editorial layout is
complementary. The tough thing about special issues is carrying
out the theme from start to finish and each of these publications
does an admirable job of accomplishing that task. The two entries
that surface to the top have the advantage in terms of clean layouts
and more white space.

by Staff

The best cover of the bunch. The UV coating makes this
excellent photo all the better. The font used for “Focus on the
Family” is very attractive; however, the masthead appears to
be too close to the trim edge. Nice table of contents including
placement near the front of the book. Do half page ads really need
to be stacked as early as page eight? The editorial did an excellent
job of supporting the theme. If you are going to use drop caps,
please make them significantly larger. Nice use of white space
throughout. Article/column headings are consistent. Nice use of
photos with columns help personalize editorial. In many instances
half tones appear to be too washed out making the pages too gray
and lacking contrast. When reversing copy, make sure type size
is large enough to compensate for the fact reversed copy is more
difficult to read. A different font would have also helped, i.e. page
32. In certain instances, headline fonts would have been better if
made black. This would have increased the contrast. The layout on
pages 62 and 63 could have been improved by shifting boxes to
help break up copy. Unlike the rest of the entries in this category it
was refreshing to see the advertising index contained on one page
without anything competing against it.

Honorable Mention
Western Livestock Journal
“North American Bull Guide”
by Staff

Graphically speaking, the cover is too busy even though only
two elements are used. A simpler globe and fewer stars would
be a great place to start. Nice job tying article headings back to
cover art. Also, consistent use of fonts on editorial was refreshing.
Editorial layout is well balanced, i.e. pages 44 and 45. It is obvious
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the designers are mindful of keeping pages from being too copy
heavy. Good use of pull quotes to break up copy. Be mindful of
widows and orphans. The breed index is a nice touch and a handy
reference for readers; however, keep an eye on text flow. One
of the best layouts of across-breed EPDs that has been seen. It
is obvious this publication is aware of the fact they are serving
cattlemen of many different breeds, and as such, provide useful
information for all readers, regardless of breed. Editorial photo
quality could be improved, i.e. pages 28 and 29. Several of the
editorial photos could be improved by eliminating hard edges, see
page 98. Excellent use of “continued” when stories are jumped.
Realizing many of the ads may have been submitted, work with
advertisers to ensure high resolution images are submitted.

Western Livestock Reporter
“2006 Herd Reference Edition”

by Deb Andras, Kevin Nichols, Donna Skidmore,
Ann Hindley and Bonnie Zieske

Nice color choice on the background behind the main cover
photo. It coordinates well with the primary photo. The background
on the masthead might have been improved by replacing the black
with a darker green. Nice color usage throughout the issue and the
paper quality is excellent, giving this piece the feel of a special
issue. While I realize advertising pays the bills, some sort of
editorial, if even the table of contents, should appear before page
42. Also on special issues, the lead editorial piece should pertain to
the issue’s theme. Consider using an editorial header to distinguish
editorial from advertising. This could also help create consistency
between color and black/white pages of editorial. The background
photo on page 65 should be screened back to make copy easier to
read. Watch the appearance of widows and orphans. Font usage is
consistent as well as the use of a white border around all photos,
except for a few instances where a black border was used. On page
97, it appears “Colorado” was dropped off the headline and if not,
the comma should have been deleted from behind Fort Collins.
Please keep capitalization of subheads consistent, i.e. page 97.

Category 10
Event/Show Program
These entries covered a wide variety of events and the total
number of pages varied greatly, which makes it a bit difficult to
compare apples to apples. I was looking for quality in everything—
from the artwork, to the consistency, to the usefulness of the
program.

First Place
BEEF
“Quality Summit”

by Jennifer Kampinen

Very nice program. Extremely clean and very organized for the
user. Really like the pages with the speakers and their bios. But
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why is there a separate page that shows their photos and names, yet
the names do not match up to the speakers? Would have been more
effective that way. It is a little repetitious to have it on page six and
then follow it with the speaker/bio information. Overall, though,
the reflection that I get from the cover with “Quality” Summit is
that it was a “quality” event.

Second Place
Cutting Horse Chatter
“NCHA World Championship Futurity Program”
by Staff

The cover is well done with the dirt, the horse and the cattle at
a unique angle with dirt in the background. Really like the word
“Futurity” floating above and how it ties in to the white bar across
the bottom. Nice subtle 2006 that verifies the year but doesn’t just
blast it out. Very consistent in design with the subtitles/headings at
the top. Good job on the entry pages; will make it very easy to keep
score of the entries and placings. This definitely leans more toward
a magazine than a program, but an excellent piece.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“AQHA World Championship Program”
by World Show Staff

Cover is very clean and logo shows that I’m going to see a
variety of events at this show. Good consistency throughout with
colors, headings, articles, etc. Obviously a well-supported event
with the advertising content. I find few faults, but one thing that I
would suggest for improving the usefulness of the program is to
make a place where I, as a spectator, can put the placing for that
particular class/entry. That is, assuming that I’m going to be using
this at the show. In moving through the book, I did discover that
the logo works much better in color than in black and white. It
really gets muddled in the BW section.

The Lone Coyote Co.
“2006 National Junior Limousin Show &
Congress”
by Shari Holloway

Nice cover that tells me exactly what’s going on and where.
I’m sure the past winners enjoy seeing their photo on the front.
Good information on page two with all hotel information; a map
would have been nice here. Not sure how much I like the “scroll”
font (can’t remember the font name) along with the hat and the
lariat on the cowboy, but it’s OK. The gray bars on the exhibitor
list became a little bit of a distraction. I see what you are trying to
accomplish and it would have been very successful had you spent
just a bit more time to line your gray bars even with the line breaks.
Even better would have been to group the states together, but that’s
up to you. The entry pages are clean and easy to follow and would
have been easy to use during the show. Why not throw in a kid’s
page for the kids to entertain themselves at the show? Nice job.
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Oklahoma Cowman
“2006 Range Round Up Program”
by AJ Smith and Kami Scott

Oh how I want to move that logo at the top right corner! This is
a beautiful cover, but the logo really makes me uncomfortable. You
really could have had it run horizontally although I assume you
thought it would ruin the photo. Not really. You need to watch your
font sizes within editorial. It needs to stay the same throughout,
and if you have to make it smaller, delete some copy, because it
means the story is too long. Don’t reduce your leading too in order
to make it fit. Also watch your consistency on indents. Example
on page---- well now I don’t know… there are no page numbers--the Top Horse, Top Hand & Tuff Hand Judges page. You have a
variety of indents on that page and the Clydesdales page. It’s a
pleasant read and good content. Not sure where I’ll keep placings
during the event though. Should there be a score sheet?

Ohio Cattlemen’s Association
“2006 Beef Expo”
by Jamie King

No doubt of what the program is for, with the good cover. The
top two lines could be more effective in a different font. Just a little
too much brush script on the front to make those two lines effective.
Inside front cover should line up the sponsors differently, maybe
each on its own line, and eliminate the semi-colons. They become a
distraction with that font, yet it’s important to have this information
prominent as we all know we need to take care of our sponsors.
On page eight, I would go ahead at some point and take the time to
recreate this. With work at this caliber, I hate to see this page take the
quality down with this rough artwork. It may change a bit each year,
but in your slow time, you could re-create this for the future.

ACJ/American Chianina Association
“National Junior Heifer Show”
by Heather Counts

First of all the cover is very bright! Unfortunately the artwork
is bitmapped and really takes away the quality we want to see. In
opening up the book and quickly going through it, I see quite a
few fonts. It’s always best to stick with just two in editorial so it’s
not so busy. On page three, you increased the point size, but why
don’t you give us their hometowns, too? That way, you can keep a
more consistent point size, still fill the page comfortably and give
your readers more information. Not sure if this was a pre-event
piece, so am not sure why you have all the rules of the events. This
seems to take up space that may have been dedicated to some other
features. Although most of the lines where I’m going to write in
the champion names are sufficient, you needed to modify on page
16. In looking further I can see you wanted to list the prize they
received in each category. You have plenty of pages to make a
general list and feature these items kind of like on page 27.
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Category 11
Single Article Layout and
Design

Good article layout and design should grab the reader, and pull
him or her into and through the story. This is done with compelling
graphics, a wise use of typography (don’t overdo it, a little goes a
long way), an appropriate color palette, and a balance between all
the elements. Overall the entries in this category did a great job of
clean and wise design. The best entries put all the pieces together.
Others were a little heavy-handed in one element or another.

First Place
BEEF
“Trends To Track”
by Krista Trempe

This is the top of the class – open, airy, creatively simple and
pleasing – everything works. The story on retail trends in beef
begins with a tight dramatic photo of a shopping cart whizzing
down the aisle, and each discussion point of the story is bulleted
by a line shot of a shopping cart. This entry has no negatives.

Second Place
National Hog Farmer
“Good Timing”
by Krista Trempe

This vignette on an award-winning hog producer starts off with
good, high-quality photos that are well-proportioned and placed in
the spread layout. The layout is clean, comfortable and airy, and
the colored subheads break up the copy and provide pleasing eye
breaks to the reader. The lone negative to this layout is that the
serif headline font is too weak – it needs more boldness.

Honorable Mention
Texas Longhorn Trails
“The Quest For The Brazilian Longhorn”
by Brenda Cantrell and Laura Standley

This layout was fun and adventurous. It takes an Indiana Jonesstyle approach to a producer tour of Brazil. It’s a busy layout but
the art director mixes the various elements of a map backdrop,
colored copy blocks and photos for a pleasing final product. The
main drawback to this treatment was the quality of a few of the
small photos, which were backlit and muddy, making them hard to
view. But a great job overall.
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Honorable Mention
BEEF
“Weathering Parasites”
by Krista Trempe

I really liked this layout. It’s dramatic and colorful, and I loved
the typographical treatment; plus, the designer used color well to
break up the copy block. A series of 10 weather-emergency photos
provide a border for this spread layout but the effect leaves these
dramatic photos underplayed.

Cutting Horse Chatter
“Swat the Fly Problem”
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Alabama Cattleman
“Beef Production in the Blackbelt”
by Nicky Donghia

The lead photo of a mounted rider moving cattle around a pen
is high quality, and I like the way the designer faded the color and
texture of the dusty corral into a tint that serves as a backdrop
for the entire page. The story’s two-line headline, however, is
undersized and crammed placement into the right side of the page
minimizes its impact. The headline needs more authority.

Western Livestock Journal
“Are We Winning the War on Fat?”
by Michele Frost

by Mindy Young

The first spread of this four-page article was dynamite. I liked
the color palette used, and the headline and large, dramatic photo
of a fly-pestered horse was nothing short of “wow.” In addition,
the artist incorporated a looping dotted line throughout the layout
(sparingly, however) to suggest a darting fly and tie it all together.
It’s on the second spread where this layout falls short because
it’s too text heavy. As much as I loved the drama of the opening,
larger-than-a-page photo, perhaps it should have been downsized
in order to loosen up the second half of the story… or the story
edited to allow more air to the latter half of the layout.

This layout has a lot of nice elements – from the engaging
opening vertical to a nice trio of 13th rib cross-sections. But I don’t
feel the art director effectively used her opening spread, which
functions as two single pages, while the tower of ribeye shots
that fall in the center column of the second page further breaks
up the flow. I would have dropped the feedyard panoramic on the
second page, and moved the tower of meat shots to the outside
column. Another negative was the absence of cutlines in this story.
While three of the photos were generic feeding scenes, the meat
shots could have used explanation. In addition, use of color on the
story’s subheads would have helped dress up the layout.

Texas Longhorn Trails
“NASA Longhorn Project”

Cutting Horse Chatter
“Fun Ideas for Fundraising”

The rockets frame both sides of this spread treatment are
dramatic elements but overall the design suffers from an overabundance of graphics. As a result, the headline is undersized
(and the red, white and blue treatment of the headline is hard to
read). Pick and choose your photos wisely – less really is more
in good design. All the supporting photos were too undersized for
my tastes, and the quality of about half of them was substandard.
In addition, all the small photos sprinkled throughout the layout
break up the flow of the text.

This was a fun and creative layout. It utilizes a playful typeface
in the headline – a mix of script and serif. I think a green color
palette (color of money) would have served this layout better than
the pink selected, however. In addition, the art director doesn’t
effectively use the spread, as the headline treatment is only onepage wide, and a column of stacked bills in the center column of
the second page further demarcates the look.

by Myra Basham and Cole Dowden

Progressive Dairy Publishing
“View from the Bus”
by Walt Cooley

I liked this entry overall – a creative scrapbook feel. A collection
of photos from a dairy producers’ tour of Indiana, Michigan and
Wisconsin, the designer uses photos on this big tabloid spread
sparingly but he still could have been more discriminating. A
farmstead scene dramatically anchors the bottom of the entire
spread, and the layout otherwise offers another seven images, each
labeled with the state in which it was taken. About half the photos
were great, and the other half were unremarkable, which diluted
the effect of the piece.

by Mindy Young

Category 12
Single Article Layout and
Design, Newspaper
I was disappointed that this category only consisted of a single
entry, but that single entry was a good one. It exhibited the strengths
of good design, which are to grab the reader, pull them into the
story, and then make the experience enjoyable and worthwhile.

First Place
Land & Livestock Post
“Drought is a Slow-Motion Disaster”
by Beverly Mosely

This cover story on Texas’ drought does an effective job of
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delivering the hometown picture to a Texas reader. It begins with
“before & after” shots of a dried-up stock pond rejuvenated by
a recent rain. Inside, a map of Texas counties features select,
highlighted counties with quotes from producers on conditions in
their respective counties. The story’s third page is weaker, with only
a podium shot of a seemingly tight-lipped Texas ag commissioner
that would have been more effective with a more animated photo.

Category 13
Cover (any combination or
black and white), Association

Second Place-TIE
Charolais Journal
“Focus On the Family”
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by Julie Olson and Mark Ringenberg
The cover image consists of a clean, well-done shot of a fresh
calf suckling its mama. While such images are ubiquitous across
America, a good shot is tough to do, and this photographer delivers.
The cropping could have been tighter, or all the open space in the
image used more effectively to sell the inside contents. I also didn’t
like the color selection of the nameplate, which is a textured neon
green that almost seems to impart a “fluorescent” cast to the dam’s
white coat.

I really enjoyed judging this category. The quality of entries
overall was very high and the competition stiff. When folks look
at a cover, they tend to focus on the quality of the image but that’s
only part of the equation. A great cover includes a strong image
that fits the cover design (allowing for the necessary furniture
of nameplate and address box, etc.) and is complemented with
compelling cover lines that ideally tie into the image and drive
readers inside the book. Overall the images displayed in this
category were very good but there was a general weakness in
cover lines. Without appropriately sized, well-placed and pertinent
cover lines, you miss a great opportunity to sell the contents of
your publication to readers.

Honorable Mention-TIE
Florida Cattleman
“Environmental”

First Place
America’s Horse
“Tule Ranch”

Honorable Mention-TIE
Seedstock EDGE
“At the Table with Mary”

This is clearly the class of the field. A compelling and tender
image of a foal peeking from behind its mare is heartwarming
and striking; a real stopper. There’s no question about the
focal point of this image and the ancillary information adds
to the message. The image is aided by great color selection for
the cover lines and a dramatic nameplate, though the coverline style of this publication is too understated for my tastes.

I really liked the composition of this non-traditional image of
two sows on pasture. One animal dominates the foregroud and the
second the background to provide a depth of interest. The dominant
cover line, “At the table with Mary,” was well placed but is so
nebulous in its meaning that it doesn’t help sell the content.

by Jim Jennings and Terry Stidger

by Barbara Starcher

This cover image of an Angus cow nose-to-nose with an
alligator is a stopper – both tender and unsettling at the same time.
The image has some technical flaws in that the detail is lost in
the cow’s black head but the captured moment is wonderful. The
cover line on “Endangered Species Act reform” fits the image
and helps sell the inside content but it is underplayed. A nice job,
nonetheless.

by Kati McQueen and Stephen Weintraut II

Honorable Mention-TIE
The Cattleman
Second Place-TIE
The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal “April Cover”
by Marilyn Cheatham and Linda Lee
“Spring Forward”
by Jim Jennings and Diana McClung

Another stellar effort by the horse folks. A warm, captured
moment of a leggy foal and its mare shot from ground level provides
a lot of impact. It’s a colorful image that doesn’t quite carry the
impact of the first-place cover but a quality one, nonetheless.
Again, a single, undersized cover line is a drawback.

I love the action in this cover image of a roper ready to toss the
loop on a beef animal trying to escape through brush country. The
color is rich in this image. The designer is hampered by standard
cover design elements (a white address box and a UPC box) that rob
her of the bottom 20% of the cover area, but her craft is impressive
nonetheless. This cover is hurt by a lack of an accompanying cover
line, and the cover lines that are used are too small to attract much
attention.
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Seedstock EDGE
“Herd Sire Issue”

Arkansas Cattle Business
“Limousin Bull”

Here’s a good example of the confusion missing cover lines
can wreak. This cover image is a nicely-lit and comfortable profile
shot of what I presume is a swine breeder. It’s obvious by his total
dominance of the cover that he is an important facet of this issue,
but there’s no identification or accompanying cover line to indicate
who he is or why he deserves such play.

This cover consists of a composite of a nicely photographed
and attractive Limousin bull to herald the “Limousin Cattle” focus
of the issue. The image of the bull is extracted and super-imposed
over a screened background image of a wagon wheel, through
which, can be seen an old, dilapidated farmstead. I complement
the creativity but there are too many unrelated things going on here
for my taste.

by Megan Sheridan and Dan Akers

Gelbvieh World
“C.W. Jones & Sons”

by Lori Maude and Katie Danneman

This cover features a nice, clean attractive photo of a cow and
her offspring set in lush summer pasture. The warm lighting gives
the pair and the cover a nice feel, and the typography is clean
and airy for an overall nice cover treatment. While the photo is
technically very well done, it doesn’t carry the punch of the award
winners in this very tough competitive category.

Texas Longhorn Trails
“Cover Shot”

by Myra Basham, Brenda Cantrell and Cole
Dowden

This cover features a pleasing image of an attractive woman
standing alongside and embracing a Longhorn cow. Both are
making eye contact with the reader and there’s a lot of personality
in this photo. There are, however, no cover lines to provide a
context for the shot. The objectives listed on the critique entry form
says the feature story for the issue was about “Longhorn Ladies,”
which could have served as an appropriate cover line giving the
cover graphic.

American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
“Cowboy Tintypes”
by Robb Kindrick and Justin Foster

by Amy Bader and Sharon Duncan

Florida Cattleman
“New Beginnings”
by Barbara Starcher

This cover heralding the new year consists of a dramatic sunrise
shot, and the cover line “The dawn of a new day … the beginning
of a New Year!” While it’s an attractive shot, it doesn’t carry any
connection for me to the cattle business, or Florida for that matter.
In addition, well more than half of the cover image is sky, which
could have been used to better tie in the image to the issue content,
or just to sell the image content. All in all, I think this image is
better suited for inside use than the cover.

Oklahoma Cowman
“Livestock Marketing Special Issue”
by AJ Smith and Kami Scott

I like this cover image – a panoramic view of four riders on
horseback driving cattle toward the photographer, with a farmstead
in the background. The cattle are alert and the photo has a nice candid
feel. I wish the designer had sold the content better, however, than
just the single cover line of “Livestock Marketing Special Issue”
because the cover image doesn’t have the feel of “marketing.”

Florida Cattleman
“Legislative”
by Barbara Starcher

The cover story on “Ranching Tintypes” was probably
a fascinating study of contemporary ranchers preserved
photographically using an age-old photographic process, but the
cover image treatment doesn’t sell it very well. While interesting,
the cover image is flat and doesn’t have a focal point. Meanwhile,
the composition of the image leaves about a third of the cover area
– the upper right – blank.

This cover is devoid of cover lines, though the dominant image
of the U.S. Capitol dome shrouded by blooming cherry blossoms
and the inset photo of well-dudded cattlemen posed in front of
the same building, strongly hints that the issue’s focus is of a
legislative nature. Why not use cover lines to sell the issue to the
reader with more detail about the content? In addition, the faces of
the cattlemen pictured in the inset photo are obscured by the shade
of their hats.

Alabama Cattleman
“Cow and Calf”

Oklahoma Cowman
“Angus Special Issue”

by Nicky Donghia

This cover features a nice, tight, pleasing photo of a cow-calf
pair on lush pasture. The color saturation is intense which causes
some detail problems in the black calf. Lack of any cover lines on
this cover hurts the package.

by AJ Smith and Kami Scott

This cover features a nice sharp photo of three Angus females
staring straight into the camera. It’s a pleasing photo but it could
use more “sell” from the cover line. As it is, it doesn’t stand up to
the top entries of this class.
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Oklahoma Cowman
“Lead… or Get Out of the Way”
by AJ Smith and Kami Scott

There’s a little too much going on in this cover image. Six
photos are combined to illustrate a cover story that I assume is
show coverage (no objectives were presented on the entry form,
and the lone cover line doesn’t make it very clear). A couple of the
photos are quite strong but they lose their punch because of their
small size and the fact that all the photos run into each other for a
confusing effect.

The Cattleman
“Annual Horse Issue”
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by Audra Mathis and Linda Lee

I love the richness of this image. The colors are vibrant and the
scene is genuine. The cover lines work well with the cover image
and sell the inside content well. The image’s only shortcoming is
that I’m not sure what exactly the rider is doing or where he’s
looking. He appears to be reaching with both hands for the horse’s
halter but is looking below that to the ground. All in all, it’s a
nice job and effective cover treatment; it just eased out by the
finishers.

Charolais Journal
“National Show and Sale Report”

The American Quarter Horse Journal
by David Hobbs, Julie Olson and Mark Ringenberg “Obvious Conclusion”
by Don Shugart and Diana McClung

This collage of eight photos posted against a weathered woodgrain background has just too much going on. The treatment
dilutes the impact of the photos because they’re-played too small
and the wood-grain treatment in some cases overlays the photos
and produces a ghosting effect. A couple of the photos were of
sufficient quality to stand on their own as a cover shot.

I love the richness of this full-body image shot from a groundlevel perspective for a dramatic effect. The lone cover line promotes
“Inside the halter industry,” and while the horse is haltered, it’s just
a detail in this cover image. A tighter halter shot would have better
suited this issue focus.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Three Bars”

Cutting Horse Chatter
“Stylish Baby Doll”

This high-quality illustration was the lone illustration entry in
the competition. Obviously done by a master illustrator, the image
is effective and beautiful, the overall package, however, didn’t
measure up to the place winners.

This action shot of a cutting horse and rider in action works
fabulously but the smaller inset photo of another horse and rider
attracts from the cover image’s drama. In addition, the cover lines
are seriously underplayed to the point they are hard to read.

by Clint Swearingen and Orren Mixer

by Mindy Young

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Gray Horses”

Angus Journal
“CAB Issue”

This cover consists of a striking, pastel-like image of five
pastured horses posted prominently on the cover. It’s a striking
image and the lighting is beautiful. The cover line, which reads:
“Heads up! Dive into spring with your American Quarter Horse,”
does little to pique the interest of readers about the inside content,
however.

I like the composition of this tight shot of three Angus feeder
animals clustered around a waterer. Black is tough to shoot during
any time of the day, but high sun makes shadows particularly
problematic. The detail is in this shot but at the expense of a
washed-out look to the overall picture. I like the makeup of this
cover but it could have used a better cover-line sell.

by Diana McClung and David Stoecklein

Alabama Cattleman
“Cover”

by Nicky Donghia, Reed Blossom and William E.
Powell

This cover image is an attractive cover shot – an action shot of
a horse and rider moving cattle in a pen. The problem is there are
no cover lines and the cover carries no real message, other than it’s
a nice photo.

by Micky Wilson and Craig Simmons

Charolais Journal
“November Cover”

by Julie Olson and Mark Ringenberg

A nicely done, dramatic, mostly straight-on photo of a
Charolais cow dominates this cover. I liked the image and the way
the designer cut the animal’s head into the nameplate for a multidimensional feel to the cover, but there are no cover lines. Wasn’t
there something inside worth selling on the cover to readers?
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The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal Second Place
Dairy Herd Management
“Feet First”
by Jennifer Hancock and Justin Foster
“June 2006”
This cover consists of a nice detail-style shot of a farrier
performing his craft. The shot depicts the leather-aproned lap of
the farrier cradling the horse’s leg as he applies a new shoe. The
cover line, “Feet First – What to do about laminitis,” is effective
and appropriate but undersized. It is the only cover line on the
page. A tighter crop would have made this image more dramatic.
As it is, almost the whole bottom half of the cover area contains no
additional information for the reader.

by Jammie Dunker

The Cattleman
“Animal Health and Nutrition”

Honorable Mention
BEEF
“March 2006”

by Carol Hutchison and Linda Lee

This cover image of an exhausted cowhand squatting in the
shade of a fence, his hand wiping his brow is a well done and
intriguing shot. I think the overall look of the cover would have
been helped by moving the subject off center, perhaps to the left
side of the cover space and then using the open space to more
prominently play up the cover lines.

Category 14
Cover (any color combination
or black and white), Non
Association
There were only eight entries in this category but the competition
was strong and exhibited a range of effective approaches. A cover
treatment sells your inside content, and while a strong image is
number-one, its effectiveness is helped or hindered by cropping,
and the use and placement of cover lines. Overall, the entries in
this category boasted strong and effective images and, for the
most part, strengthened the message of those images by the use of
appropriate cover lines. Good job.

First Place
Drovers
“August 2006”
by Marcia Young

This issue carries an animal identification focus and uses a
cover image consisting of a montage of photos and illustrations to
trumpet the issue’s purpose. The montage includes depictions of a
beef animal’s tagged ear, RFID button, retinal scan, blood or serum
sample, a computer keyboard and DNA strands – all cemented by
a cohesive color scheme – to depict all the various territories this
issue presumably visits. This cover was clearly the class of the
category.
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The consumer-oriented focus of this issue is well illustrated by
this tight and engaging facial shot of an attractive female subject
quaffing a glass of milk. The model’s eyes stare directly at the reader
and drive home the message that there are consumers at the end of
the production chain. This package image is simple, effective and
attractive. One tip for next year: proofread your entry forms before
submission – this one was entered in the wrong category.

by Joe Roybal

This cover consists of a great action photo of an airborne helicopter
with a dangling water basket fighting a range fire and effectively
illustrates the issue’s cover story about “Wildfire Recovery.” The
most dramatic cover photo of this category, the cover as a package
didn’t match the clearer message of the first-place finisher and the
elegant simplicity of the second-place finisher.

Honorable Mention
National Hog Farmer
“September 2006”
by Charles Johnson

The well-composed cover image consists of a hog confinement
building framed by standing corn, as the photographer shot down
between two rows of corn toward the building. The art director
effectively utilizes the foreground to herald the issue’s “Pork
Industry Environmental Stewards” coverage. Together it’s an
effective treatment, but the image would have been more dynamic
had it included a human subject to drive home the people aspect of
the cover story.

BEEF
“September 2006”
by Joe Roybal

This issue, with the cover line “Winter Feeding,” is well
served by the tight image of a woolly-coated cow munching on a
big mouthful of alfalfa hay in late evening. I like the tightness of
the crop and the cutout of top of the cow’s head from the issue’s
nameplate, and the animal’s ear from the side column provides a
nice, 3-D feel to the total package, but the lateness of the day (with
no fill flash) leaves some harsh shadows.
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National Hog Farmer
“January 2006”
by Mike Boyatt

“Give Ventilation Audits A Whirl” is the in-your-face cover line
superimposed over a full-bleed, straight-on shot of a hog building
ventilation fan. I liked the quality and simplicity of this photo
(you can even see through the fan’s whirling blades at the animals
housed inside the building), but the overall feel of the cover is too
busy and lacks a central focus.

Western Livestock Journal
“Commercial Cattle Issue”
by Michele Frost

Black cattle are tough to shoot, especially in the full sun, but
this photographer did a nice job. The composition of a group of
feedlot cattle is such that the animal in the bottom right foreground
is an effective focal point to draw the reader’s eye to the dominant
cover line – “Optimum marketing, improved profitability.” The
cover is weak in that the cover line needs more “sell” and more
prominence for easier readability.

Progressive Dairyman
“October 2006”
by Alan Leavitt

This issue is devoted to “progressive technology” and this
cover image of a dairy worker with a wand reader electronically
canning eartags of stanchioned Holsteins delivers the message.
The cover line, “A helping hand – technologies influencing today’s
producers,” works well with the cover image. Rather than running
the only cover line as a banner across the top of the image, I would
have tucked it into the image’s upper-left corner to alleviate the
“bands” of type that overpower the top of the cover.

Category 15
Cover (any color combination
or black and white),
Newspaper
There are some great examples of newspaper design in this
category. Every entry shows some strong points of creativity and
judgment, but there is a tendency to over-design in some. Less is
more and there’s a thin line in design between what’s effective and
what can get distracting.

First Place
Land & Livestock Post
“December 19, 2006”
by Beverly Mosely

Newsprint is generally at a disadvantage to glossy paper but
this entry overcomes the challenge with a clean, well-designed and
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airy look that is refreshing. It begins with a dominant photo of a
wonderfully composed, ground-level shot of a group of Jerseys
munching on hay to lead into the single cover story on “Dairies
continue migration to Panhandle.” This cover is a winner all the
way. Great job.

Second Place
High Plains Journal
“April 17, 2006”
by Diana Derstein

A dramatic lead image of a fire-engulfed, wooden, cattleloading ramp personalizes the message of wildfires and livestock
and complements nicely the dominant cover line of “Wildfires.”
The subhead to that main cover line, however, is “Could they really
be a blessing in disguise?” and that belies the message presented by
the main photo and four others on the page - a rangeland fire line,
charred pasture, dead cattle and a smoky cloud. The cover story is
really about optimism but the photos connote only tragedy.

Honorable Mention
High Plains Journal
“October 9, 2006”

by Amanda M. Johnson

A half-page environmental portrait of rancher Ken Holloway
effectively introduces the subject of the story – purebred breeder
Ken Holloway. The photo is nicely done, though Holloway
appears a little staid and the image doesn’t offer much insight into
his personality. The photo, however, is functional and the overall
cover treatment is comfortable and attractive.

Western Livestock Journal
“October 30, 2006”
by Staff

This is an attractive newsprint tabloid that is clean and well
designed. This cover page packs a lot of information and does it
attractively. The lead photo consists of a very tight shot of four
black steers (that reproduced very well, by the way) placed above a
headline on the latest cattle-on-feed report. But the photo’s purpose
is confusing as it seems to pair up with the cattle report, but the
cutline alludes to corn price, which is the headline above the same
photo.

Agri-News
“November 10, 2006”

by Tami Blake and Donna Skidmore

Almost the entire cover of this newsprint tabloid is a Veteran’s
Day tribute and consists of story lead-ins and vignettes on nine
readership-area veterans with war service. I’m sure this issue was
just devoured by readers (I would like to read more on all these
folks) but this cover suffers from too much to look at. All nine
photos of servicemen and women are about the same size and the
cover lacks a focal point.
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High Plains Journal
“August 14, 2006”

by Amanda M. Johnson

This cover story on the BVD virus suffers from too much going
on. The lead photo of three white-face steers that loom menacingly
out of the black background is effective and points up the seriousness
of the BVD challenge. But it’s diluted with all the added gimmickry
of a “Blob” like” type font for the word “Virus” plus the added
elements of barbed wire, a barnwood background, etc.

High Plains Journal
“August 14, 2006”
by Diana Derstein

This is no doubt a creative art director, but this cover is another
example of over-design. All the elements are here for a great cover,
but the photos and graphics compete for attention because they’re
all about the same size, and all the bordering adds to the clutter.
Less is more in design.

High Plains Journal
“September 11, 2006”
by Amanda M. Johnson

Here’s an example of a designer who picked a dominant
graphic and played it appropriately. The quarter-page image of
dude-ranch owner Frank Hommel standing next to his horse is
a pleasing introduction to the man behind the business, and the
smaller inset photo of the dude ranch cabins provides more great
detail. The aged parchment background is unnecessary but subtle
enough that it doesn’t detract too much from the overall design,
but the potpourri of typefaces and backgrounds in the headline
band across the top of the cover are too much.

High Plains Journal
“October 30, 2006”
by Diana Derstein

“History helps horses become important today” is the cover
line of this issue but the meaning of those words isn’t made any
clearer by the graphics and design used in this cover treatment.
The overall design, while a little bit busy, works but the dominant
photo of the layout is overplayed by the inset photos.

Category 16
Single Graphic Illustrating
an Article
An effective graphic should be an attractive and easy read that hits
the viewer between the eyes and lets him or her know instantaneously
what the story is all about. A real grabber of a graphic stops readers
and pulls them into the story. Images must be sharp, and the graphic
used large enough to be effective. I liked the entries in this category
but I was disappointed there were only two of them. I find it hard to
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believe that with all the magazines, and thousands of editorial pages
generated within this category throughout the year, there aren’t
numerous examples of good graphic treatments that could make a
run for the top prizes in this category.

First Place
Drovers
“As The World Warms”
by Marcia Young

This is a very clever concept that is well executed. The story
deals with the fallout for agriculture of a warming planet. The
graphic consists of a “Photoshopped” image of Earth in a saucepan
atop a stove flame. It’s simple, attractive, effective, and there’s no
question about what the central theme of this story is all about.
Great job.

Honorable Mention
Western Livestock Journal
“North American Bull Guide”
by Michele Frost

The creator of this header graphic for a bull guide issue
is obviously creative. I liked the concept and the way the artist
incorporated the elements, but the graphic suffers from its
complicated nature. There are too many elements (a globe, a cow,
a world map, a herd scene, and a DNA strand) in a narrow, twoinch band that compete for the reader’s attention.

Category 17
Published Editorial
Photography
Photo editing isn’t all that different from manuscript editing.
A good editor looks at his accumulated information, decides
on his or her story angle, selects the dominant and supporting
material, then assembles the finished package. The photo
editor’s charge is to tell the story in pictures in a clear and
understandable way, not bog down the viewer with a multitude
of shots and leave it up to him or her to determine a story line.
This category overall had some great photographic work. The
most effective entries followed the course listed above.

First Place
National Hog Farmer
“Environmental Stewards”

by Charles Johnson and Krista Trempe

This entry consists of a 16-page, special section of a series of
vignettes on four hog operations cited for their exemplary records of
stewardship. All the photography is stellar—clean, well-composed
and beautifully lit. The package begins with a cover comprised
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of a striking aerial shot augmented by mortised photos of the
four honored operators, which I feel are superfluous as the folks
are pictured and well chronicled inside. Inside, the photography
consists of a gorgeous mix of environmental portraits, husbandry
shots, aerials, and detail shots from each operation. It’s a beautiful
mix of outstanding photography that really does justice to the
stewardship theme.

Honorable Mention
Angus Journal
“Touring the Great Northwest”

by Shauna Rose Hermel and Micky Wilson

This nine-page entry is a photographic travelogue of a producer
tour of Idaho and Oregon. It includes some real stopper photos
that suffer because the sheer number of photos used inhibits their
appropriate play. Most of the photos are displayed about the same
size, which dilutes their impact. For the folks who attended this
tour event, the final result is no doubt treasured, but better editing,
sizing and design would have made it a more pleasing experience
for those who weren’t along for the ride.

American Angus Association
“Boot Camp Basics”
by Shelia Stannard

This four-page photographic chronicle of a producer “boot
camp” on beef-quality issues has some nice examples of meeting
photography, but too many of them are “snapshot” quality photos.
In the social fraternity in which animal breeders function, I have
no doubt this entry was well received by readers, but the overall
package is a little muddled in its message to me.

Category 18
Single Photo Illustrating
Article

Second Place
America’s Horse
“Seven Generations Strong”
by Holly Clanahan

This is another dramatic two-page photo that illustrates and
serves as the backdrop to a story on a remarkable Texas horse
family. The photo is stunning in its composition and comfortable
candidness – a mounted horseman, Thomas Saunders V, driving a
cavy of young horses across the pasture on a beautiful sun-splashed
day. Well done.

Honorable Mention
BEEF
“Fire Philosophy”
by Joe Roybal

This dramatic photo of a helicopter helping fight a range fire
dramatically illustrates a story on rangeland wildfire recovery. It’s
a dramatic shot of an unusual event that should have been used
much bigger in this layout in order to maximize its impact.

Honorable Mention
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“I’m No Dude”
by Christine Hamilton

This story features a dramatic panoramic of a group of guest
ranch clients trail-riding. The group of riders anchors the bottom
of the full-page photo while a rocky precipice looms majestically
behind them and dominates most of the image. A shooting time
later in the day would have made this image more dramatic, and
a plural headline—“We’re Not Dudes”—would have been more
appropriate for this photo.

an The American Quarter Horse Journal

A top-notch photo in this category has to not only be a top-notch
photo but tie into the editorial, delivering those “1,000 words” of
information in a quick, effective and attractive way. The entries
in this category are testament to the quality of the professionals
working this field. All were excellent examples of composition and
creativity; the best ones covered all the technical bases.

First Place
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Frenchman’s Legacy”
by Candace Dobson
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What a gorgeous portrait—just chock full of personality! The
leadoff photo is a tack-sharp spread shot of Frances Loiseau and the
progeny of the champion line of horses she developed. The image
is an effective leadoff to a story on a hall of fame horse breeder and
the image really delivers her personality to the reader.

“Through These Eyes”
by Candace Dobson

This was a dramatic photo of the story subject—Jim Wright—
framed in the side-view mirror of his pickup. The story chronicles
the miles and years traveled by this horse guru. The two-page
image is dramatic but it doesn’t carry the impact or the cohesion of
this photographer’s first-place entry.

California Cattleman
“Heterosis: Ignored or Forgotten”
by Kelli Toledo

This dominating image of a crossbred cow is a fitting graphic
for this story examining the relevance of heterosis in modern beef
production. The image, however, is a bit shy of sharp, and her eyes
are closed. I like the photographer’s low shooting perspective,
which provides a dramatic result.
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Dairy Today
“Free At Last”
by Rick Mooney

I really liked the creative headline—“Free At Last”—to this
story, a piece on the latest dairy freestall housing design. The
image is nicely lit and the shooting perspective gives the viewer a
lot of visual detail, though the support post that dominates the right
side of the photo is distracting. By just moving ahead of support
post a bit, it appears like the photographer could have avoided
this element. Nonetheless, it’s an effective photo but not a placewinning entry.

Seedstock EDGE
“Shall We Dine?”
by Megan Sheridan

This lead photo consists of the story subject, Sam Howell, a
National Swine Registry Field Representative, chatting with a
producer, both of them captured in a vehicle’s side-view mirror.
The image is technically well done but it lacks personality in
that it’s a static scene. Plus the tie-in to the headline – “Shall We
Dine?” isn’t obvious. The photo is a better fit for the story’s deck:
“A true-life story of a road warrior.” The article was confusing
to me because the byline—that of a woman—doesn’t jibe with
the first-person approach of the article, which I presume is Sam
Howell, who is pictured multiple times throughout the article.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Power of Cheer”
by Tonya Ratliff-Garrison

The lead photo in this article is a full-page image of a group
of demonstrably proud and honored cowboys doffing their hats
to applause at a world equestrian competition. The photo has a
warm friendly feel with nice facial tones and great expressions
on the group of competitors, and is appropriate to the story. The
image, however, has some technical problems that detract from its
effectiveness. It appears to be a composite photo and/or features
some awkward cut-arounds that spoil the effect of the image.

Cutting Horse Chatter
“Colic or Not?”
by Stacy Pigott

This dramatic photo of a horse rolling in the dust provides a
good visual for a story on colic and its prevention in horses. Due to
the dusty nature of the photo, which obscures detail in the image,
it should have been used much larger in order to make a bigger
impact. Great shot though.

Progressive Dairyman
“Bischoff Dairy—Still Standing”
by Walt Cooley
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image soar. And I like how the photographer captured the shyness
of the young girl in rubber boots peering out from behind her
father with her arms enveloping his leg. I wish this image had been
fill-flashed because the backlighting robs the image of detail and
makes the overall image look muddy.

Category 19
National Show Coverage
The aim of show coverage is to provide not only a public record
of what transpired at the event but stoke enthusiasm for the next
one. It’s a daunting task – distilling the myriad of events, awards
and recognitions into a coherent and exciting presentation, without
losing the reader in minutiae. A good package needs a lively
design to capture the event’s excitement, and a presentation that
holds readers’ attention from beginning to end. The entries in this
category largely accomplished that goal, and the ride was fun and
entertaining. One overall disappointment with the category was that
most of the entries failed to use their opening spreads to their full
potential, thus passing on the chance to make a more impacting start.

First Place
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“One For The Record Books”
by World Show Staff

This was the top of the class – a professional and artistic creation
from beginning to end. The 40 pages of coverage begin with an
opening spread that wasn’t utilized to its full potential but the
headline, “One for the Record Books,” is dramatic and the photo
of the attractive young lady competing in amateur western riding
is a nice element. What follows is a well-conceived collection of
tastefully done, one-page and half-page vignettes on the category
winners and interesting side features. Interspersed are some nice
photo pages, while trophy presentation shots of the category
winners and a listing of all the finishers round out the package. A
beautiful job.

Second Place
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Leading The Way”
by American Quarter Horse Journal Staff

This coverage of the Ford AQHYA World Championship Show,
the largest single-breed youth championship in the world, is another
example of an underutilized opening spread. The collage of photos
in the spread’s right-hand page offers plenty of possibilities for a
dramatic photo that could have been played large to open the story.
Following that, however, the treatment does a great job of covering
all the action, winners and interesting folks in a series of vignettes,
photos and listings, presented in an attractive and airy style.

This full-bleed environmental portrait of a young dairying
family is dramatic. The photo’s low perspective really makes this
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Honorable Mention
Seedstock EDGE
“National Junior Summer Spectacular
Coverage”
by Kati McQueen and staff

“Showdown Bound” is the headline that, accompanied by
a shot of a cute youngster mugging with his prized gilt, kicks
off the 25 pages of coverage on the National Junior Summer
Spectacular. Again, this package starts on a spread, but the spread is
underutilized. Overall, the package has the look of a special section
– all of it printed against a rich-looking but subtle mottled textured
background tint, and the coverage is fun and comprehensive with
a lot of candid shots of the youthful competitors.

Cutting Horse Chatter
“Dyno-mite Time in Vegas”
by Mindy Young

This is an attractive presentation on the Million Heir Classic, and
features some of the most dynamic photos of the category. Similar
to the top two place-finishers in this category, the designer failed
to use the opening spread of this 10-page section to its potential
and the result is the look of two- single pages to open the story.
This entry’s weakness is that the opening spread is underplayed
for the kickoff to a special section – it looks like something more
appropriate to a feature story.

Texas Longhorn Trails
“19th Annual Texas Longhorn Exposition”

by Myra Basham, Brenda Cantrell, Cole Dowden
and Laura Standley

This is a well-done 24-page section of coverage on the 19th
Annual Texas Longhorn Exposition. It takes more of a linear
approach, chronicling the exposition by day with text and candid
photos. There are a ton of nice candid photos in this treatment,
but the presentation was not up to the snuff of the first two-placewinners – more judicious photo editing was needed. The package
ends with a listing of show results that make the interior of the
pages very text heavy, because the presentation photos are placed
at the top and bottom of the page.

Hereford Publications, Inc.
“And They’re Off … Hereford Style”

by Staff

This is the only entry that attempted to make full use of its
opening spread, playing its headline across both pages. The
coverage of the Junior National Hereford Show starts out with a
roundup story on attendance and youth participation and the section
encompasses 54 pages of coverage – the first 10 pages of which are
in color before shifting to all black and white. The treatment was
effective but lacked the airiness and readability of the top finishers
in this category.
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Progressive Dairy Publishing
“World Dairy Expo 2006 – Show Preview
Section”
by Walt Cooley

This entry is a preview of an upcoming show rather than
post-show coverage. Its focal point is an oversized map of the
World Dairy Expo grounds that commands an entire tabloid page.
Beyond that, there’s a title page with a brief overview of the show,
and a Q&A interview with the show manager. I assume this entry
was incomplete in its submission as the section’s table of contents
indicates other show-related materials on pages 28-32, which
weren’t included as part of this accordion-style entry.

Category 20
Production/Management
Article
This was a difficult category to judge and critique due to
the quality of entries submitted. Every entry covered useful
management topics, and each entry was well written and researched.
The final decision was tough, but the use of sources, organization
of information and concise writing gave the placing entries the
winning hand in this category.

First Place
America’s Horse
“Hooves: An Owners Guide”
by Holly Clanahan

This piece is useful for both novice and experienced horsemen,
and details nearly every aspect of hoof-care using two vet sources.
The article also gives a sidebar using a clinician as the source for
how to handle your horse’s feet, which is a useful reference for
readers, and, again, makes this a well-rounded guide. The two
types of hoof care perspectives offer readers a well-rounded guide
to hoof-care. At times, the paragraphs describing hoof problems
are a bit lengthy. The author also employs a parallelization between
vehicles and horses throughout the article, which executes their
objective in giving the piece an “owner’s manual feel”. Overall,
this is a well-written and organized management article.

Second Place
Iowa Farm Bureau Spokesman
“Trans Iowa Parlors Save Time, Money”
by Teresa Bjork

This article is well organized, and effectively presents
information to readers. The lead does a nice job of drawing the
reader into the management article by introducing the topic from a
human-interest standpoint – how the new parlor design is useful to
the farmer. The author also did a good job of presenting costs and
helpful methods used by farmers that will be useful and educational
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for the reader. The entry points (or subheads) help break-up the
information and keep it organized. The three different sources (a
dairy extension specialist, farmers who have made the change, and
farmer who are looking to make the change) give the article a wellrounded perspective. The article also ends with a great quote from
the extension specialist, which is a fitting conclusion to this piece.

with breaking the article up with entry points that boldly divide
the information into relative sections: an example, what the virus
is, symptoms and treatment and prevention – all of which are
necessary when effectively describing a health-related topic to
producers and livestock owners. The sidebars give readers a quick
rundown of the virus and provide a useful reference.

Honorable Mention
Kansas Stockman
“Rising Energy Costs Test Feed Yards”

America’s Horse
“Vicious Virus”

by Todd Domer

The lead for this article is a great way to start an informative
piece like this – facts first. This article is concise and presents a
timely topic. The author uses a good variety of sources, making
it a well-researched and packaged presentation of information.
In regards to style, the author didn’t use AP style when using
percentages or state abbreviations. While this may be the preferred
style of the publication, it deviates from the standard. Overall,
this is a well-written article that provides useful information to
livestock producers.

Kansas Stockman
“Advanced Cattle Handling Enhances Profitability”
by Scarlett Hagins

Nice, concise lead. Author does a nice job of paraphrasing
information from subjects. The article concludes with an appropriate
quote from a subject that essentially sums up the main point of the
article. In regards to style, the author didn’t use AP style when using
percentages. While this may be the preferred style of the publication,
it deviates from the standard. I’d also like to see the use of “Faulkner
said” rather than “said Falkner”.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Heart & Sole”
by Tonya Ratliff-Garrison

The author uses one horse’s case to set up the rest of the story,
and then wraps up the article with the same case. This does a good
job of drawing in the reader’s interest and allows them to relate
the information in the body of the article to the horse’s case. The
author exercises good usage of quotes, and almost let’s directs
quotes tell the story. However, in some instances, the quotes are
a bit lengthy and might be better presented paraphrased. This is
a well-researched and well-written article. It is lengthy, but it
informative and does a good job of storytelling.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“EVA: A Manageable Problem”
by Andrea Caudill

This story does a great job of introducing a problematic virus
through a farm that experienced problems with the topic. It then
describes how detrimental the virus can be and reverts back to the
effects it had on the example farm. The author also did a good job

by Andrea Caudill and Becky Newell

The authors do an excellent job of introducing the topic of
the article through the story of horse owners who experienced,
firsthand, EHV in their horses. This engages the readers with a
human-interest perspective before diving into the deeper aspects
of the topic. At the conclusion of the article, the authors, again,
bring in the aforementioned case, and what they are doing now to
prevent the virus on their own farm. The article also exhibits entry
points, dividing up the information into practical subheads, making
it easy for the reader to follow and comprehend the information.
Good use of expert sources and selection of quotes. Overall, the
authors did a good job of presenting the information concisely and
effectively to the reader without getting too technical.

Angus Journal
“Deal with PI Calves”
by Micky Wilson

This article gives a clear explanation of what PI BVD means
and why it’s a problem. The article is based off of information
presented by one source. It uses entry points to divide information
for better reader understanding. Use of an additional source,
perhaps a feedlot manager, would’ve strengthened the article by
adding another perspective. In regards to style, the author didn’t
use AP style when using percentages. While this may be the
preferred style of the publication, it deviates from the standard.
Overall, the article is well-written and organized.

Angus Journal
“Shelter from the Storm”
by Crystal Albers

Great use of entry points to break up the information. Article
provides good information on a topic that is applicable to every
livestock operation. It uses studies done by universities for
source and some other direct quotes. Information in the sidebar
and charts presents information that would have cluttered the flow
of the article, while providing a useful resource for its readers.
Article gives a clear description of options for better hay storage
and stresses the importance of storage for economical reasons. The
lead is concise and to the point, and the headline and subhead is
cleaver and accurate.
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The American Quarter Horse Journal
“A Fine Welcome”

Dairy Herd Management
“Pour on the Calories”

This is a nice informative piece about foaling that includes a
step-by-step flowchart that contains the bulk of the information.
Although the author sets the reader up for the information presented
in the sidebar, no expert source is used, therefore, there is limited
credibility for the origin of the information – especially in the
flow chart. Still, the article is concise, clear and easy to follow.
The flowchart is perhaps the best way to present and organize the
information given without losing the reader.

The use of one dairy farmer’s case as the lead for this story
effectively draws the reader into the story by presenting a problem
and how someone was able to solve it. Good use of entry points
(subheads) to divide the large amount information that is presented.
The author was successful in finding a balance in presenting the
many numbers, dollar amounts and figures in this article. The tables
added important data that otherwise would’ve flooded the article
with too many numbers. I would prefer to see the use of “Jones said”
or “Jones says” rather than “says Jones”.

by Andrea Caudill

America’s Horse
“After the End”
by Becky Newell

This informative article about disposing of dead horses give a
nice balance of personal accounts, as well as professional advice.
Three different personal accounts from horse owners detail the
personal connection the owner had with its horse, while representing
three different methods of dead horse disposal. The sidebar gives
added information given by a professional that provides the reader
with useful dollar figures and how-to options. The use of personal
accounts also helps draw the reader into the article, connecting
them with the topic. In regards to AP Style, state names are not
abbreviated when following city names. Overall, this is a wellwritten and informative article.

America’s Horse
“Brrr!”

by Holly Clanahan

This article is broken into entry points in the form of a
question. These help divide the article and its information, and
makes it easily digested by the reader. One main source is used
for a majority of the information presented in the article, yet it
effectively covers various aspects of wintertime horse care. A
sidebar adds a different perspective from horse owners who live
in areas that do not experience cold winters. This is a useful and
informative piece that is written concisely.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Whole Herd Health”
by Larri Jo Starkey

The article practices good use of entry points (or subheads) to
break up and divide the information for better reader understanding.
The article also uses scenarios relative to the publication’s
audience to introduce different ways to prevent disease spread
among herd members. The article employs good use of sources
and quotes. The lead is creative and parallels horses’ habits with
those of kindergartners. In regards to AP Style, state names were
not abbreviated when following a city.

by Shirley Roenfeldt

Category: 21
Marketing Article
This category contained some very well written articles about
marketing in agriculture. Some articles were much stronger in
consistency, layout, grammar, and writing style than others. A few
articles had grammar, layout and consistency errors and issues, but
with a little work, could be really good articles. All articles handled
their marketing topics well and were very audience appropriate.

First Place
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Dollar Signs”
by Tonya Ratliff-Garrison

This is a very well written article with great information. The
topic is very relevant to the audience and the article offers them
some valuable information. The color scheme is very consistent
throughout the article making it very appealing to readers. The
writing is also very consistent. It does not overload the reader by
putting too much information into the paragraphs. Information and
paragraphs are broken up well, especially the quotes. The article
flows really well and is very reader friendly. It contains a good lead
that pulls readers into the heart of the story. The added definitions
and “starter” information at the beginning of each section make
the reader feel comfortable in the article and brings the topic to
everyone’s level. Overall, a really good, well written article that
focuses on a real marketing issue.

Second Place
Dairy Herd Management
“Grow Your Brand”
by Shirley Roenfeldt

This is a really nice article with great information and design.
The information within the article is very valuable to the audience
and contains great examples to clarify the point. The writing is very
consistent. Be very cautious about making the first line of the story
and the first lines of the extra information boxes all caps. It really
slows the reader down and makes it difficult for them to read. Overall,
a really good article with a great focus on marketing.
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Honorable Mention
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Survival Guide”
by Tonya Ratliff-Garrison

This is a very well written article with very valuable information
to the audience. The lead really grabs attention and draws readers into
the story. The information is broken down nicely into very readable
paragraphs and sections. Be careful about putting the caption text on
top of a photo, it could be difficult to read. Having the first line of a
new section in all caps may slow the reader down. Be careful about
doing this because you may lose them or make the line difficult for
them to read. The article is well written and flows well. Overall, a
good article with good information related to marketing.

Successful Farming
“Here Comes Expansion”
by Betsy Freese

This article contains some very valuable and relevant information
for its audience. It handles a marketing focus very well and really
pushes the impact. Be careful about splitting a quote with two fullpages in the middle. It would be much more appealing to see it
all on one page in this case. The writing is very consistent as well
and the story flows nicely. Be careful about using all the quotes
right in a row, as in the end of the article. It could be confusing to
readers to sort between them all. The tables and information boxes
are helpful and add to the information nicely. Overall, a very good
article with a good marketing focus.

Kansas Stockman
“Instrument Grading Gains Momentum”
by Scarlett Hagins

The article gives good in-depth information about this grading
system and being in a stockman magazine. The language is
fairly familiar to the audience for which it was intended. Good
job keeping the information from getting too technical and full of
jargon. In the second paragraph, NCBA is mentioned, but never
told what it stands for. Throughout the rest of the article, every time
an abbreviation is introduce, the title is introduced fully first. It
would be more consistent to do that with NCBA, even if it is a well
known abbreviation. Another suggestion would be to reformat the
picture so that the attribution of the quote is not separated. It would
be much more appealing to readers to have “said” and “Dolezal”
together, rather than split by the photos. Nice job focusing this
topic to how it impacts the marketing aspect of the industry.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“The Buyer, The Seller”
by Larri Jo Starkey

This is a well written article that provides valuable information
to your audience. The two-sided representation is nice and provides
information for both sides of the issue. I would have rather have
seen all of the buyer’s issues and then the seller’s issues, rather
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that splitting them like it is. While the article is still effective, it
may be even more so, if rearranged a bit. The main problem with
splitting it like it is is the fact that on the second page, a new subheading is begun and then the article jumps over to the rest of the
sub-heading two pages later. It may be difficult for some readers to
follow. Things are kept consistent in the design and writing. It may
be better, as far as design goes, to have the “For more information”
and bio boxes on the last page of the article to prevent readers
from leaving too early. Overall, a well written article that presents
a marketing issue well.

Cutting Horse Chatter
“Build a Better Stallion Ad”
by Stacy Pigott

This article contains good information about the topic. The
do’s and do not’s is a good way to present this type of information
to an audience who may not know much about the subject that is
involved. Be careful about using a correct, or at least consistent, style
of grammar throughout the article. Web site is written two different
ways in the story, and neither is correct according to AP style. The
demonstration of how ineffective all caps can be was good and gave
readers a first hand look at how hard it can be to read. Be careful
about quoting people and beginning a new sentence with “but”. It is
much more appealing to either leave off the “but” at the beginning
of the sentence or use it as the conjunction that is it. The article
contained good information that is very relevant to marketing, just
take care to be consistent in the writing and design.

Successful Farming
“Animal ID Payoff”
by Gene Johnston

This article contains some very valuable and great information
for its audience. Be very cautious about putting captions on top of
the photos. This can be very difficult to read. The content of the
article offers some very good information to the audience, but some
consistency in the writing style would help. Breaking up some
paragraphs and not attributing quotes twice in one paragraph will
also help. Overall, a good article with a good focus on marketing.

Iowa Farm Bureau Spokesman
“Farm Finds a Niche in the Goat Milking
Market”
by Dirck Steimel

This is a nice article centered on a good marketing example.
It is well written, but contains some minor grammatical errors.
Be cautious of that. The article is broken down into very readerfriendly sections and flows nicely. The marketing focus of this
article is good and good quotes help strengthen the story. Overall,
good information and a good angle make a nice article.
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Iowa Farm Bureau Spokesman
“Dumont Cattle Producers Connect with
Consumers”

Second Place
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“One in a Million”

This article contains good information about a nice real
life marketing example. It is well written, but contains some
grammatical and punctuation errors. While these are not too major,
they still pose the risk of possibly hurting the credibility of the
article. The real-life aspect of the story is great. The marketing
aspect of the story could have been discussed in a little more detail
instead of focusing so much on the story of the couple. Good
quotes. The ending nicely wraps up the article and gives the reader
an idea of where the marketing for this couple is headed next. That
was a good way to end the story. Overall, a nice article.

Great article! This is a very captivating article on a very unique
topic. From the introduction to the sidebars and ending; this article
is well-organized and written. Again, the last sidebar where readers
can learn more is a great addition to any story for a reader who is
really interested in the topic. The pictures throughout the article
provided great visuals for the reader. The only drawback to this
article is that the topic does not relate to a broad range of readers
as does the topic in the first place story. Overall, very interesting.

by Tom Block

by Christine Hamilton

Honorable Mention
The American Quarter Horse Journal
Iowa Farm Bureau Spokesman
“Family Feedlot Adopts Proactive Approach “Tales from the Crypt”
by Larri Jo Starkey
to Control Runoff”
When compared to other articles in this category, this article adds
by Tom Block

This article contains good information about a real issue facing
feedlots today. It is well written, but contains some grammatical
errors. They aren’t too major, but another proofreading would have
helped. The flow of the story is consistent and works well for the
audience. A stronger ending may help wrap things up for readers.
Again, the format of the publication is not ideal, it would be better
for the end of the article to be with the article itself, rather than on
a separate page, stuck in with another article. As far as marketing
goes, it may be helpful to focus more on the impact of the system,
rather than on how it actually works. Overall, a well written article
with good information on a marketing issue.

Category 22
Technical Article
The articles in this category were highly competitive and very
interesting. The authors all did a great job of organizing and presenting
the information in a way that captivated the reader and kept their
attention. The authors should all be commended for a great job.

First Place
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Complementary Common Ground”
by Christine Hamilton

A very impressive article! The author did a great job of showing
both sides of a popular and at times, controversial, issue. Also, the
addition of the alternative and complementary definitions as the
introduction of the article was a very nice touch. This article is very
informative, as well as interesting. The sidebars throughout the story
are a great quick reference for the reader and the author did a great
job of listing where additional information could be obtained on the
subject. Overall, a great article, that was well-presented and written.

a unique touch, with the ‘test your knowledge.’ I commend the author
for keeping this topic interesting through the questions and answers.
The list of questions compiled by the author are questions that quickly
come to the reader’s mind after reading the introduction. As well, all
questions were answered fully. The author provided credibility to
Dr. Espy by providing the small biography; however another source
would make the article itself more credible. The layout made this
article reader-friendly; great topic and well-written.

Honorable Mention
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Macho Trends”
by Christine Hamilton

This is a very scientific topic and is hard to keep the reader’s
attention. However, the article is full of great facts, and the
subheads provided easy reading. The “Take-home Message” was
a nice touch to the article, making it easier for the reader to filter
through, especially if they are not a scientific reader. A great call
to action at the end, informing readers how they can support the
Foundation. The author should be commended for keeping the
sections short between subheads.

The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
“Stemming the Tide”
by Andrea Caudill

This is a very informative article. The author provided great
facts and informative side bars. While this article fills the reader
with tons of information on bowed tendons, the introduction does
not capture the reader’s attention. As well, the author did not
provide information for the reader to obtain more information
about this topic. This is a great topic that more than race horses are
affected by and this story needs to be given life. Great side bars,
quick facts, and nice job on presenting the information, the author
just needs to grab the reader’s attention.
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Kansas Stockman
“Cattle Crossing Targets Water Quality”
by Todd Domer

What a great informative article on how to improve our natural
water supply. The technical aspects of the story were explained
thoroughly and the topic, water, is relative to everyone. The clean
layout allowed the article to be read with ease, as well. The author
made the story very credible with the use of several experts.
However, the author does not include where a producer could
get more information regarding this topic. Overall, the topic and
article were very interesting.
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Second Place
Texas Cattle Feeders Association
“Cattle Feeders Annual”
by Burt Rutherford

This is a well-organized article that is easy to read. The lead
hooks the reader and the ending refers back to the lead, which is a
desirable component of a good feature story. The quotes chosen add
to the article – there are just enough of them to give more of a human
touch, but they are not overpowering. The writing flows well and
comfortably takes the reader through the story. Excellent!

Honorable Mention
Iowa Farm Bureau Spokesman
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Dairy Research Makes Cheese Even More
“Three Bars”
Appealing”
by Honi Roberts
by Teresa Bjork

Captivating introduction! This article makes a typically
uninteresting topic, research, interesting. The information is wellwritten and the experts make the story credible. However, the story
leaves you wondering where cheese and dairy products will be
in the future; the subhead is titled ‘new uses,’ but it does not go
into specifics. This article leaves the reader wondering if there is
another part to this story. One suggestion would be to include where
the reader can get more information on this topic. It’s a great topic
that could defiantly be expanded on. Overall, interesting topic.

Category 23
Feature Articles
Overall, the quality of these articles was excellent, with most
consistently following proper style. Length is a primary concern
for many of these articles. Each generated interest in their subject.
This was a tough category to judge because of the constant quality!
The articles are placed in the order of there ranking.

First Place
Land & Livestock Post
“Dairy Farm Prospers Despite the Drought”
by Beverly Moseley

This article has many positive attributes. The lead is strong and
the rest of the story is brilliantly written. Quotes are interspersed
among paraphrasing and facts, striking that delicate balance that
produces an enjoyable, easy-to-read feature article. The human
aspect as well as the issue of drought are each highlighted
sufficiently. The author uses vivid writing to encourage the
reader to continue throughout the story. The only noted need
for improvement is in the ending, which seems to drop with no
explanation or continuation. Perhaps space was an issue.

This article is engaging and most likely of great interest to
this readership. The lead is well-written and the rest of the story
unfolds from the beginning, creating a seamless read. It is balanced
throughout and broken up well. The author’s style of writing makes
this article interesting even to those who are not familiar with the
subject at all, making for a great educational piece.

Honorable Mention
America’s Horse
“A Familiar Role”
by Kellye Jo Fondy

What a truly interesting article! This article brings celebrity
and horses together in a very down-to-earth way, which makes
the story even more appealing. The subject matter will interest a
wide audience, even those who do not know much about horses,
because of the person featured. Kudos to this author and magazine
for getting this interview – that was probably not easy. The quotes
are vivid, although the writing could be a bit more vibrant.

Honorable Mention
Seedstock EDGE
“Durocin’ in Duncan”
by Megan Sheridan

While it is understood that this story is told through the eyes of
the hog, it would have been more effective if presented differently.
That being said, this is a good story. The author does a great job
of taking the reader through the show from beginning to end; the
writing is vivid, lively and active. Details add a lot to this article.
The quotes work well into the rest of the story.

Honorable Mention
The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
“Benny Rosset”
by Jennifer K. Hancock

This is a beautifully written article on an excellent subject.
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The lead drew me in immediately, and the rest of the story flows
gently throughout, telling the story. The ending quote more than
adequately sums up the entire article. However, on the whole,
paraphrasing might have been more effective instead of direct
quotes in some cases – the article is a bit heavy on direct quotes.
The sixteenth paragraph has a punctuation error. All in all, this is a
great profile and it is obvious that the author knows her subject.

Cutting Horse Chatter
“A Look Back at the First NCHA Cutting”
by Stacy Pigott

This is a good article. It runs a bit long and there is some information,
such as lists of people, that might be better suited for information
boxes. Style is good and consistent throughout. The author balanced
facts, paraphrasing and quotes well. The quotes accented several key
points in the article, which made it an enjoyable read throughout. It
will be of great interest to the magazine’s readership.

America’s Horse
“A Damron in the Rough”
by Holly Clanahan

The author does a great job of telling this story, but if the
paragraphs had been separated, it would have been much easier
to read, considering the length. The lead is good and immediately
introduces the reader to the human aspect of this article. The
article is not overpowered by quotes. It is obvious that the
author appropriately researched the subject and/or applied prior
knowledge. The ending gently brings the story to a close.

ACJ/American Chianina Association
“Higgins Hooked on Chi’s from the Start”
by Heather Counts

The lead in this article is long and some quotes are buried within
paragraphs. Shorter paragraphs would make for an easier read. The
article flows well and there are no grammatical or style errors to
note. Overall, this is a good story but its primary issue is paragraph
length. The author did a great job of including information that is
interesting without making the story as a whole too long.

Angus Journal
“Beyond the Ribbons”
by Micky Wilson

This is a good article on an interesting and unique subject. The
lead could be improved by encapsulating the entire story instead of
highlighting only one aspect. The article flows very naturally until the
end, when a quote, perhaps, could have “rounded out” the story and
ended it on a high note. There are a few grammatical and style errors.
The author does a great job of transitioning between each segment.
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The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
“Scott Wells”
by Michael Cusortelli

The lead in this article is a bit long, as are many of the
paragraphs. The information is good, as is the story, but the overall
article could be improved by breaking up the quotes and paragraphs
a bit. That could make this article an easier read. The flow seems
to become interrupted at times, although some transitions are very
good. The author pays special attention to the placement details,
which adds a lot to the article. In some stories, details take away
from the article – they do the opposite in this one.

The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
“The Gospel According to Peter”
by Richard Chamberlain

There are a lot of technical, statistical aspects to this article,
which affected the flow. The lead is too long and many of the
paragraphs are too lengthy for a feature story. The subject matter,
however, is likely of great interest to this magazine’s readership.
The writing is mostly active, but sometimes overpowered by lists
of names, numbers and other statistics.

Seedstock EDGE
“Shall We Dine?”
by Megan Sheridan

This article would have been more effective had the author not
written it in first person when she’s not writing about her own experience.
Understandably, she is writing through the eyes of her subject, but
this creates some confusion upon the first read because this is not
fully explained. The story itself is engaging and articulate, adequately
capturing a day in the life of the subject. The author’s choice of words
makes this article fun to read, as it involves the reader throughout. This
is an example of a story where a conversational style of writing works.

Texas Longhorn Trails
“Texas Longhorn Ladies: Livin’ and Lovin’
Longhorns”

by Brenda Cantrell, Carolyn Hunter, and Henry King

The individual profiles in this article make it an easy, enjoyable
read. However, the entire article runs long and grammatical,
punctuation and style errors overshadow some of the excellent
information presented in this piece. Some quotes are buried and
in some cases, paraphrasing would have been more effective. The
leads are all very good and encourage readers to continue with the
rest of the profile. The story is well-organized.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Jeannie Zimmerman”
by Larri Jo Starkey

Although the information presented in this article is interesting,
the format is a little tough to judge since it is more of an interview
than an actual feature story. However, the questions asked in the
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interview elicited some great answers that paint the picture of this
couple very well, although it is primarily about Mrs. Zimmerman.
It is obvious that the interview was a very natural conversation and
those make for some of the best quotes, as evidenced in this article.

America’s Horse
“If I Were a Rich Man...”
by Becky Newell

The first several sentences of this story are good, but the rest
of the article jumps around a bit and is difficult to follow. The
lead paragraph would be more effective if it were split into two
sentences. Quotes are overused, and pull quotes or information
boxes might further drive the key points. There seem to be too
many sources for such a short article. However, the subject featured
in this article has a wide appeal, which is good.
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article in text and boxes. The quotes fit within the story and add
depth and validation.

Second Place
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Reading Your Horse”
by Christine Hamilton

“Reading Your Horse” has a good flow and is easy to read.
The writer’s use of words makes it easy to visualize what she is
trying to explain. She illustrates points with good comparison. The
article is divided into small sections and good examples are given.
The pull-out boxes are similarly placed and easy to locate. The
article has a nice wrap up paragraph. The “Q” in Borrow a Trainer
headline looks like a typo. The illustrations comparing ears are too
similar – a few photos might have worked better in this situation.
Interview style would be preferable to writing in first person.

Hereford Publications Inc.
“Touching Lives One Generation at a Time” The American Quarter Horse Journal
by Teresa Oe
“Correct Body Position”
The depth of this article is good and allows readers to learn a
lot about the person featured, but it contains a lot of information
that perhaps could have been organized differently to improve the
overall effectiveness. It runs a little long and some quotes are buried
within paragraphs. Passive voice takes away from this article. The
author’s more conversational style of writing may appeal to some,
but that may have contributed to the lengthiness of this story.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Tough on the Tonto”
by Christine Hamilton

The headline and subhead immediately draw the reader into the
story, but the lead could be stronger. This is an interesting subject and
although the story was told adequately, the writing could have been more
active and engaging. The pull quotes were very good. However, the
story as a whole did not flow well and the ending could be improved.

Category 24
Instructional Story
First Place
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“The Big Balance Picture”
by Christine Hamilton

The Big Balance Picture is a very well-written article. There are
many properly-placed, helpful informational boxes, illustrations
and photos. The article explains the same points using various
methods – which works for people who learn using pictures and
those who learn using text. The writer tells the reader at end of
article where they can go to get more information, which is very
important for an instructional article. The sub-sections are wellmarked and easy to find. There is good use of color throughout the

by Christine Hamilton

It was a good idea to start out the Back to Basic series with
most basic concept. There was a good use of illustrations – simple
enough to demonstrate the point made and not overdone. The
article tells you how to ride a horse correctly by first explaining
how many people ride incorrectly. The writer answers why you
should do things a certain way, instead of only telling you how to
do it. The article was broken up into easy-to-read sections and the
color-coding of sub-titles makes them easy to differentiate. The
article could be improved with a conclusion paragraph and using
interview style.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Right as Two-Rein”
by Tonya Ratliff-Garrison

The most impressive aspect of the article is the step-by-step
photos with well-written captions. The article is written using
photos – it would be extremely difficult to understand using text
only. The captions are concise and the style of the article fit subject
matter. Photos are zoomed in enough to see subject matter well.
The informational box was lengthy and might be shortened or
cleaned up with bullet points.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Decisions, Decisions”
by Andrea Caudill

The photos of horses were very helpful. Including photos from
each side of the horse made it easier to understand what was being
said about them. The photo editing of the horses helped the qualities
stand out more. The article was easy to read and follow along.
The writer might consider using bullet points to enhance
specific points on each price category of horse. The photographs of
contributing experts are too large. A better use of space would have
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been to include more biographical information on these people –
their experience and credentials.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“The Proper Restraint”
by Christine Hamilton

The article is concisely written. The writer explains well why
you do things a certain way and how not to harm the horse. The
Common Mistakes box at the end of the article re-emphasizes
points talked about previously in article. The photos are wellplaced and illustrate the points well, except for ‘Three Points of
Contact’ photo – illustration would have been better here since
you cannot see all contact points. The article does not have wellwrapped ending – it is very abrupt.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“How Good is Your Eye”
by Christine Hamilton

Good examples are used. The article is written in interview
style and is easy to read. The summary box should be at end of
the article instead of in the middle. The points reinforced with
good illustrations. The title could use a question mark because it
is a complete sentence. Instead of using a whole page for the title,
some informational boxes would have been helpful.

Dairy Herd Management
“Vacuum Pack Your Wet Distillers”
by Kimberlee Schoonmaker

The writer makes good use of facts and technical information. The
photos are helpful and add to the article but would be more helpful if
zoomed in closer to subject matter. The article is broken down into
easy-to-follow steps. The bullet points within the paragraphs make
the technical parts easy to understand. A better use of space on page
54 would be to omit photo already used on proceeding page and
create pull-out box with mathematical configurations.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Footwork”
by Jim Bret Campbell
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the subject matter covered, it is long and text-heavy and could
more concise by eliminating some of the redundant photos. Instead
of having one and two sentence paragraphs, it would be more
interesting to use boxes and bullet points.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Lateral Movements”
by Christine Hamilton

This is a very inclusive article with a great deal of in-depth
information. The reader’s tips are long enough that they give good
information but not too lengthy. Good use of diagrams, although
if there are five bullet points to a diagram, there should be five
coinciding labels. “Q&A” in title needs to stand out more – it looks
like a typo. A few grammatical errors (p. 72, fourth paragraph –
should say begin, not begins. The next sentence is a fragment).
It is difficult to differentiate titles to sub-sections. For example,
on page 75, the font for Two-track and Aids for two-track should
differ from each other to stand out.

Hereford Publications, Inc.
“What to Include in a Sale Book”
by Teresa Oe

The timeline is very easy to read with creative “bullet points”.
The photos of each sale book written about are big enough to get
the idea but do not take up too much space. The sale book checklist
at the end of the article has very good information and would be
better served somewhere other than the ending. The second to last
paragraph ends the article well. The article a great deal of specific
information and would be better divided by subject matter rather
than by breeder. The breeders are not the topic – the sale book is.
The writer could compare and contrast the two sale books. The last
paragraph is too long and unnecessary. Such a long inclusion about
Creative Services hurts the credibility of the article and reads too
much like a press release.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Head’s Up Horsemanship”
by Jim Bret Campbell

The article is broken down into step-by-step instructions and
then concludes how to put it all together. The layout is nice and the
colors work well together. Illustrations or a series of photos may
have helped more than single photos for this article. The photos
used are too ambiguous. Because the first step is quite lengthy, it
might be helpful to create separate informational boxes or repeat
some of the main points in the concluding paragraph.

This article gives the reader a great deal of information and
expands on each topic. Because of the amount of information, the
article could be broken down into more sub-sections or use fact
boxes. This article should be written as a feature using interview
style and quotes. Caption with double photos on page 74 is
confusing. It is difficult to tell if both photos are correct posture or
if the one on the left is correct and the right is incorrect. The other
photos illustrate the instructions well.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Express Yourself”

Cutting Horse Chatter
“Find Your Focus”

There are many good tips given in the article. The text, photos
and pullout boxes are evenly dispersed throughout the article. For

Fun use of graphics in the title. The writer does a good job of
explaining subject matter but not enough of how to apply it. There

by Christine Hamilton

by Stacy Pigott
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is a good use of quotes throughout the article. There are a variety
of examples given. It is written in first person at the beginning
of the article then switches to second person later on. It needs to
be broken up more – the sections are too long. There is a lack of
relating subject matter to horses until end of article.

Category 25
Producer/Farm/Ranch Profile
Results
First Place
Seedstock EDGE
“Let’s Give It A Try”
by Megan Sheridan

Great example of bringing a story full-circle! This is a good
look at the day-in and day-out approach to a profile, relating
the main subject to a broad audience while still educating and
providing useful information about the industry. The introduction
and conclusion connect the story well, while each subject
introduced into the story is clearly identified and tie into the story
in appropriate locations. Portrayal of the main subject’s life and
her passion for what she does was evident, and the title caps the
story for a great piece of work.

Second Place
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Legend Maker”
by Tonya Ratliff-Garrison

A good tribute to a very active subject, and a great story to
tell. The author did a superb job of looking for the right things
to provide material for the story. The article grasps interest not
only through a story to tell, but how the story is told. The article
is written very well, and it reads from beginning to end smoothly.
Although the history before is a little extensive, it provides a solid
base upon which the rest of the story is built.
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Honorable Mention
America’s Horse
“It’s Nothing But Horsemanship”
by Holly Clanahan

This is a very clean, well-written article to read. The transition
from the subject’s horse lifestyles is appropriate and well-placed.
Organization is key to the article’s quality. The main subject’s
personality is well-portrayed, and the use of quotes is heavy, yet
the profile benefits from this insight.

Honorable Mention
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“More Than Making Do”
by Christine Hamilton

Great story to introduce the article, and great use of quotes to
help direct the flow of the story. The writing could be a little cleaner
in the introduction, but the story reads well. The quotes from the
two subjects add a unique life to the article, aiding in describing
their work ethic and program. The article is chock full of stories of
great interest, but it would be nice to see a central theme behind all
of those stories come more to the forefront.

Honorable Mention
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Wyoming Blanton”
by Christine Hamilton

The style of writing used for this story is very appropriate,
breaking up copy with appropriate quotes that provide insight and
personal feel to the article. The article starts with an appealing
story, and the story depicted throughout the article is one that many
horse owners wanting to build up a very good cache of quality
animas can relate with. The article is chock-full of information
including the sidebars, which is the article’s weakness. Some of
this information is distracting because of its interesting story in
itself, and takes away from the main copy somewhat. Consider
turning sidebar information into stories of their own.

Gelbvieh World
Honorable Mention
The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal “G.W. Jones & Sons: A History of Progress”
by Lori Maude
“Everyman’s Kingdom”
The title of this story is what it’s all about. This article is a
by Christine Hamilton

Great inside look at one couple’s flourishing service that has
brought others aboard to partake of the success. The story is written
well and the organization of the article is good. The connection
between the introduction and the conclusion of the article is
evident, but it could stand to be more strongly tied together. Time
spent on each aspect of the profile is very nice, leading the reader
strongly into the next section of the article.

good depiction of a family-run operation that has succeeded
in progressing in the agricultural industry. The writing is very
clean, and the conclusion offers a comfortable ending to the read,
connecting start to finish clearly. While the writing is clean, it is
very to-the-point where in many cases sentences could be tied
together for a smoother read. The use of quotes is appropriate
where they appear, but the first quote is a good way down in the
story. The article would benefit more from providing more quotes,
making it more personal.
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Kansas Stockman
“All In a Days Work”

Cutting Horse Chatter
“For Love Of Mares”

This is a very interesting approach to writing an article
covering three similar, but varied subjects. The introduction is a
great lead in to the article, and the profile boxes are a nice touch for
audience progression into the article. The writing is very clean and
smooth, however, each subject’s story gets somewhat monotonous
in that they are essentially saying the same thing. Dig deeper into
each subject’s story and experiences to find those very unique
characteristics to shine light upon.

The article leads off with a nice quote that creates interest and
mystery for the reader – “Why mares?” The organization of the
article is good, introducing the breeding program after mentioning
Royal Blue Boon shortly, and then finishing the article with a
section dedicated to the legendary horse. The bulleted information
create a distraction from the main article and should either be
placed later in the story or more ideally placed in a sidebar. The
writing is clean for the most part, but special attention needs to be
paid to tenses.

by Todd Donner

Iowa Farm Bureau Spokesman
“McKnight Promotes Growth In Iowa’s
Livestock Sector”
by Tom Block

This article offers clean writing and easy reading, highlighting an
organization representative that is certainly adding strength to Iowa’s
agricultural industry. The introduction, from the perspective of one that
should be thinking otherwise, shows an individual who is still working
hard for something other than personal gain – the advancement of an
industry. However, the article varies quite a bit, and for as short an article
as it is, it packs a lot of information that could easily become stories
in their own right. The organization of the article is nice, however, the
transitions are handled only by the sub-headings, which could be more
easily incorporated into the actual body copy.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“One Man’s Mark”
by Christine Hamilton

This is a very interesting approach to putting a profile of a
subject together. The first-person perspective is enticing, and the
story-telling is abundant in the article. However, even though the
article offers a unique way of getting the story across, it does not
read very smooth. Reading is very choppy in this case, and the
article would read better with either a third-person perspective for
the entire article, or third-person transitions. The conclusion of the
article ended abruptly with a story, lacking that full-circle feeling
that profiles need to convey.

by Stacy Pigott

Oklahoma Cowman
“Birdwell Ranch…Since 1902”
by AJ Smith & Kami Scott

While the introduction lends itself to a good start, overall, the
writing in this article is uninteresting for a profile. The main subject
becomes lost in the amount of names brought into the article in the
introduction, and too much emphasis is placed on the main subject’s
family early on. This aspect doesn’t necessarily add to the story,
rather it creates a “name soup” that readers may not get past, which
should be the ultimate goal of any profile writer – readability.

Category 26
Non-Association Production/
Management Article
Overall this category was tough to judge—so many great
topics and writers to choose from. With a Production/Management
article, my thought is that the reader should be able to take home
something practical to use in their operation. The use of subheads
and pull-out boxes to summarize the information does make the
information easier to digest and understand. The top articles won
with tight writing and good flow of information.

First Place
Dairy Today/Farm Journal Media, Inc.
“A Better Barn”

ACJ/American Chianina Association
“Chi Cattle – The Breed of Choice for Ken by Rick Mooney
A tightly written article that does a great job of handling a
Geuns”
technical subject. I’m not a dairy person, but when I’m done reading
by Heather Counts

The writing for this article is very clean, easy to read, and transitions
from one point to another smoothly. This is a good example of a straighton profile article, detailing history, current happenings, and a look into
the future for Ken Geuns, however, there is nothing that particularly
sticks out that makes this article “pop.” Besides the advantages of Chi
cattle introduced in the article, there is no unique aspect maintaining
interest in the article that supports it as a profile of a unique individual or
operation. Dig deeper for the stand-alone story within Ventura Farm.

this article I fully understand the value of this barn design and the
challenges with conventional holding barns. The use of quotes does
a great job of breaking up the technical information and keeping
the reader engaged. The bullet points help address the many issues
facing barn designers in an organized, easy-to-read manner.
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Second Place
BEEF
“Not that Complicated”

Honorable Mention
Drovers
“Bigger, Not Better”

This is a well-written, concise article that focuses on applying
animal identification in a real-world setting. The article does a great
job of featuring the practical side of National ID and how it could be
implemented by producers. The shared helpful hints and tips from a
rancher that has done it will serve the readership in avoiding pitfalls
as they begin implementing identification systems.

The writer does a nice job of using multiple sources for this
article and putting actual dollars with EPD values. This article puts
a practical spin of pounds and dollars to EPDs and how that applies
to the end product. Some readers may have wanted to know how
Leachman came to those dollar figures to study the real math behind
the data provided. The writer did a great job of meeting the objective
to relate moderate cow size with long-term economic benefits.

by Joe Roybal

Honorable Mention
Certified Angus Beef, LLC
“High Caliber at the Bar B”
by Steve Suther

This article is a contender in every way. The writer does a
fantastic job of using word play with the producer’s last name,
Browning, and tying it to several gun and target references
throughout the article. The article contains good information
and practical advice on how this producer changed his breeding
program. Tight, creative writing keeps the reader following all the
way to the end.

Honorable Mention
Dairy Today/Farm Journal Media, Inc.
“Should You Go Organic?”
by Cathy Merlo

This writer does a great job of using producers that have made
the switch from conventional dairy methods to organic methods to
point out the pros and cons. The article does a nice job of pointing
out the costs involved in making the switch to organic and also the
added revenue. The writer made going organic sound really nice.
I would have liked to see the other side, even if it was a smaller
sidebar, to show why organic didn’t work for a producer.

Honorable Mention
National Hog Farmer
“Targeted Feeding Boost Sow Prolificacy”
by Dale Miller

This article tackles a tough topic and does a nice job of showing
the benefits of this feeding system. It would be easy to get bogged
down in the data, but the tables do a nice job of showing all of the
detailed information. The back story of how this feeder came to be
set up the rest of the article to show the ingenuity of the designer.
The article could have been edited a bit tighter, especially with the
large amount of data presented. After all, time is money even for
swine producers.

by John Maday

Drovers
“Got Water?”
by Kim Watson

The article is tightly written and flows well from start to finish.
The sidebars are useful to highlight important points in dealing with
long-term drought. The title is a bit tired and doesn’t necessarily
tie with the rest of the article.

Carnivore Communications, LLC/BEEF
“Weathering Parasites”
by Walt Barnhart

It’s an interesting perspective on how major weather events
influence cattle parasites. The article has good information for
cattle producers to apply in their operations. This article could
have benefited from a more dynamic lead to engage the reader
right away.

BEEF
“Heifers at Any Cost?”
by Clint Peck

This article features a good mix of practical application and
university research information. The article has good flow until
the section on the breeding impact for two-year-olds. It bogs down
with almost too much data and the reader doesn’t get a clear takehome message. Overall, the article does give the reader something
to think about and apply at home.

High Plains Journal
“Drought Causes Change in Management”
by Jennifer Bremer

The opening paragraph of this story does a great job of setting
the scene that 2006 isn’t a normal production year. There is
good practical information on how the producer is adjusting his
management to make due, while the supporting information from
Extension adds validity. The article tends to ramble a bit towards
the end when getting into the alternative feeds section. Tighter
editing may help get the point across without losing the value of
the information.
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National Hog Farmer
“Lessons in Perfecting Pig Survival”
by Joe Vansickle

The lead does a good job of showing the performance of Pig
Palace and its advantage over the industry average. The subhead
gives the impression that raised decks have something to do with
this and the deck information is several paragraphs into the article.
A lead that ties more strongly to the raised decks may be in order.
The economics of raised decks presented are strong and could be
made into a strong lead. Tighter editing is recommended. How
does the last section about what feed is being fed and description
of the facilities fit in with the raised deck information? The article
doesn’t have a definitive summary to leave that final message.

High Plains Journal
“Wildfires - Could They be a Blessing in
Disguise?”
by Kylene Orebaugh

An interesting spin on devastating wildfires to show how they
could actually benefit an area in the long run. Good use of historical
information and good follow through on how producers could
incorporate fire into a range management plan. The last part of
the article that talks about dealing with carcasses and other issues
should have been pulled into a special sidebar. That information
seems dropped in without any explanation of how it fits with the
main focus of the article. There were some minor spelling (intact
is one word) and punctuation errors.

National Hog Farmer
“Audits Return to Basics”
by Joe Vansickle

The introduction does a good job of laying out the importance
of an audit on a swine barn ventilation system. The highlighting of
the four steps is also good for the reader. Be careful as you wrap
up the article to drive home a point. The last paragraphs seem like
a mix-match of information and didn’t really fit with the article’s
focus. Drive the point home with a strong conclusion.
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High Plains Journal
“Ethanol Industry Helps Corn, Cattle
Industries”
by Jennifer Bremer

The article could benefit from a strong more catching lead-in
paragraph. One that highlights how Iowa is becoming a cattlefeeding king again because of ethanol might be appropriate to
demand the reader’s attention. Use the same approach in writing
your headlines. The information is really good and shows the
benefits of distiller’s grain in a beef operation. A clearer shot of the
pros & cons of feeding wet distiller’s would be helpful.

Certified Angus Beef, LLC
“An Opportunity to Learn”
by Miranda Reiman

This article is neatly and concisely written. It has a strong
lead and excellent explanation of the farm’s purpose. It doesn’t fit
this category as well as the other articles because it doesn’t share
specific production or management techniques that a reader can
implement. This might fit better in the farm/ranch/producer profile
(#31). If specific management practices from Opportunities Farm
had been shared it would have fit better in this category.

Western Livestock Journal
“A Shift in Calving Season Can Net Big Benefits”
by John Robinson

This article uses real world examples to show how shifting
calving season will yield results. However, tighter editing and
less repetition of information would make the article flow easier.
Make the opening paragraph stronger by saying, “No management
strategy will yield larger economic results than a calving season
shift.” It’s straight to the point and still gets your message across.
Good info just needs more editing.

High Plains Journal
“Lack of Rain Amplified by Water Issues”
by Jennifer Bremer

High Plains Journal
“BVD Virus is Testing the Cattle Industry’s
Patience”

This article struggles because really there are two separate topics
that would make separate articles instead of fitting it into one article.
Focus on the water agreement and explaining its impact. Use the
drought information in a supporting role. It could be a sidebar or under
a separate subhead. It doesn’t work to make both topics equal.

This is a technical subject that offers some challenges in
presenting the information. In all reality, the second paragraph
is stronger and would make a more impacting lead than the vet’s
quote. The rest of the article does a nice job of showing how a cowcalf producer can be more proactive. The subhead when switching
to the feedlot was a good move. Don’t be afraid to use more to
make transitions easier with a technical topic like this.

Western Livestock Journal
“Disease Causes Serious Feedlot Losses”

by Doug Rich

by RaeMarie Gordon

Use the opening paragraph to tell me why I should care about
this disease. Don’t use the lead paragraph for a definition—I need
a hook to get me into the story. There is a lot of information in this
article and it could benefit from being broken up by some subheads
to make it easier to follow. Reorganization of the information
would make the story flow better.
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Category 27
Non-Association Marketing
Article
Overall, this was a very competitive category with excellent
writing mechanics throughout. In evaluating the entries, I looked
for a structure that flowed easily and logically. Did it keep my
attention, and did each sentence and paragraph make me want
to read the next (or at least not tempt me to give up)? Natural,
understandable, colorful language trumped jargon and vague
concepts. The most important element to a marketing article,
I maintain, is that it includes a takeaway message the average
reader can use to improve his business. If that message is clearly
communicated from the headline, through the lead and all the way
to the conclusion, all the better.

First Place
Certified Angus Beef, LLC
“A Reliable Connection”
by Lance Zimmerman

This article started off well by connecting creative imagery in
the headline and lead. The conclusion could have been stronger,
especially by repeating that imagery. The piece was easy to read
while maintaining its thorough examination of the fine details.
Excellent direct quotations added personality and reinforced the
main message. While acknowledging that one size does not always
fit all, the article accomplishes its objective well and gives the
reader ideas to ponder and possibly incorporate.

Second Place
National Hog Farmer
“Daily Growth Tracking Targets Premiums”
by Dale Miller

Another great lead – maybe even better than that in the firstplace article. This one makes the reader ask, “Could I do that? Will
reading this article teach me how?” Whether that implied promise
of learning eventually is fulfilled or not, the writer’s challenge
draws you into the following paragraphs, where you find a clear,
logical flow of information; an excellent explanation of a technical
system; and good details. Some of those details do not always
seem relevant (or, at least, not right away), which bogs down the
reader in places. The use of direct quotations is good but not as
effective as in the category winner. Sharing that a source is a “selfproclaimed ‘slow adapter’” is a nice glimpse into his personality,
and it would be refreshing to see more of that in agricultural
journalism. The article needs a stronger conclusion that clearly
offers some practical application for the average reader. More
relevance – and a more appealing headline – could have put this
one over the top.

Honorable Mention
Drovers
“Cashin’ In”
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by Kim Watson

While the rest of the lead paragraph was well crafted, the
mysterious “it” in the first sentence did not do this article any
favors. Give your time-starved readers a reason to keep going or,
at minimum, take away their excuses for turning the page. Those
who stick with this piece will find an easy read; a lot of interesting
details; and good, practical advice all the way to the end. Some
minor mechanical errors, an unexplained acronym and a couple of
long stretches without crediting a source (remember, writers are
mere conduits for the “real experts”) kept this article from placing.
Using more direct quotations and keeping them clearly attached to
their sources’ names would have added color. The last paragraph,
for example, contained a fantastic quotation; in fact, it could have
been the basis for a more interesting, imaginative lead. All in all,
this piece went above and beyond its stated objective.

Certified Angus Beef, LLC
“The Fast and the Furious”
by Miranda Reiman

This article is a fine example of using direct quotations to their
fullest potential. You get a real sense of the sources’ personalities
from those the writer selected. On the other hand, the headline is a
bit cryptic, the lead needs work, and some of the sentences were just
too wordy. Was the “30.06” program explained? If the next sentence
is meant to outline those requirements, a stronger connection is
needed. The stated objective, while met, lacked ambition. More
technical details would have made the article more useful.

Drovers
“PI Need Not Apply”
by John Maday

This article did a good job of meeting both parts of its stated
objective. The last section, in particular, offers some great,
practical marketing advice. It might have taken too long to get
there, however. More direct quotations would have made the piece
more reader-friendly.

BEEF
“Laptop Marketing”
by Larry Stalcup

This article did an admirable job of explaining the e-trading
process, but it failed to adequately address the “growing interest”
mentioned in its stated objective. It includes too much jargon and
some minor mechanical errors (notably, the punctuation in compound
sentences). I was left wondering “what is the practical application?”
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Dairy Today/Farm Journal Media Inc.
“A Disappearing Basis”
by Jim Dickrell

This article assumes too much about the familiarity and
sophistication of its audience and uses too much jargon without
explaining the terms. Newer readers need a basic education,
and established ones might need some reminders. Further, if
you are going to use people’s names in a lead, make sure they
are recognizable, or establish their importance and credibility
immediately. But once a source is introduced, the writer makes
good use of their direct quotations. The bullet points toward the
end are helpful for those who make it that far. While the reasons for
the Midwest’s disappearing milk basis are explained, the prospects
for improvement and concrete recommendations for using the
information are lacking.

BEEF
“Opting for Options”
by Larry Stalcup

Beginning with the lead paragraph, this article makes too many
assumptions about the readers’ familiarity with the subject and uses
too much jargon. Do not be afraid to invest more time and space in
explaining the basics. The newer members of your audience will
appreciate the education.

Category 28
Technical Feature NonAssociation
This category reflects the strength of today’s livestock magazines,
which is to take scientific information and present it in a way that
serves farmers and ranchers. Entries were strong, from top to bottom.
However, there is room for improvement. Just because a story is
technical in nature doesn’t mean that it needs to have a “textbook”
lead. Get right to the point with a punchy lead and keep that writing
bright! The entries are placed in the order of there rank.

First Place
Angus Journal/CAB
“High-Propionate Glow”
by Steve Suther

A classic science-behind-the-scenes story that explains how and
why fat cells are deposited (or not deposited) in calves. Not only
does the article fully explain the science, but it also suggests ways
that the science could be incorporated into management practices.
Visuals support the theme and an editor’s note tells how to get
more information from the Web. Great job of taking a complex
subject and making it into an interesting and important story!

Second Place
National Hog Farmer
“Sow Dentistry 101”
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by Dale Miller

At first glance, a farmer may not take seriously the subject of
tooth care for pigs. But this article builds a strong case for why
dental issues may be at the root of other industry problems such as
high culling rates. The only criticism is that the story builds a bit
slowly, with a matter-of-fact lead. It delivers the goods, however,
with an in-depth look at the subject and a striking sidebar with
excellent nuts-and-bolts illustrations. A great job of taking an
often-overlooked subject and making it into a practical article that
helps pork producers.

Honorable Mention
BEEF
“Want Age with That?”
by Wes Ishmael

Story takes on the challenge of explaining the alphabet soup
that describes various age-and-source verification schemes. It’s
a difficult job, and the story struggles at times to keep it simple
enough for the reader to process. Bright writing on this tough
subject helps get the job done. The sidebar at the end of the story
helps summarize the information for the reader. Stories that deal
with information science (animal identification, data mining, etc.)
are the new frontier for ag journalists and will be a challenge to
produce in such a way as to keep readers interested. This one does
it pretty well.

Dairy Today
“Basics of Electronic ID”
by Jim Dickrell

This story takes on the challenge of presenting a lot of
information about a complex issue. Good job of breaking up the
information with a variety of sidebars that helps put it all together
for the reader. Straightforward and solid job of writing and
reporting. This article is a “keeper,” one that can be torn out and
saved for reference. This topic has been around awhile, so it is hard
for this story to compete with those placing above it just because it
doesn’t have quite as fresh of a news peg.

Drovers
“Collateral Control”
by Kim Watson

A difficult subject handled very well. The only criticism is
that the story might take just a little bit too long to get started, as
we have to get all the way to page two in order to get the meat
of the story. However, the topic is important and relevant, quite
newsworthy, and the information that is delivered here has the
potential to help farmers and ranchers. The sidebar on ag lenders
is interesting, supports the story and is a strong graphic element.
Overall, a nice job of tackling a difficult topic.
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Dairy Today
“Power Struggle”
by Cathy Merlo

Another solid story in a very competitive category. This story is
well-written, well-researched, overall a professional job of delivering
a story about dairy producers who struggle to get a fair return on
digester energy. This is a nice business profile story with a good
sidebar on biogas production. It just doesn’t quite go far enough into
the inner workings of either the science or the economics behind
digester-generated energy to place any higher in this competition. But
it is a newsworthy story on a topic that is of high interest to readers.

Drovers
“Same Performance, Less Fuel”
by John Maday

Stories about nutrition aren’t always the most exciting, so this
story faces a challenge from the start. There’s good information
here, and the story is quite polished and professional. In evaluating
the story, however, it would seem that the more valuable part of
the information, which is the concept of net feed intake and how
it is used in the Wardens bull test, is pushed aside until relatively
late. Perhaps leading off with how the Wardens use NFI, then
backing in the science behind NFI as supporting material, would
get things off and running a bit more quickly. I also felt the sidebar
information from Wardens Farm was underplayed, at least in
terms of graphic presentation. It’s almost microscopic, which can
be a challenge for older, eyesight-challenged readers. In general,
though, an interesting story on an important topic.
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story, would like to see a lead that gets right to the point. Save
the background to use as supporting material, and move up the
part about the industry deciding to wipe it the disease. Or, use an
anecdote from the Rechel experience to set the scene. Then, go
into the science behind the disease. Also, an old editor once said,
“Tell me less of how it came to be, and more of what it means to
me.” For example, perhaps a better sidebar would be a “How to set
up BVD biosecurity,” rather than a BVD product chart, because
that gives a call to action for the rancher. But, overall, an important
story that is presented in a professional manner.

Category 29
Feature/Human Interest Story
Non-Association
Back in the early 1900s, farm magazines devoted entire sections to
human interest. Writers such as Laura Ingalls Wilder submitted regular
installments for the entertainment of farm audiences. Today, tools
such as character development and descriptive writing have taken on
rust. Human interest now is used only as a slight twist on a business
or news story, as reflected by the entries in this category. Perhaps ag
publications should go back to the archives in order to rebirth a genre
that once was a highly valued component of farm magazines.

First Place - tie
Dairy Today
“When Tragedy Strikes”

by Cathy Merlo
High Plains Journal
Story gets off to a quick start with a well-told anecdote
“New Tool Could Replace Need for Progeny involving a tragic incident on a dairy farm. While this story does
Testing”
fit the description of a human-interest feature, it is really a business
by Doug Rich

Good topic, good news peg, good writing. What keeps this
story from placing any higher is twofold. One, it really is a story
about a scientific development, not a behind-the-scenes look at that
science. And second, it’s mostly pie-in-the-sky thinking, filled with
a lot of what-ifs on the part of the scientists quoted. It might be the
greatest breakthrough of all times, but if it is like most scientific
developments, it probably won’t be. What will happen is that
DNA and marker-assisted selection will support, but not supplant,
other selection tools. In order to go higher in this competition, this
story would need to focus on some aspect of this technology that
is working in the real world, and then tell us in detail why it is
working. Overall, though, a newsworthy story that keeps farmers
and ranchers informed about the latest developments in the field.

BEEF
“Time to Kill”
by Clint Peck

A newsworthy article that is up against many strong competitors
in this category. A lot of things to like about this story, but a few
things to consider that might have made it stronger. First, as a news

story told with a strong human interest angle. The only criticism is
that it perhaps would have been nice to get at least a few paragraphs
that showed us the inner struggles this farmer faced, both in terms
of physical and emotional pain, as he worked through the situation.
Sidebars are both well-written and practical. The story is a classic
example of showing us “What is the worst that can happen?” and
then telling us how to deal with that situation.

First Place - tie
Successful Farming
“Show Business!”

by Betsy Freese and Alicia Clancy

This is an excellent article, and what is even better about it is
that it’s written very well for a magazine that has a wide range of
subscribers. It is an educational piece as well as a feature article,
making it extremely effective. The lead is good, paragraphs are
long enough to include details but short enough to break up the
story and its organization allows the reader to easily follow the
article from start to finish. A better ending would have been a slight
improvement, but the article as a whole is so well-written that this
is a minor issue.
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Second Place
High Plains Journal
“Preserving Corn Harvest Traditions”
by Doug Rich

This is a story told just for the sake of telling an interesting tale,
and it does a pretty good job. It’s really two human-interest stories
presented back-to-back, not that there is anything wrong with that.
However, when you have a guy named Raymond Red Corn as one
of your subjects, how can you not lead off with his story! Seems
far more interesting than the other fellow. But, in the final analysis,
a nice job of finding and telling stories about a couple of interesting
folks. The usual complaint about stories in this category needs to
be made again for this entry: it does a good job telling “about” the
subject(s), but it would be nice to see evidence that the writer was
able to get past the surface to something deeper. In other words, let
us see a little of the soul of this person as well.

Honorable Mention
Agri-News
“Boy in a Wheelchair Wins Big”
by Tami Blake

Nice topic for a human-interest story. It seems, however, that
this story could have been improved if this story had been told
primarily through one of the characters. The lead indicates we’re
going to learn about Marty, but we end up hearing the story of
Garrett; either is worthy of being the main character of the story,
but neither really gets top billing. If we could have learned what
makes Marty tick, why it may have led him to give his buckle to
the child… that would have made this story leap to the top of the
class. Or, if we hear the story of Garrett’s challenging life, and the
details of how he lives vicariously through ranch roping, eventually
“winning” a buckle… again, the story is a winner. Unfortunately,
as presented, the story sort of stays at arm’s length between the two
individuals. Tight deadlines and space constraints probably made
it difficult to spend any extra time on the story, and it does have a
news element. Overall, a nice effort.

Western Livestock Journal
“Louisiana Cattlemen Still Reeling”
by RaeMarie Gordon

Tragedy strikes, and there is a human-interest angle waiting
to be told. This story tries to get there, and very nearly succeeds
at describing the emotional costs of Katrina and Rita, the twin
storms. A few points of criticism: First, why start out with the
long-winded editorial commentary when there is so much to tell?
Let somebody with a good anecdote lead off. How about Todd
Little, who lost 1,100 cows? Surely he would have a tear-jerking
tale to tell. Let’s get those details and start the story there. Surely
he, or his banker, cried himself to sleep those first nights. Granted,
you provide details and depth, signs of exhaustive research and
interview efforts, and that’s good. But use those to support the tales
of the folks who actually lived and lost through the storms, and this
story would be a real winner.
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CALF News
“Anderson Farms Moves Aside for Progress”
by Walt Barnhart

Looks like the ultimate in angst: a multi-generation farm pondering
its last days. Unfortunately, we end up knowing little more than the
fact that they agreed to sell it for a high price. There’s lots of detail
here, and a good summary of the corn maze and other alternative
agricultural enterprises the family is now pursuing, but why can’t we
get inside the mind of the farmer who must have spent sleepless nights
pondering whether to sell the place his grandfather homesteaded?
Seems like there is a lot of fertile ground to cover in such a story. The
story, as it is presented, is full of facts. But in a human-interest story,
sometimes the dry facts aren’t nearly as important as the telling of a
tale. Make us feel some of the emotion that this family felt.

Carnivore Communications, LLC
“Ken Monfort Legacy”
by Walt Barnhart

This is a tremendously detailed look at the ripple effect of Ken
Monfort and the fellows he chose to surround himself with. This
could be a chapter in a book, and maybe that’s where it is going
to wind up someday. If so, that’s great. However, if you’re asking
today’s magazine reader (or “browser”) to wade through this sea
of facts, thousands upon thousands of words without so much
as a call-out quote to break up the wall of type… well, you’re
probably asking too much. I’ll bet if you were out on the town with
friends of Ken, you would get a whole notebook full of stories,
some of which might be fit for publication, but all would be highly
entertaining…and fodder for a great story.

Category 30
Instructional Story, Non
Association
This category comprised three stories on topics that are very
relevant to the livestock industry. They all contained very sound
content and source quotes. The first and second place stories were
nearly equal in terms of strong leads, well-organized content and
effective transitions. The third place story was sound, but not as
structurally strong as the first two. I would be proud to have any of
these writers on my editorial staff.

First Place
BEEF
“Going After BVD”
by Clint Peck

This article begins with a well-crafted lead, is well-developed
and logically organized. It contains good, relevant quotes from
appropriate sources and has effective supporting sidebars. Thank
you for not trying to cram too much information into the story, and
instead using the sidebars so well. It flows well, follows AP style
and concludes with a good summation.
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Second Place
BEEF
“Profit or Not”
by Wes Ishmael

This piece is well organized, well developed, explains a
complex topic well and has good supporting images and graphics.
I would have liked to see tables 3 and 4. Sources were booth good.
The writing style is informative, yet has good transitions and is
not overly sparse. Given the attention paid to a strong lead and
transitional paragraphs, I expected an equally compelling summary,
but the piece seemed to end with the supplementation quote, which
felt too abrupt.

Third Place
High Plains Journal
“Inject Safety into Livestock Treatment
Procedures”
by Doug Rich

This piece contained useful information, but the writer did not
begin to address the topic until the fifth paragraph. Because the
audience comprises farmers and ranchers who want to get to the
information quickly, this might not seem like the best approach for
this topic. The content was relevant, but it felt like it went into too
much detail about animal restraint—a very important topic, but
one that deserves its own story. It would have been stronger with
more than one source and more information on BQA. I looked for
a summary paragraph to wrap up what had been presented, but did
not feel like the last paragraph quite hit the mark.

Category 31
Producer/Farm/Ranch
Profile
This was a very strong category with a group of writers who
chose compelling subjects and told their stories very well. I would
encourage the writers to think about broadening their use of quotes
from sources beyond the story subjects to create richer, fuller profiles
and to think about asking their subjects to offer their thoughts
on the most important issues facing the future of the livestock
industry. All of these writers show strong professional skills and
are contributing to strengthening agricultural journalism.

First Place
Certified Angus Beef, LLC
“Full Circle”
by Steve Suther

A great lead got this story off to a strong story that it held all
the way through. A lot of information and data were presented
that all worked together to make this an effective profile. From
the farm’s beginnings, its management philosophy to the genesis
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of key strategies, it all worked together very well. It followed AP
style and used short paragraphs. The end quote worked well to
wrap the piece up.

Second Place
National Hog Farmer
“The Maschhoffs”
by Joe Vansickle

This is a well-rounded profile that looks at the history of
the operation, the family involved and then also looks into the
operation’s future. The owners’ look at future challenges is also
effectively woven into the story. This article is well written and
organized and offers a full picture of the Maschhoffs and their
farm without being long and rambling. It paints a picture of an
efficient operation and strong family leadership and did not leave
me with unanswered questions, yet did leave me wanting to meet
the Maschhoffs in person. Well done.

Honorable Mention
Dairy Today/Farm Journal Media
“A Visionary Legacy”
by Cathy Merlo

This was a well-outlined, well-organized and moving story.
The sidebars added interesting information. Details flowed well
and were logically arranged. The story was not overly sentimental,
but it laid out Kuhn’s vision and strategies. It included supportive
quotes and data that offered an impressive look at Kuhn’s influence
and contributions to the dairy industry and his vision for the what
Imperial Valley agriculture could look like.

High Plains Journal
“Rancher Succeeds Inside and Outside the
Show Ring”
by Doug Rich

This is an interesting profile of an interesting man. It would
have been stronger with a more enticing lead that related to the
story/rancher. It would have also been improved by quotes from
other people (other breeders, association executives, etc.) who
could lend to the portrait of Halloway as a pioneer and leader for
the Limousin industry.

High Plains Journal
“History Helps Horses Become Important
Today”
by Kylene Orebaugh

I’m not sure how the headline ties into the story. While the
McKechnies seem like nice people, what makes Horse Creek Ranch
special? It has been in business more than 50 years, but what does
the family do that others don’t? How do they fit into the modern
horse industry? What have they done to enhance the AQHA breed?
How do others see their contributions to the breed?
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Agri-News
“JB Grierson’s Ranching Legacy: The
History of Treasure County’s PV Ranch”
by Tami Blake

While it offered a comprehensive history of a longstanding
ranch, this piece began with too much history book-like detail.
It would have been stronger if the introductory section was
shorter and went more quickly to a focus on Jimmy Grierson and
his contributions to building the PV, the Hereford herd and his
pioneering leadership in rangeland management. Insight from a
local historian would also have added an interesting dimension.
The family story was good, but I wanted to hear recollections from
Jimmy’s descendants about their memories of the ranch.

BEEF
“Family Tradition”
by Clint Peck

This offered a good profile of a leading operation. It included
good supporting quotes from customers and a good variety of
information in a well-organized story with appropriate levels of
information and details. The story flowed well and was logically
organized. My only suggestion for making it stronger would be to
include a summary paragraph at the end of the piece.

BEEF
“Beef Booster”
by Joe Roybal

This piece made me want to meet Bob and Nancy Montross. It
introduced them as a couple who are committed to furthering the
industry and to education through Beef Bucks. The quotes from
others added a good dimension to the story and to the picture of
the Montross’. I would have liked to have learned a bit more about
their operation and their farm’s philosophy, but all in all, this story
accomplished the goal of highlighting a couple who are worthy of
receiving an award called the “Trailblazer.”

Certified Angus Beef, LLC
“Learning Together”
by Miranda Reiman

I did not feel that this article met the criteria as presented.

Certified Angus Beef, LLC
“Both Sides of the Fence”
by Miranda Reiman

While this was a solid story, I felt like there was more to tell
than presented in the copy and the ending seemed rushed (a quick
jump from the profitable strategies to ending quote), though I
did really like the last quote and felt it summed up Anderson’s
philosophy well, but while he is looking at the future, what does
he see there? What’s the next big thing? Quotes from his son, from
others at the feedlot or customers would have added interest and
depth. A sidebar on the strategies would have been useful.
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Certified Angus Beef, LLC
“Together, Smarter, Harder, Better”
by Steve Suther

This article definitely shows that Frank Winters is a progressive
guy and is at the heart of Flint Rock Feeders, but I wasn’t sure
whether this profile was more about him or about the operation.
While it’s impossible to separate the two, I think it would have
been a stronger piece with some supporting quotes from customers
(big and small) about how Winters has helped them improve their
marketing and profits and maybe some background about Frank
Winters, how he came to Flint Rock and has become a leader
among feedlot managers.

Progressive Dairy Publishing
“Finding Greener Pastures in Organics”
by Walt Cooley

This piece offers a good look at how one family made a decision
and took the route to transfer from conventional to organic dairying.
It would have been a stronger piece with more quotes from family
members beyond Cheryl (though hers did add to the story). The
information about Horizon and the HOPE program might have
been better in a sidebar than in the story. It felt like the article was
taking a turn away from the DeVos’s, then it came back to them.
Without that piece, it would have flowed a bit better.

Progressive Dairy Publishing
“A Christmas Comeback”
by Walt Cooley

This piece offered an interesting look into how one Louisiana
farm coped with Hurricane Katrina and later warm weather. While
most of the story focused on how the weather during late 2005
affected the family and the operation, the aspect of the organic
transition came in near the end and made me feel like it should
have either received more attention earlier on or that it should have
stood alone as a separate piece.

National Hog Farmer
“Partners Resurrect Bankrupt Operation”
by Joe Vansickle

This is a very nice, very comprehensive story about the rebirth
of an operation. It was well organized and flowed nicely. The
bulleted subheads were effective. The section on environmental
records seemed a bit thin. This is a large issue for many operations,
and more emphasis on how the partnership has dealt with the
misperception of environmental violations would be helpful to
others. The end paragraph was alright, but could have been stronger
with a punchy quote.

National Hog Farmer
“Stan Curtis”
by Joe Vansickle

This profile shows the evolution of a scientist who has made
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great strides to advance the industry. The quotes and information
about Curtis’s philosophy and academic work were important to
include, but what has he contributed to the industry? Quotes from
industry leaders about the value of his work would have been
interesting, as would quotes from peers and any former students
who are now academic or industry leaders. It would have also been
interesting to find out where he sees the current animal welfare
system going in the future.

National Hog Farmer
“Bob Christensen—Pork Producer;
Independent Thinker”
by Dale Miller

I like how this piece stays focused on Bob Christensen and
does not stray into a profile of his brother or other family members.
While that look at multiple family members works in many articles,
one of the strengths of this one is the focus on one man. The
story was mostly well organized, though I felt like there was one
paragraph out of the set chronological look, when the story was
moving through Christensen’s situation 1990s and then stepped
back to the early 80s for one paragraph about the feed mill. The
piece amply points out how Christensen is indeed an independent
thinker. So what does he see in the future for the hog industry? His
views on that would have been interesting.

National Hog Farmer
“Wendell & Dell Murphy—Dedication
Sustains Murphy Family Ventures”
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Second Place
High Plains Journal
“Roundup Raises a Stink About a Stink”
by Larry Dreiling

Good title and lead…very captivating. This is a hot topic in this
area and the author did a good job covering all angles and getting
all sides of the issues. In addition, the author identified solutions
for the problem that are being tested, which is important. This is a
nice look at the issue with good quotes supporting the topic.

Honorable Mention
National Hog Farmer
“North Carolina: Focus on Fine-Tuning”
by Dale Miller

The author does a nice job brining in the pros/cons the pork
industry is facing in North Carolina. The lead introduces the
subject and emphasizes the growth in the industry. The article
flows together nicely and the author does a good job bringing a lot
of facts and figures together in a readable fashion. The author did
a good job making an in-depth topic understandable.

Honorable Mention
High Plains Journal
“New Veterinarians Choosing Urban Over
Rural Practices: Could this be America’s
Next Animal Crisis?”

This story offers an inside look at a family that has weathered
adversity and come out ahead, but I found myself trying to figure out
which Murphy was which and how they were related. At first it felt
like the story was going to focus only on how the family had managed
to stay in the hog business and their strategies there, but it then went
into the diversified ventures and then later to how the family had faced
the adversity of the 90s and come through it. It seemed like the last
piece might have worked as a sidebar or as a shorter section early on,
then with a stronger emphasis on the broad scope of activities that
have taken place since the Smithfield buyout.

by Jennifer M. Latzke

Category 32
News Story

by Jennifer Bremer

First Place
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Reining in Relativity”
by Tonya Ratliff-Garrison

The lead sets the stage for the story and immediately draws you
to the story. The author obtained good, rich quotes which helped
enhance the story’s quality. The author did a good job telling the
story and it flowed nicely.

The author produced a well-written article on a topic that will
eventually have a major impact on rural America. This article flows
well and provides information on why there will be a shortage
of veterinarians in rural areas and what steps are being taken to
prevent this. The author does a good job bringing in facts and
figures to the topic adding depth to the article.

High Plains Journal
“Smithfield Food Buys PSF”
The author did a good job bringing in key players in the issue.
The quotes from these people assisted in bringing life to the story.
The author could have used a more compelling lead. Overall the
story summarized the subject nicely.

High Plains Journal
“Confidentiality is Still Main ID Concern”
by Doug Rich

By bringing in different perspectives on the animal ID this
author did a great job explaining the basis of the National Animal
Identification System. The author covered the basis and had
excellent quotes that went well with the information. A wellwritten piece with a good flow of information.
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High Plains Journal
“Trail Drives, Barn Dances are Key to
Ranching’s Future”

High Plains Journal
“Agency Rids Swift Facilities, Looks for
Undocumented Workers”

The author did a good job telling the speaker’s story by via the
creative comparison’s used by the speaker. To add more depth to the
story, the author should get an additional source to quote... perhaps
and audience member to add a different perspective. Good lead.

The author summarized the issue nicely and interviewed key
players in the issue. The quotes went well and helped to lay out the
story as it happened. The article uses a fair amount of figures, but
could add a few more for more depth.

by Larry Dreiling

by Jennifer Bremer

Dairy Herd Management
Iowa Farm Bureau Spokesman
“Community Digesters: Bridging Urban and “Carroll, Green County Farmers Explore
Ag Intersests”
Bustling NW Iowa Dairies”
by Shannon Linderoth – Submitted by Tom Quaife

This article does a great job introducing the topic of manure
management. The author does well covering all areas of the issue and
also incorporates statistics and key quotes in the article. This article has
a good flow of information and is well written. Nice layout as well.

by Teresa Bjork

The author received some good quotes and covered a lot of
ground on dairies and the challenges they face. The article has
good quotes from farmers and incorporates facts well. The article
flows nicely, yet could have used a stronger lead.

Dairy Herd Management
Agri-News
“Without Immigrant Workers, Who Will “In the Fire’s Aftermath”
by Tami Blake
Milk the Cows?”
by Tom Quaife

Very well-written article for a hot topic among dairy producers;
the author does a great job bringing in different sources – from the
farmer to the experts. This article flows well and is enjoyable to
read. The author also adds facts and figures into the story nicely.

This is a very captivating article on a topic that many Montana
ranchers can relate to – adding the personal stories from the ranchers
made for interesting reading. The author could have added additional
facts and figures and incorporated additional quotes from industry
for example how the fires will affect markets, economics, etc.

Western Livestock Journal
“Wolves Wreak Havoc in Idaho”

Land and Livestock Post
“Drought is a Slow-Motion Disaster”

Interesting topic. The author does a good job of introducing the
subject and placing facts and key quotes throughout the article. She
provided insight to how this is having an impact on the ranchers in
Idaho and the surrounding states. A stronger lead would have been
more helpful for this article.

Lead introduces the topic well and sets the stage for the article.
Good quotes and use of facts and figures on drought in Texas. The
author does a good job telling what the impact of the drought has
done to the state.

by RaeMarie Gordon

Western Livestock Journal
“Grazing Essential to California Wetlands”

by Beverly Moseley

Angus Journal
“More than Pocket Change”
by Crystal Albers

by John Robinson

A strong lead would really benefit this story. A very detailed
explanation of the topic, yet the author could have incorporated
additional sources – such as producers – for a stronger article.

The author does a nice job framing her issues and summarizing
it. A more lively lead could have been in order. The article has
quotes from all the right people and uses figures appropriately. The
author should do a better job introducing sources.

Dairy Today
“Turn Gas to Cash”

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“History in the Making”

The author does a good job describing a complex and new
subject. The article has a nice balance of figures and facts and a
good array of quotes to tie it together. The lead could be stronger
and catchy to liven up the somewhat dry topic.

Great lead, captures the interest of the story. Good look at the
competition and added human interest with the personal stories.
The author also did a good job explaining the competition and
gaining interest for those who may want to compete in the future.
The article flows well.

by Jim Dickrell

by Christine Hamilton
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The American Quarter Horse Journal
“The Power of Cheer”
by Tonya Ratliff-Garrison

The author does a very nice job piecing this story together.
It has good flow and the short paragraphs that also flow one to
the other. Overall it is a nice look at the World Equestrian Games
current events and a look into the future games in Kentucky.

The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
“Having Impact”
by Jennifer K. Hancock

The author does a good job focusing on the highlights of the
convention. The article could have had a more colorful lead, since
the rest of the article was fairly technical. The author transitions
well and explains the topic in an easy-to-understand manner.

The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
“Deja Mud”
by Staff

This story has clever lead and lively quotes giving the story
personality. The story flows well together and the author does a
great job keeping the flow of the story going. The story covers a lot
of ground and the author keeps it entertaining with a good balance
of figures and personal flare.

BEEF
“After the Firestorm”
by Larry Stalcup

Making this type of tragedy compelling is hard to do and the
author did a good job telling the story in an informative and factual
manner. This story could have used quotes from a producer who
will feel the impact from these fires in the Texas Panhandle.

BEEF
“Where’s Your Vet?”
by Clint Peck

The story summarized the issue nicely and provided good
quotes along with adequate facts and figures. The author could
have used a stronger lead and added quote from a producer who
may face this “loss of veterinarian” in rural America and how this
could impact there future.

BEEF
“Energy Reworks the High Plains”
by Larry Stalcup

Good introduction to the topic and the problem producers are
facing and what they are doing to avoid these rising costs. The author
obtained good quotes from sources who were knowledgeable about
he problem. The article would have been stronger if there were some
quotes from producers who have had to adjust to these conditions.
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Certified Angus Beef, LLC
“CAB Natural, Tyson Link to Production
System”
by Steve Suther

The author does a nice job introducing and explaining the
program. The article flows nicely and has nice personal touches by
adding producer comments. The article could have a shorter more
puncher lead to liven-up the content.

Category 33
Editorial
There is some excellent writing throughout this class—terse
and descriptive. There still seems to be some confusion about
what constitutes an editorial. By this contest’s stated rules, “…
an editorial expresses the opinion of the author, but also calls the
reader to specific action…” By that definition, too many entries
with the strongest writing fall down in class because there is no
call to action.

First Place
Dairy Today
“With Friends Like These”
by Jim Dickrell

Excellent. This is what editorial writing is all about. The author
presents the challenge, including third-party sources that are credible
in order to substantiate his belief and then closes with logical, specific
ways that readers can respond to the challenge. For that matter, he
begins calling for action from the start. Well done.

Second Place
BEEF
“Private Testing”
by Joe Roybal

Wow! This is easily one of the top contenders. The author
masterfully weaves the tale of a complex subject with terse, clear
language that leads readers through the logic of his opinion. Inch
for inch, there’s more third-party substantiation in this editorial
than any other in the competition, yet it isn’t top-heavy. The call to
action seems weaker than it could be given the strength of opinion
that precedes it; rather than merely expecting the author to call for
USDA rethinking its position; by the time I reached this point I
expected a demand for revolt by business owners. Well done.

Honorable Mention
National Hog Farmer
“It’s Time to Pony Up”
by Dale Miller

Easily one of the stronger entries in this class. The writing is clear,
conversational and to the point. Using the CPI as the reference point and
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offering a mini-lesson about it is an effective approach. Both challenge
and call to action are clear, though the need for increased contributions
could have been strengthened with an example of how many checkoff
dollars were spent for promotion, research or the like in 1986, what
those dollars bought and what is getting left behind today.

Honorable Mention
Drovers
“Performance Suggests a Raise”
by Greg Henderson

Well done. Clearly written, strong use of quotes and third-party
information…Strong call to action…It could be tighter and more
active in places, e.g. “An increase in the checkoff will require…” as
opposed to something like, “Increasing the checkoff requires…”…
The only thing missing is a specific example of what the industry
has had to leave idle because of a lack of funds.

National Hog Farmer
“Please be Careful Out There”
by Dale Miller

This is dynamite writing. Although the challenge and call to action
are awfully broad, this is still a compelling read. My primary criticism
is burying the action so far down, e.g.: why not start with “I’ve done
this a zillion times…” up through the 17 stitches paragraph, and then
weave in details from the first two paragraphs from the remainder. Or,
“The conversation I had with Georgia Jenkins still haunts me…” then
move on. I don’t know why David Funderburke rates the lead.

Certified Angus Beef, LLC
“Stay in the Cattle Business for the Long
Run”
by Steve Suther

This editorial is written with a keen eye and a master’s touch:
Clean, tight, clear, logical and thought provoking. The second
paragraph is superfluous, though. As an editorial it could have
been strengthened by offering specific suggestions for the steps he
advises readers to take. Overall, well done.

National Hog Farmer
“Ethanol Jitters”
by Dale Miller

This author provides logical insights into a timely topic. The
tone is conversational, and the writing exemplary. My primary
criticism with this piece is that as an editorial, while the challenge
is clearly stated, the call to action is merely inferred.

High Plains Journal
“Nothing Cute About this Group”
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made more specific. The writing shines in places, but is too loose
in others. For instance, you could easily knock out the second
three paragraphs and transition to something like, “That comes
from The Humane Society—they of purring kitties and bouncing
puppies—not an outfit commonly regarded as an extremist animal
rights group with agenda…”; “…they’ve taken on much larger
tasks…” as opposed to something like, “They’ve broadened their
goals to include…”; etc.

The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
“Stewardship”
by Andrea Caudill

This is an entertaining read. Strong use of a first-hand account,
though its relationship to the point being made develops too
slowly. Too much reliance on rhetorical questions. Though well
written for the most part, it is too loose, e.g. “HIGHLY successful”
“ONLY a few feet away,” etc.

Seedstock EDGE
“Memories”
by Jennifer Shike

Admirably descriptive writing that is clean and tight for the most
part…Shy away from devices that weaken rather than strengthen
copy such as rhetorical questions and exclamation marks…It’s an
interesting first-person observational account, but as an editorial
the call to action could be made stronger with some third-party
data and sources.

Seedstock EDGE
“Speaking to Them All”
by Christy Couch Lee

Clear writing for the most part and a solid message…Careful
of using words like “that” and “those” that do nothing but slow the
reader…Rather than call to action, this is more of an advice or howto column. No concrete facts are offered in support of the premise.

Drovers
“Fruited Plains?”
by Greg Henderson

Strong, terse writing, among the strongest in the class.
Interesting information. The challenge is presented well, but there
is no call for action, which should be a part of editorial writing.

Successful Farming
“Trials of a 4-H Mom”
by Betsy Freese

This is strong, clean writing at its best. It fails as an editorial,
though; too much time presenting a challenge and no call to action.

by Holly Martin

Solid use of information, clear presentation of a challenge
and a strong call to action, though the suggested action could be
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Iowa Farm Bureau Spokesman
“EPC Members Take Aim at Livestock
Farmers”
by Dale Johnson

The author’s passion for the topic shines through in this piece…
Strong use of first-person experience…The writing is too loose in
places and too passive in others…The challenge comes through,
but there is no call to action.

Category 34
Regular Column
The top end of this class is exemplary—reader-useful information
presented logically, tersely, cleanly and even colorfully. The authors
of the top two entries, in particular, provide readers consistently high
quality writing in their own definitive style. Others in the category
include some elegant pieces and parts, but there is too much spacefilling rather than making each word integral to explaining an
essential part of the “story”. The leads, if they exist, are too often
buried. There’s also too little attention to basics like word choice,
proof-reading, presenting a point, then substantiating it.

First Place
Dairy Today
“Dairy Talk”

by Jim Dickrell

Outstanding! The author makes salient points using everything
from first-hand observations to research and science from credible
sources and does so in an entertaining way. He delivers on the
objective’s promise of sharing a common-sense perspective about
dairy issues. More than perspective, he also shares some specific
advice for dealing with the presented challenges.

Second Place
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Legendary Horses”
by Jim Bret Campbell

This is easily one of the top entries in the class. The writing
is clear and descriptive—the lead for “Maggie’s Scarlet” is worth
study by others. Strong use of quotes from multiple sources. Rather
than what could be mind-numbing bios in lesser hands, this author
serves up historic information in an interesting way.

Honorable Mention
High Plains Journal
“Common Ground”
by Jennifer Latzke

The stated objective of this column is to entertain readers, and
it does so admirably. Along the way there are some useful tidbits/
reminders as in the column about cell phones. There are strong,
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humorous descriptions along the way, but even when entertaining,
the writing could be tighter. Also, rhetorical questions typically
serve only to weaken a story, especially when used as a lead, which
is the case here. That as opposed to the 4-H column: “…they’re
made under pressure like diamonds made from coal.” Beautiful.

Drovers
“Markets”

by John Maday

Strong writing for the most part; useful information that is
logically presented. My primary criticism is that in a quest for
creative leads, the author takes too long to develop the main point,
e.g. “Cattle feeding has moved before…” versus something like,
“Economics have shifted cattle feeding geography before and
ethanol may do it again.”; She had been around…”versus something
like, “One more cow that can’t be traced for BSE may renew
efforts to establish a national animal ID system…” etc. Also, when
using lots of numbers in a single paragraph, ask yourself whether
the numbers are as pertinent as what they represent. In the case of
the “Fuel for Change”, it seems the number of cattle that could be
supplemented by a single plant is the essential information; at the
very least, lead the paragraph with it.

Kansas Stockman
“Natural Growth / Biting Back at Inaccuracy
/ Horse Welfare on the Line”
by Todd Domer

Some excellent information presented with a unique perspective.
That Churchill quote and how it’s used is killer…Unfortunately, a
lack of attention to some basics undermines what could be some
of the strongest writing in this category. For instance: awkward
sentence structure and word choice, e.g. “Absent this option,
that substantial number of horses…” Why not just say, “Without
processors at least that many horses every year must find a new
home; Likewise, “The market for beef…is expanding steadily...”
Why not sum up the point, “Natural beef may offer producers
more revenue potential, but beware the net returns and negative
selling…”…There should be a standing column name, too.

Drovers
“Consumer Column”
by Suzanne Bopp

The concept is timely and some key points are made…The
presentation is scattered and at times confusing, e.g. “…growth
of Whole Foods…” Arguably, Whole Foods has yet to achieve the
iconic status of McDonalds. Don’t expect readers to know who
they are or that they’re involved in organics. That as opposed to,
“…it’s driving the growth of organic grocers like Whole Foods
and the organic category overall.” For that matter, there is no
perspective on the growth, offer readers some tonnage or sales
figures from Whole Foods or another credible industry source…
There’s a difference between opinion and speculation, e.g. “That is
meant to satisfy safety concerns…” Says who? If it’s McDonalds
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or the McDonald’s site, say so; if it’s your opinion, say so. In other
words, speculate all you want as long as the reader is sure that’s
what you’re doing…The writing could be terser and cleaner, e.g.
rhetorical questions are weak, especially when used in leads…It
could be more active, too, e.g. “…as food science has advanced…
functional foods have evolved.” That’s passive. “Functional foods
were borne by…” That’s active…Shortening some of the milelong sentences would help the reader.

Hereford Publications, Inc.
“World’s Perspective”
by Angie Stump Denton

This author presents useful information…More attention to
the basics, such as terseness, word choice and organization would
help the reader navigate…Work harder to find and present readers
with the essential points up front, e.g. The column about umami is
interesting, but I have no idea why I should care until the very end:
“Umami is the wow taste in beef…” Why not start with something
like, “Research documenting the wow taste in beef helps the
industry make sense of the consumer…”…Though the “manners”
analogy is a stretch, this column represents the most complete and
strongest writing from this author.

Western Livestock Reporter
“Just Another Day on the Ranch”
by Rhoda Rancher

This is some entertaining reading in places, though it doesn’t
seem to deliver on the stated objective of providing perspective
from the purebred industry; I saw nothing in here about purebreds,
per se…Be careful about word choice, e.g. “…spread like wild
fire through the students…” it was spread like wild fire BY them;
“no body…” as used, it’s NOBODY…Watch for redundancy,
e.g. “…months of planning went into this process…” then in the
next paragraph, “…we spent months planning…”Why spend time
qualifying someone presented as fictitious?

Certified Angus Beef, LLC
“Black Ink”
by Steve Suther

This author obviously has a master’s command of the language,
and he presents some useful information. There are moments
of beauty, such as, “…simple as a bee sting or as complex as a
hurricane (the tremendous cost is implied)…The writing takes
too long to go anywhere, though…Some word choices are
disruptive, e.g. “defibrillate” rather than something pedestrian but
clear, such as “give”. More attention needs to be paid to editing
and proofreading, e.g. “…obliterate a ROD or two…”, using the
roundup noun as verb, etc…Overuse of rhetorical questions (more
than one is too many most times).
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Iowa Farm Bureau Spokesman
“Don’t Lump Livestock with Love Canal;
Activists File Lawsuit to Stop Horse
Slaughter Plants; Director Discretion Bill
should be Signed”
by Dale Johnson

The author is obviously knowledgeable and is seeking to share
useful information…If Love Canal and livestock waste have
nothing in common, why use the comparison? I think you’re
getting at the fact that activist groups want to classify animal
waste as toxic, using the same regulation as that spawned by Love
Canal. If so, say that, build the bridge for the reader…Rhetorical
questions typically weaken rather than strengthen, as is the case
in these columns…Stay away from empty words like “huge” that
say nothing…The writing is too passive…What’s the name of the
column? There’s a headline for each but no standing column name,
one of the most basic requirements for one.

BEEF
“BEEF Express”
by Staff

There is certainly a myriad of information presented and
I can see how it would be useful to readers, though it stretches
the conventional notion of a column—concisely presenting and
substantiating a point of interest to the target audience. According
to the rules, qualified entries must be written by the same author.
Consequently, this entry was not considered.

Category 35
In-Depth Reporting
The articles entered in this category covered the gamut: growth,
technology, weather and its affect on crops and commodity prices,
animal welfare, breeding decisions and disease. While these topics
are technical, I believe there’s a way to “humanize” every single
one of them by telling the story of someone who has dealt with or is
contemplating these issues. Leading with a story about a producer
who has dealt or is dealing with an issue is far more interesting than
quoting statistics. The winner of this category, Dairy Today’s “Is
the Future Here?” does a good job of this, using a dairy operation
that has jumped ahead with robotics to cut labor costs. The stories
are in the order of there rank.

First Place
Dairy Today
“Is the Future Here?”
by Jim Dickrell

I really liked this story. I’m not in the dairy business, but
this article was interesting. I liked knowing the headaches these
owners faced with decreased labor resources and the desire to use
technology that wasn’t quite ready for the field. I think, however,
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the headline could have been a bit more creative and catchy …
perhaps, something like “The Replacements” or “The New
Milkmen” … Otherwise, you did a great job.

National Hog Farmer
“Hoosier State Embraces Hog Growth”

Second Place
Dairy Today
“California’s Triple Whammy”

This story might have been stronger had it featured – upfront – one
of the operations that has started or come into the state as a result of the
state’s desire to promote growth in its hog industry. Producers want to
read about other producers and their experiences, not so much about
the government red tape that had to be cut or the strategic planning
that led to those producers being able to do their thing.

by Cathy Merlo

Good job using a producer in the lead. I like how you weaved
other effects of the high temps into the story (human death toll,
the effects on other crops, etc.). You had some catchy phrases in
the article, but settled for a headline that could have gone on any
article … “The Heat is On” or “Taking the Heat” would have been
good, paired with the deck.

Honorable Mention
Drovers
“Animal Agriculture in the Spotlight”
by Suzanne Bopp

Love the opening art. What a refreshing change from cattle
… I’m sure it got your readers’ attention. It worked well with the
article’s lead: “How is a calf different from a dog?” I was glad to
see that the writer actually answered her own question three-fourths
of the way through the story. On your pull-quotes, it would have
been nice to remind the reader what groups the three men you’ve
quoted represent. I’m picky about headlines … besides your art/
photography, the headline is what is going to draw in your readers …
try to put as much thought into the headline as you did the article.

National Hog Farmer
“Circovirus Solutions Remain Unclear”
by Joe Vansickle

This article on circovirus left me with a lot of questions. I realize
that you’re talking about solutions to the disease and I realize that
your readers are more in tune with this topic than I am, but I wonder
if it would hurt to mention whether or not researchers have ruled out
inbreeding and confinement as the reasons behind the proliferation
of this disease? If those factors are truly factors in the proliferation
of circovirus, what are some things that can be changed?

Western Livestock Journal
“Animal Welfare Bills Increasing in
Number”
by John Robinson

This article had good information in it, but could have been
organized a little better. I think you would have gotten your readers’
attention quicker had you started the article with the info on the
Farm Animal Stewardship Purchasing Act that is mentioned threefourths of the way into the article. Paint a picture for your readers
of what could happen if this bill is made law. Present the “How
Does This Immediately Affect Me?” info first, then give readers a
broader picture with the rest of the info in the article.

by Joe Vansickle

BEEF
“Crossbreeding With Composites”
by Clint Peck

I’m beginning to sound like a broken record, but if you would
have led with the story of how a cattleman is using composites
in his crossbreeding program, you could have easily woven Dr.
Gosey’s thoughts into the story to back up the real-life results of
what the producer is actually finding on the farm.

Agri-News
“Despite Record Crop, Tough Year to be a
Beet Farmer”
by Tami Blake

The cutline “Many beet growers, like Cody and Chad Kuntz of
Custer, have had three tractors in the field this year: one to dig beets,
another to defoliate and a third to pull heavy trucks through the
mud” is a perfect lead for this article. When an article drones on and
on about the weather and how farmers try to deal with it, you’ll lose
your readers pretty darned fast. Use the producers to tell the story.

Category 36
In-Depth Reporting (multiple
article)
This was a tough class to judge, because it was obvious that
the editorial teams put a lot of research, time and work into the
particular issue they were addressing. I really like the use of
producers to help tell the story. The only criticism I have of articles
in this category is the tendancy for a series to be too long and
wordy. I think that would overwhelm a reader and make them feel
like there’s too much to wade through. In lengthy articles, the use
of boxed bullet points that summarize the article’s talking points
would be a good idea. One solution to lengthy pieces is to break
the series down into three or four parts instead of just two.

First Place
Dairy Herd Management
“Talking Points”

by Tom Quaife, Shirley Roenfeldt, Kim Schoonmaker,
Shannon Linderoth and Jammie Dunker
This series on quality milk talking points seems like it would
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be a huge help to your readers/producers. Besides talking about the
changes that are going on in the industry and the fact that people are
becoming more and more removed from an ag background, you give
your readers “talking points” for the questions that are frequently
asked by consumers and sources to go to for more information. And
the editorial team used producers to help tell the story. I’d say this
series was a home run.

Second Place
BEEF
“Bullish Returns”
by Wes Ishmael

Nice use of producers to tell how intricate bull buying has become.
Good recommendations on evaluating your herd and your bull needs, and
how to make a sound business decision when buying a bull. Nice job.

Honorable Mention
Dairy Today
“2007 Wish List”

by Jim Dickrell, Cathy Merlo, Rick Mooney

Great idea to get the producers’ take on the upcoming farm
bill, rather than using the government officials to explain the
legislation’s intricacies.

High Plains Journal
“Immigration Series”

by Jeff Caldwell, Doug Rich, Jennifer M. Latzke,
Larry Dreiling, and Holly Martin

While a series of articles on immigration seems like a good
idea, and your staff obviously put a lot of effort into this project. I
just wonder if you were preaching a little bit to the choir? I think
the farm/ranch community knows the value of immigrant workers
and what they contribute to the economy. I wonder, for example,
that instead of doing an article on worker verification and how the
various employers of immigrants are supposed to comply, would
it have been better to do an article on better ways for employers to
jump through the hoops of compliance?

Western Livestock Journal
“Quality Beef Demand Outstrips Supply”
by John Robinson

This article is a good example of a place where bullet points
in a box near the article would help summarize the points in the
story. I’m sure the article has good information, but it’s long and
full of statistics, and it’s presented in just two installments. While
I realize that this topic is a tough one to write about, I still think it
would benefit from the writer stepping back and thinking about its
presentation from the reader’s point of view.

Category 37
Commentary or Essay Article
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First Place
Carnivore Communications, LLC
“Possible Check-off Change Previewed in
Australia”
by Walt Barnhart

The article really caught and held my attention even though the
subject is not top on my list of interests. Grammar and AP style are
correct. This is a “tight” and easy to read and understand essay.

Second Place
Western Livestock Journal
“Acme Trading”
by John Robinson

Roadrunner and Wile E. Coyote analogy creates catchy beginning.
Continuing the analogy throughout increases the flow of the article. A
couple grammatical errors put this article in second rather than first.

Honorable Mention
BEEF
“Are You a Creator or a Critic?”
by Troy Marshall

Theme carried throughout the article makes it easy to follow.
Article flow and structure allow for readability. This essay is not
as tight linguistically as the winner.

Honorable Mention
BEEF
“Commodity Comfort”
by Troy Marshall

Good variation in sentence structure, the inclusion of complex
sentences draws the reader into the topic. Good descriptions, but
do not spend all the time on the point of view you are refuting
rather than the one you are supporting.

BEEF
“Slippery Slope”
by Joe Roybal

Good intro, but it is not followed throughout the story. This
story does not have the catch and the flow as the winners do.

Seedstock EDGE
“Integrity – What it Means to Us”
by Darrell Anderson

Good intro and use of integrity analogy throughout, but
repetitive use of the word “that” is distracting. Sentence structure
makes the seventh paragraph confusing. Grammatical errors and a
couple AP style errors keep this story from placing.
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High Plains Journal
“Cowboys and Tears”
by Jennifer Latzke

I liked the point of this article and the way it was presented.
Slight grammatical errors and AP style errors detracted from the
overall feeling of the article. Excellent, emotional piece, be more
careful when proofing.

Successful Farming
“The Thing About Goats”
by Betsy Freese

Good topic and layout, but there needs to be more copy for
the space covered. You were trying to stretch it. This topic does
not need stretching, there is plenty of information to use. I liked
the conclusion tying back in to the introduction. Commas before
“and” are not needed.
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High Plains Journal
“A Life-Long Dream that has Enriched Our
Lives”
by Jennifer Bremer

Title uses “that.” First sentence ends in preposition. Beginning
the third paragraph with “so” should be eliminated. Agriculture as
an adjective should be “agricultural.” Repetitive use of “that.”
Comma use, or lack of, should be examined. Cute story, but the
overall point was lost in the distraction of grammatical errors.

High Plains Journal
“An Unreasonable Trading Partner”
by Holly Martin

Good use of analogies, but repetitive use of “that” is distracting.
Hyphen is needed in “re-establish.” Overall, a good point is made,
but grammatical errors decrease flow.

The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
McMahon French Promotional Strategy
“Dashs Dream”
“DWYSYWD”
by Richard Chamberlain
Good story. Colons do not fit AP style. This article did not
contain the “punch” of the winning articles. It created no feeling
to make me continue to read past the introduction.

Certified Angus Beef, LLC
“Black Ink: The Purpose-Driven Herd”
by Steve Suther

Inclusion of questions throughout keeps the reader interested,
but answers need to be tighter to maintain reader concentration.
Constantly including “purpose-driven” in parentheses is distracting.

Certified Angus Beef ,LLC
“Cull Cows on Information, Not Just
Tradition”
by Miranda Reiman

Good analogies and descriptions, but out weighed by nuances in
grammar. Starting sentences with “and” and “but” and capitalizing
great in “great-grandma” distract from the story. Though points
were valid wordiness kept it from feeling tight and easy to read.

Iowa Farm Bureau Spokesman
“Tiny Wiota Becomes Latest Battleground
for Opponents of Confinement Hogs”
by Dale Johnson

Good coverage of a controversial topic, but grammatical errors
distract from the overall story. Sentence structure also creates
a problem in flow. More concise wording allows better flow
throughout the paragraphs. Shortening introduction information
creates more space for information which contains the main points
of the story.

by Julie McMahon-French

This piece felt more like an advertisement than an essay. All
capital words scream at the reader. The continual use of ellipses
was also distracting.

Category 38
Humor Writing
Two excellent articles in this category that were extremely
competitive and both are winners. Good grammar and punctuation
throughout with strong use of descriptive words so I was picturing
an image in my mind. Really no complaints about either one but
one of them had to get the gold.

First Place
Drovers
“Unbiased Definitions”
by Greg Henderson

Very well done. Excellent, attention grabbing headline which
was appropriate for the content. As I read, I looked forward to the
ending as I wasn’t sure where it would go. Good tight writing kept
me reading and moving along to see the progress of the story. Just
enough sarcasm to add the humor angle. Overall just a good piece
of writing. Nice length.

Second Place
High Plains Journal
“Hippies in the Mist”
by Jennifer Latzke

I admire your ability to add such creativity to your story. Good
job with colorful writing. I was brought right in to the place with you
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as you described your experience. I will admit that I re-read it and
enjoyed it better the second time. It seemed to be a bit long which
lost me a couple of times. But I commend you on a well-written
piece. The only thing holding you from a first is that the winner in
this category just tightened it up more. Long stories don’t necessarily
make them better. I’m sure your readers enjoyed it though.

First Place
California Cattleman/
California Cattlemen’s Association
“101 Livestock Market”

Category 39
Miscellaneous Writing

This ad is beautiful in its simplicity, execution and effectiveness.
An ad for two, 101 Livestock Market sales, is exemplifies effective
branding and commands attention and is memorable with a
minimum of text. Its “headline” is an attractive logo – a stylized
beef animal with its body formed by the name of the livestock
market – 101. Its only flaw is the white outlining of the black body
type. It was unnecessary against the ad’s light background.

This category had an odd group of articles in it. Two-of-thefour entries were better “fits” for other categories.

First Place
Progressive Dairy Publishing
“Milking Across the Pacific”

Second Place
Ranch House Designs
“MSU Fall Fest”

by Walt Cooley

This article was a fun read. What a crazy idea to haul dairy
cows on a cargo ship from Hawaii to Oregon – and have to milk
the cows twice-a-day! The writing wasn’t too technical, and yet, it
gave the reader an idea of what an undertaking this project was.

Second Place
Cutting Horse Chatter
“Make it a Waurika Weekend”
by Stacy Pigott

This article gives the reader a good description of what the
Chisholm Trail Cutting Horse Association has done, and I’m sure
it’s a good idea to show other cutters that the folks in Waurika have
a great concept. Unfortunately, I’m not sure this type of article is
contest material.

Category 40
Four-color, full-page
a Livestock Sale

by Kelli Toledo

ad for

There was a lot of great design and a myriad of creative styles
displayed in this category. Overall, designers need to remember
that less is more, and having too much can work against the
readability and understandability of the finished product. The best
examples in this category exhibited a commanding lead graphic
and a cohesive look that was drawn together by typography, a nice
flow of elements and the color-palette selected. Overall, I was
disappointed by how many declined to enter objectives for the ad
in their entry forms. Doing so not only helps contest judges but
forces designers to rethink what their purpose was in the ad and
how effectively they performed it.

by Rachel Williams

This is a beautiful ad, and professional in every detail. The
photos are all of top-notch quality, and the lead photo of the
goggle-eyed cow is striking. The designer was obligated by the
client to use the Michigan State green but she selected beautiful
complementary colors to bring home the fall theme and provide a
tasteful and elegant look, though the single line of brown type was
difficult to read against the green background.

Honorable Mention
Ranch House Designs
“Bauman Final Drive”
by Rachel Williams

A beautiful sepia image of ’50s and ‘60s vintage – a cattle judge
inspecting a Charolais animal in a string of Angus and Hereford
entrants - serves as the eye-catching backdrop for this ad that
reads: “Trends change but it’s still about … The Final Drive.” The
ad is tasteful, well designed, and immensely fitting for the client,
a breeder of quality Charolais genetics. I felt the hairline border
around the ad was an unnecessary piece of furniture, and why not
size all five small animal photos the same?

Honorable Mention
AgTown Technologies
“Mountain Meadow Cattle Company”
by AgTown Technologies

This ad lacks a strong headline to let the reader quickly know
its purpose, which is a public thank-you of the ranch’s cattle
customers. The “Thank you!” is seriously undersized, however,
while the photo of the Mountain Meadow Cattle Company
headquarters building gets a half-page treatment at the bottom of
the ad. I think this ad was effective in its message, but it was too
bottom heavy.
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Texas Longhorn Trails
“The Gathering Heifer Sale”
by Myra Basham & Jim Curry

This ad is cohesive in its theme but a little too busy. “It’s Girl’s
Night Out In Houston!” the headline trumpets, and the photo and
text elements back it up, but there are at least a half-dozen different
type faces, all of the same size, and in different colors, that compete
for attention.

Cowboy Designs
“At the Ranch”
by Amy Bader

This ad trumpets the impending sale with the simple headline,
“At The Ranch.” After that, that ad effectively lays out what breeds
and classes of cattle available. A very nice job. My only complaint
with this ad is that the full-bleed photo that serves as a backdrop to
the copy blocks is out of focus.

Seedstock EDGE
“World Class Bred Gilt Sale”
by Stephen Weintraut II

This is an effective ad but it lacks a strong focal point. The undersized
headline is played down the left-hand side of the page, and all the other
elements compete with it. The photos also needed more attention to
color correction, as some leaned a little heavy on magenta.

The Florida Cattleman & Livestock Journal
“Sale In Progress”
by Barbara Starcher

This ad does a nice job of promoting the Sumter County
Farmers Market, its contact information and sale dates. The photos
could have been punchier in composition (no cattle are visible)
and a little variety in type sizing and color would have made for a
less-cluttered look. Watch your punctuation – Farmers in the sign
vs. Farmer’s in the headline.

Alabama Cattleman
“Debter Hereford Bull Sale”
by Nicky Donghia

The photography in this ad is of high quality and the ad does
an effective job of providing prospective buyers with the pertinent
information. That is, the when, where and what of the sale.
Regarding the ad’s design however, it is split into four horizontal
bands that almost looks like two half-page ads and ruin the
cohesiveness of the piece.

Angus Journal
“Three Trees Ranch”

LPC

friendliness. The pictures are of high quality, but the ad suffers
from too many of them, each with a similar background (one of
the photos appears to be used twice). The result is they morph into
each other for a distracting effect.

Kansas Stockman
“Tate Cattle Company”

by Tammy Houk and Brett Spader

The full-bleed photo of Angus cattle on pasture that serves as the
backdrop to this ad is a tad too saturated, which robs the ad’s dominant
image of detail. Inset within this image are three other photos with
feathered edges (two of which looks duplicative of the main image),
and two ghosted copy blocks. All the necessary information for
prospective buyers is provided, but the end result of the design is a
compartmentalized hodge-podge that’s tough to navigate.

Ranch House Designs
“California Secrets”
by Rachel Williams

This ad features a glitzy headline, “California Secrets” set in
a stylized marquee sign that grabs the reader’s attention, but the
pink and gold combo doesn’t work for me. In addition, I wish
the six-show photos had a similar treatment, but they vary in
size and orientation, and even the type size of the cutlines vary.
It makes for a jumbled look that detracts from the ad’s flow.

Oklahoma Cowman
“Joe Bush – Drummond Osage Ranch”
by Kami Scott & AJ Smith

This ad features high-quality photography and sufficient and
effective copy to get the word out about an impending sale. The
copy looks crowded in the finished product, however, because of all
the graphic elements that compete for attention. There’s a 1/6-page
box on a video auction, and two, 1/6-page images of two cows that
appear to be floating on magic carpets over the backdrop photo of a
pasture and pond scene, plus another inset photo of a closeup of the
operation’s hot-iron brand. The result is that there’s just a little too
much going on and all the elements are competing for attention.

Cattle Design
“Bridging the Past to the Future”
by Julie Murnin

This ad utilizes a stylized panoramic scene as a full-bleed
background to the ad but I found it a little overdone and too
complicated as a background graphic. “Bridging the past to the
future” is the dominating head, which does tie into the background
illustration, it’s just the background illustration is a little too
complex. The creator’s selection of colors for this ad is attractive
and tasteful, and the overall ad is effective.

by Cheryl Oxley

This ad does an effective job of presenting the necessary
information, but the compilation of photos disrupts the ad’s user56
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Cow Country News/Kentucky Cattlemen’s
Association
“Buy Kentucky Cattle With Confidence”

Honorable Mention
Crow Publications
“Thing Valley Ranch”

This entry consisted of just two-full copies of the “Cow Country
News,” a monthly publication of the Kentucky Cattlemen’s
Association – one of 64 and the other of 56-pages. There were no
objectives listed with this entry, so I have no idea exactly what is
being entered.

This is an attractive and effective ad for a ranch real estate offering.
The dominant photo is a beautiful, wildflower-rich mountain vista.
Inset is a tower of five photos providing further information on the
ranch terrain, living accommodations and livestock facilities. The
add is clean, airy and does a good job of effectively and clearly
presenting the attributes of this property to prospects.

by Carey Brown & James Shambhu

Category 41
Four-color, full-page
a Farm/Ranch

Honorable Mention
ad for Charolais Journal
“Precision”

There is some excellent craftsmanship and creativity displayed
in this category. It was an extremely tough category to judge. Of
course, some examples were more effective than others, but there
was a very thin line between the place-winners and a large part
of the rest of the field. Overall, I would encourage designers to
keep the advertising message simple and focused. Start with an
attention-grabbing headline, stay on point with supporting copy,
and avoid the clutter of trying to do too much.

First Place
Ranch House Designs
“Stop Experimenting”
by Rachel Williams

This is another add that utilizes a simple but effective graphic
and a minimum of text to sell the concept that today’s stakes are
too great to go with unproven genetics. It wins by a nose for its
creativity and technical qualities. The headline is dramatic against
the full-bleed, black background. The beaker graphic does blend
in a little too much with the background, but it’s such a simple and
recognizable image, and the headline complements it so well, that
it really works.

Second Place
AgTown Technologies
“Black or Red – We provide the
Foundation”
by AgTown Technologies

by Michele Frost

The objective of this ad was to promote Ankony’s SimAngus
program. “One size or color doesn’t fit all,” the ad says, and this
ad carries home the message effectively. The ad is clean, creative
and attractive. The text is sparing, but effective. The photo is a
composite of a bull in side profile – the front half red, and the back
half black. It delivers a simple and powerful message that Ankony
has what you need. Excellent job.

by Mark Ringenberg and Staff
I like this ad. It’s clean-looking, open, airy and attractive. The
color-palette selected is subtle, stylish, and ties all the elements
together. The half-page photo of the Precision bull is high-quality.
My only suggestion for improvement is to have printed the body
copy in black, as its small size is tough to read in the sage-green
shade used.

Honorable Mention
Ranch House Designs
“Dismukes Bulls”
by Rachel Williams

This is an effective and appealing ad that trumpets: “Charolais
Sires at Their Best!” It then pictures four winning bulls. The elements
are high-quality, tastefully presented and cohesive. The bull’s names,
printed in script, are tough to read, however. A great job nonetheless.

Ranch House Designs
“Undefeated”
by Rachel Williams

This is another well-done ad by the category winner. The
headline is “Undefeated” and the strong profile of the muscular
Brahman bull complements it nicely. He looks like a champion.
The ad plays up the bull’s five, consecutive wins at a prestigious
Houston competition, and five smaller supporting photos chronicle
each year’s triumph. This ad had a simple and single message that
it wanted to cement in readers’ minds and it accomplished its
objective effectively with a cohesive mix of elements. Nice job.

The Lone Cattle Co.
“It’s Never Too Early to Think About Your
Herd Sire”

by Shari Holloway

Ads with infants usually turn me off creatively because they
tend to be such an easy creative reach. But this one works. The ad
features a chipmunk-cheeked little kid (with an awkward shoulder
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crop) in a western shirt under the headline: “It’s never too early
to think about your herd sire.” Above the tyke’s head are three
“thought balloons” with a picture of a sire in each. The package
is cohesive. A couple of drawbacks: The headline was undersized,
as was the sale-date information, and the outlined font on each
impedes their readability.

Angus Journal
“Classic Oaks Ranch”
by Mike Bush

I liked this entry’s clean look, use of quality photos and simple
message. Its aim is to trumpet the introduction of new females
to the Classic Oaks Ranch donor program. Sharp, quality profile
photos of each of the three newcomers appear over her pedigree,
and the headline delivers the central message: “We would like to
welcome these great donors to the family.” My only suggestion for
improvement would be to use a color in the headline to make it pop
more and provide more interest.

McMahon French Promotional Strategy
“Quality Cutting Horses”

by Julie McMahon French

This is an attractive and effective ad for a breeder of fine cutting
horses. The color palette selection is attractive – blue and gold, and
the typography is great. The ad uses a minimum of text, preferring
to point up just four main selling points and thus maximizing the
impact of the message. The photo is this ad’s weak point. While
it’s appropriate in its working-horse context, it’s a static picture
that isn’t very exciting.

Cattle Design
“J Bar M Gelbvieh”
by Julie Murnin

This is an attractive ad commissioned by a breeder to thank the
purchasers at the breeding operation’s last sale. The photos are topnotch and the ad is clean and visually pleasing. My problem with
this ad is that it has no headline and thus appears bottom heavy. The
selected type font is a thin, and the lack of a headline combine to
give leave the impression the ad is the second page of a spread ad.

Cattle Design
“Hales Big Ribeye 4102”
by Julie Murnin

This ad is selling the carcass quality of an Angus sire,
specifically its EPD for a big ribeye size. It’s attractive and does
an effective job of meeting its objective. My problem with the ad
is that it has three main elements – the dramatic headline that runs
vertically down the left side of the page, the ubiquitous full-body
profile of the bull, and then a screened head-and-shoulders shot in
the bottom right corner. The combined result it that the ad lacks a
central focus and an easy track for the eye to follow.

Cutting Horse Chatter
“Dual Smart Rey”

LPC

by Casceil McRae

This ad had all the elements. There was no objective listed with
this entry but I assume the ad’s purpose was to announce that this
great horse is available for service duties. The ad’s focal point is
a dramatic half-page vertical shot of Dual Smart Rey in cutting
action. What I didn’t like about this ad is the molten-metal effect
that serves as a background screen behind the entire ad – even
running through the photo – and is distracting to its readability.

Seedstock EDGE
“W-D Swine Farm”
by Dan Akers

The objective of this ad was to promote two new W-D Swine
Farm boars. The ad is creative but it suffers from its darkness. The
two dominant photos blend into the ad’s royal blue background
color and inhibit clarity. The ad is creative but exactly what “Big
Screen” and “DVD” allude to isn’t obvious.

Seedstock EDGE
“Tap into Added Value, Zehr Farms”
by Dan Akers

This is an attractive ad. I like this ad’s dominant headline – Tap
into added VALUE – which taps into a theme sure to capture pork
producers’ attention. The screened graphic of a flowing faucet,
with dollar signs spilling down through the ad is effective but
almost so subtle that it’s missed. The ad includes three photos, two
of boars and the third of a package of chops. The boar profiles are
shot against a light background, which robbed the detail – a fill
flash would have helped to more clearly depict the animals.

ACJ/American Chianina Association
“Ventura Farm”
by Heather Counts

I like the full-bleed photo of pastured cattle that serves as a
background to this ad, but the ad doesn’t have a readily perceived
purpose. The main headline is “Ventura Farm,” and the supporting
copy addresses three different topics – all of which are in presented
in the same size and font: the upcoming private treaty sale, a goodluck message to junior heifer show entrants, and mention of breeder
consignments in another sale. I think a catchy headline with more
“sell” factor would help this ad’s effectiveness.

McMahon French Promotional Strategy
“Aviator & Fools’s Pride”
by Julie McMahon French

This ad contained too many elements, all of which – in the absence
of a dominant headline – compete for attention. While I’m sure the client
liked the final creative result, it’s not an easy read or study for the viewer.
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ACJ/American Chianina Association
“Merry Christmas to Everyone”
by Heather Counts

This is a nice Christmas greetings to readers from a top-notch
cattle breeder. The colors are appropriate seasonal colors, and the
vivid poinsettia blossom drives home the intent of the piece. The
ad’s problem is the Kelly-green field that serves as the background
tint for about 2/3rds of the ad, and makes the black overprinted
type hard to read.

The Lone Coyote Co.
“The Tide Continues”
by Shari Holloway

This is a clean-looking, creative ad that utilizes a dominant
graphic of a surging ocean wave to tie into the headline, “The Tide
Continues,” an allusion to the herd sire, “Crimson Tide.” The two
photos of Crimson Tide’s show-winning daughters are high quality
and track with the headline. My main suggestion for improvement
on this ad would be for greater font size on the introductory copy.
Printed over the wave scene, it’s a little tough to read.

The Lone Coyote Co.
“We’re Stacking the Deck”
by Shari Holloway

This is an attractive and creative ad that features a lot of welldone elements. The headline, “We’re stacking the deck,” is creative
and alludes to the breeder’s genetic storehouse. The ad’s dark
parchment background, however, doesn’t offer a clear tie-in to the
ad’s headline, and it also makes some of the copy hard to read.

The Lone Coyote Co.
“Time Tested”
by Shari Holloway

This ad starts out nicely with a headline, “Time-Tested,” that’s
a little undersized given the tabloid size of this ad. The opening
copy tracks nicely with the headline and the edge-to-edge, clockface graphic behind it, as it points out the seedstock provider’s
32-year history. But the ad almost seems to break into halves, as
the bottom half of the ad is dominated by a pasture photo of cattle,
and the horizon of the photo works to serve as a demarcation for
the upper and lower halves of the ad.

Hereford Publications, Inc.
“Looking for Purple”

by HPI staff

This ad asks the reader: “Looking for purple in the Junior Nationals
in Denver next year?” It then depicts three photos of some top-notch
calf prospects that can earn some winning ribbons for purchasers,
and some great copy to tie into the central theme of the ad. This is a
cohesive and creative ad but the color purple in the ad was overdone
to the point it is distracting and detracts from the message.

LPC

California Cattleman/California Cattlemen’s
Association
“Silveira Bros.”
by Kelli Toledo, Wendy Hall, and Matt MacFarlane

This is an attractive and effectively presented ad. Utilizing a full-bleed
shot of cloud-sprinkled sky as a background, the ad trumpets Silveira
Bros. bull and female sales. The accompanying four profile photos of
bulls and females point up the features of this seedstock line – athletic,
stout sound, functional, maternal, etc. The ad lacks a “selling point” to it
that a catchy headline or theme would have provided, however.

Florida Cattleman & Livestock Journal
“Health Herd of Cattle”
by Barbara Starcher

This is an attractive ad that lacks a selling point. Its headline
is the ranch name and the first four lines of copy are the ranch’s
address and contract information, as well as what lines of cattle
it offers. It’s the kind of information that is better suited at the
bottom of the ad than the top.

Category 42
Four-color, full-page ad for
a livestock supplier, service
or association

First Place
Ranch House Designs
“Saleable Showpigs”
by Rachel Williams

This ad is clearly the top of the class. The headline – “Because
the number of saleable showpigs matters!” – speaks producers’
language. The typography and color of the headline is beautiful,
with the words “saleable pigs” in larger type to demand attention.
The head tracks with the striking photo of suckling piglets, and
the deal is sealed with a producer testimonial on the value of the
product being promoted. A stellar job.

Second Place
Ranch House Designs
“Get Noticed - Elvis”
by Rachel Williams

“Don’t we all just want to get noticed? We can help.” This
headline positions this ad selling the services of a livestock
photographer. The lead photo of a bloated Elvis impersonator is
a grabber that finishes the message the headline started. The ad is
clean and effective. Great job.
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Honorable Mention
Hereford Publications Inc.
“Make a Difference”
by HPI Staff

This ad offers a touching moment of wisdom being passed
between generations. The Ad for the Hereford Youth Foundation
of America features a photo of a 70-ish gentlemen offering words
of support to a young showman. The headline reads: “Make a
difference…” The ad is simple, attractive and effective.

Honorable Mention
Angus Journal
“Don’t be Left in the Dark”
by Mike Bush

A lone dangling light bulb is the dominant element in this ad
pitching Angus Journal subscriptions. The murky headline reads,
“Don’t be left in the dark” and the words are more illuminated
with their proximity to the glowing bulb. This ad features a simple
concept that was well executed. I found the string of words running
along the dangling cord distracting, however. There were better
places on the page for it.

LPC

breeders. The photos are interesting and tack-sharp, and the color
palette selected is gorgeous. The designer was likely hamstrung a
bit by having to list 14 different breeders and their contact info,
but it was aptly handled by stacking them in the left-hand column,
leaving the other 2/3rds of a page to carry the message. The ad’s
stated intent was to convert English bull buyers to try Charolais
genetics, so I didn’t get the significance of the headline, “Who’s
your daddy?” which would seem to be more appropriate for
something like a parentage testing client.

Oklahoma Cowman
“Superior Livestock Auction”
by Kami Scott and AJ Smith

This creative and attractive ad features a pair of mounted kids
pictured in five photos arranged in a circle. The pair are carrying
on a conversation regarding how they market cattle and by the
fifth panel, one has convinced the other to try Superior Livestock
Auction. The photos needed more size to be fully appreciated I felt
and the flow of the photos wasn’t obvious until you reconstructed
the conversation to determine the appropriate order of the photos.

Charolais Journal
“Build Our Future”

California Cattleman/California Cattlemen’s by Mark Ringenberg and Staff
Association
This ad needed more sell. It’s unclear exactly what its point.
With
a little work, and by reading the entry’s objectives, we learn
“Conlin Supply Co., Inc.”
by Kelli Toledo

This leadoff image was one of the strongest of the category, a
working shot of cattle in a corral with mounted horseman in the
background has tremendous depth to it. The three, small photos
that fade into each other in the foreground – two of animal handling
equipment and the other of three Conlin customer service reps –
detract from the image’s impact, however.

California Cattleman/California Cattlemen’s
Association
“101 Livestock Market, Inc.”

by Kelli Toledo & P. Morehart

This ad promoting a livestock auction features another strong,
full-bleed photo with a depth perspective a mile deep. The photo
is somewhat colorless owing to the brown vegetation, however,
and it doesn’t really track with the ad’s headline, “Where Quality
Cattle Sell for a Premium.” It appears the designer tried to make up
for this by throwing in a stack of $20 bills in the upper-left corner
of the page, but it just looks out of place.

California Cattleman/California Cattlemen’s
Association
“California Charolais Breeders”
by Kelli Toledo & Matt Macfarlane

This is a clean and attractive ad for a group of Charolais

the ad is promoting a donated heifer that will be used to fund
theAIJCA Foundation but the ad doesn’t make that easily clear.

Cutting Horse Chatter
“The Bradley Collection”
by Mindy Young

This clean and attractive entry had all the elements for a dynamite
ad but fell a bit short in its execution. Most of the problems arise from
the ad’s black background color. The ad promotes a line of limitededition bronze sculptures. Its center point is the seller posed behind
a collection of 6-7 original bronze sculptures, but parts of the subject
disappear into the black background of the ad. The three photos of
the limited-edition pieces he’s offering for sale are of high quality but
needed more size. In addition, the supporting copy that is reversed on
the black field also needed greater size for more readability.

Category 43
Less Than full page ad

This category has a nice mixture of traditional and out-of-the-box
creative. Entries that rose to the top, did so quickly with clear, concise,
easy to read images and text. Overall, the images used were nice visuals
with eye-catching appeal. Entrants struggled to position their offering
differently than most other advertisers in their industry and some
headlines fell short of grabbing the reader’s attention. As producers are
challenged to get the most promotion for the dollars invested, it is more
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critical than ever that today’s advertisements quickly grab the reader
and deliver the message. The more material to sort through, the quicker
you will lose the reader and potentially the sale.

First Place
The Florida Cattleman and Livestock Journal
“Two Heads are Better than One”
by Barbara Starcher

The image in this ad has eye-catching appeal that stops the
reader and draws them in for more information. The headline is
catchy and works well with the photo and the bullet pointed text
makes the message clear and concise. There is a great call to action
for the reader, done in an inviting method. You walk away from this
ad feeling a sense of partnership could take place with this ranch.

LPC

California Cattleman/ California Cattlemen’s
Association
“Producer’s Livestock, Oakdale”
by Kelli Toledo

From an image standpoint, this photo does a great job of jumping
off the page to grab your attention, and the calf’s coloring is very
eye catching. This ad could have been improved greatly simply
with a different font selection, capital/lowercase text combination
and better organization of the information. In reviewing, it was
difficult to determine which information was most relevant to the
audience and what the call to action was. Finally, it would have
been nice to see a little clean up work done on this image.

Oklahoma Cowman
“Birdwell Ranch”

Second Place
by AJ Smith and Kami Scott
California Cattleman/ California Cattlemen’s
Individually, the background photo and cow photos were a
good selection and are appealing. Together, it is easy to be lost
Association
in determining where to look first. With three sales mentioned in
“101 Silver Invitational Bull Sale”
the ad and photos that tie to two of the three, it’s very hard to
by Kelli Toledo

This ad does a great job of concisely delivering the information
for this sale. It is a very warm and inviting ad that makes the most
of the space available while still enabling the reader to quickly
sort and process the information in the ad. You don’t feel like you
will need to sift through all the info to get the message. This ad
also stands out because it does not fit the “traditional” livestock
mode of animal and headline. To improve the ad, add the physical
location of the sale so the reader is not left to search for it.

Honorable Mention
The Florida Cattleman and Livestock Journal
“Superiority and Magnitude”
by Barbara Starcher

Overall, this ad is easy to read and the bullet point clearly list
the information clearly and concisely. Include the price allows the
audience to have a feel for where the market currently is for these
bulls. However, in this ad, the bull looks like he was squeezed in to
fit the space available. It would be better to reduce the picture size
or select another image that allows you to more clearly display the
“product”. The headline needs air, whether it is punctuation or a
shortened headline it seems long and cumbersome to read.

American Chianina Association
“Cow Power”
by Heather Counts

For a more “traditional” livestock ad featuring a specific animal or
pedigree, this ad does a nice job of clearly identifying the animal and her
pedigree and EPDs without cluttering the information into a jumbled
read. Where this ad needs to improve is in the headline, it is too generic
and something most cattle producers could use at some point in their
advertising. The call to action is not compelling enough.

determine where you need to be, when and which cattle will be
for sale. This ad tries to relay too much information in the area
available. If these cows are the focus of what is being offered
in upcoming sales then make the images bigger and delete the
background image. Otherwise, keep the background image, delete
the individual cow photos and more clearly define each of the sales
you are participating in without featuring the consignment.

Category 44
2-color or 3-color Full Page
Ad for a Livestock Sale
These ads in this category demonstrate that the use of a second
color in addition to black can definitely set your ad apart. The first
and second place ads are fine examples of this.

First Place
Charolais Journal
“Charlolais in the Rockies”
by Mark Ringenberg and Staff

This ad features excellent use of Rocky Mountain graphics and
strong logo tied together. The reversed type is clean and easy to
read against a strong purple color background. The display of copy
showcasing the last three years averages lends interest and appeal
to the call for nominations. The paragraph following the averages
reinforces the idea of momentum.
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Second Place
California Cattleman/California Cattlemens’s
Association
“Rancho Casine/Dal Porto Livestock Bull
Sale”

Category 46
2-Color or 3-Color Full Page
Ad for a Livestock Supplier,
Service or Association

The top third portion of the ad is very appealing. A good
headline and layering of graphics gives nice dimensional depth. The
designer’s choice of green and black produces the illusion of full
color, especially in the currency. This is a well balanced ad combining
depth, photos and graphic interest. However, the shadows behind
the small, informational text makes it difficult to read the details.

Second Place
Seedstock EDGE
“Get the Pedigree”

by Kelli Toledo and Matt Macfarlane

Honorable Mention
Seedstock EDGE
“Circle of Gold”
by Marcus Granger

The eye is immediately drawn to the circle that includes all
relevant information in an upfront manner. The designer tried to
overcome the lack of provided photographs and minimal copy
by picking up on the circle theme, but the background circles
detract from the overall clarity of the message. A strong solid
black background or perhaps utilization of a pig graphic might
have better reinforced the “Pig Sale” headline. We like the use of
typography in the circle, but felt the selection of another typeface
in the lower left weakened the overall appeal.

Category 45
2-Color or 3-color Full Page
Ad for a Ranch or Farm
Honorable Mention
California Cattlemen/California Cattlemen’s
Association
“Barton Charolais Ranch”
by Kelli Toledo

We like the large 3/4-shot of the bull and the use of the vivid
green for the color. The logo and ranch information anchors the
page nicely; however, if the logo was a little smaller it still would
have balanced the page and allowed for a little more air. The
left hand column of text is too tight and hard to distinguish the
important items because all the type is bold and too much is in all
capitals. The two herd sire photos could have been smaller to allow
more green space and separation in the copy.

by Dan Akers

This ad immediately grabbed our attention and got us excited about
registering every pig we raise. However, it is missing on key component—
contact information for the National Swine Registry. This has a great
layout, strong use of color and cleanly written body copy. The National
Swine Registry web site or phone number should be included so the
reader does not have to work to follow through with the call to action.

California Cattlemen/California Cattlemen’s
Association
“Fresno State Agricultural Foundation”
by Kelli Toledo and Wendy Hall

The ‘Red Wave’ theme and color usage is great for Fresno
State. The advertiser had a two-pronged objective for this ad and
both objectives were met; however, not as strongly as we would
have liked with the stated objective of featuring the genetics for
the fall season in the smallest font of the ad. The layout of this ad
is very traditional and the use of two columns throughout the ad
could have been broken. The use of stroke and drop shadows is
over utilized with all the copy having this element. Emphasize the
headlines, sub heading, etc. with the extra elements.

Category 47
2-Color or 3-Color Less-ThanFull Page Ad for a Livestock
Sale
First Place
Angus Journal
“Graham Angus Farm”
by Monica Ford

The graphics for the heading tie is very well with the logo and the
use of two-color for this ad is effective. The body copy for this ad is also
well written. The upcoming sale information needs more emphasis.
The 50 Years of Commitment looks odd being the only element in the
ad that is not centered. The long paragraph of copy should have been
treated like a paragraph and not centered. The design credit for the AJ
overpowers the contact information for the advertiser.
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Category 48-No Entries
Category 49-No Entries
Category 50
1-Color, Full Page Livestock Ad

LPC

Category 51
One-color, Less-than-fullpage Livestock Ad

The top entries in this category show that you can grab a reader’s
attention in a small space and black ink by using strong design, nice
graphics and informative, readable type. You need to avoid the
temptation of putting too much, whether it be copy or graphics, in a
small space. The entries are placed in the order of preference.

First Place
California Cattlemen/California Cattlemen’s
First Place
Association
Seedstock EDGE
“Weigh More for Way Less”
“Dan Baker Auctioneer”
by Kelli Toledo and Bob Erikson
This is a perfect example of an attention getting headline. It
immediately pulled us into the ad and we wanted to know more.
The body copy and photos then support the headline with complete
information. The collage is a little busy and could have possibly
been stronger with one main photo and a couple of inset photos.

Second Place
Kansas Stockman
“Adams Cattle Company”

by Brett Spader and Tammy Houk

The large well composed photo grabbed our attention. The
body copy is well written. The smaller inset photos are very good
quality too. We feel that there is too much gray in this ad. It needs
some stronger black and white to really make the ad pop. The inset
photos could have a stronger white border. The ranch logo at the
top seems redundant and could have been eliminated to make the
headline stronger and bolder.

Ranch House Designs
“Bauman Final Drive”
by Rachel Williams

The nostalgic photo at the top of this ad is cool. The headline
has good contrast and the ad is very easy to read. We were a little
confused about the actual sale information. Is this there final sale
or is the sale featuring only show prospects? The photo captions
could have been a smaller font to clean up this area. The name of
the advertiser is the weakest copy on the page.

The Cowboy Connection
“Express Genetics Rancher’s Bull Sale”
by Lisa Bryant

Nice flow of required element on the page. Message is simply
expressed and all text is very readable. With so many required
logos, the design needed fewer artist elements. The cowboy photo
is the dominant image and is not very clear plus it is partially
covered by the headline.

by Dan Akers

Wow! What a fabulous ad. The more you look, the more subtle
details you discover. These details make this ad rise to the top of
the category. A strong image on the left third of the ad draws your
eye. The white type and white shirt stand out against the solid black
background. The hand in the image itself points you to the heading.
Simple type over a light background on the other two thirds of the ad
is very effective. Ghosting back a portion of the auctioneer’s image
on the light side of the ad is a subtle but fabulous touch. The strong
black and white logo and screening of the auctioneer’s first name at
the bottom of the ad mirrors the design elements of the rest of the ad.

Second Place
The Cowboy Connection
“Riverbend No Limit”
by Lisa Bryant

The ad leads with a nice, interesting headline. The two-typefaces
are different, yet compliment each other well. Screening the first
word and placing in front of the other two works, too. The way the
photo is blended into the background gives a three dimensional
appearance. The bull seems to jump off the page. There is a lot
of information on this half page ad, yet the type size and styles
communicate the message clearly.

Honorable Mention
California Cattleman/California Cattlemen’s
Association
“Tri-T Farms/Toledo Ranches”
by Kelli Toledo and Matt Macfarlane

White space is used nicely in this ad. The image and the
headline invite us to look deeper. The overall ad is well balanced
and appealing. Unfortunately, the bold, sans serif typeface in the
body copy is difficult to read. A thorough reading of the copy does
give you the multiple messages of this ad, yet we almost missed
that there was a sale date. A minor distraction was the ear tags
being backwards.
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Gelbvieh World
“Drought Sale”

by Katie Danneman

The headline, subhead and graphic tell you that something
different is going on here. We immediately know the whole story
and reason for the sale. After those three components, the rest
of the add seems “choppy.” The graphic, checkmarks and logo
come across as competing with each other for attention instead of
drawing you through the message. Presenting this ad in a vertical
fashion would have improved it.

Gelbvieh World
“Kleinschmidt Farms Gelbvieh”
by Katie Danneman

The technical skill in producing this ad is apparent. There is
just too much going on for this half page space. The Harley image
overpowers the bull and the ‘glow’ effect is overused, appearing
on both images and text. The two images together even further
overpower the text. The sale features Harley, but we know nothing
about Harley other than he shares a name with a motorcycle.

The Florida Cattleman & Livestock Journal
“Christmas Greetings from the Chapman
Family”
by Barbara Starcher

This entry accomplishes it’s task, by wishing everyone a Merry
Christmas. The photo is well-chosen with good lighting and lots
of contrast making it reproduce nicely. You can clearly see the
faces in the entire family. The headline is too lengthy, especially
to be reversed. A good guideline for headlines is six words or less.
However, the ad doesn’t really break any new ground.

Category 52
Livestock Advertiser Campaign
Overall comments: This was a nice set of campaign entries that
focused on tying the message together throughout the campaign.
There is strong creative in this group of entries with clear, concise
messaging. Entrants did a good job of knowing who their audience
was and applying the right message to each audience.

First Place
Ranch House Designs
“Dismukes Ranch”
by Rachel Williams

This entry does a great job of tying it all together with common
elements of color and the parchment paper. It also shows flexibility
by going from traditional cattle advertising to something more brandfocused. The ads are clean, concise and easy to gather information
from. The message is easy to glean from each ad. Overall, the
campaign is warm and inviting, and the images look realistic.

Second Place
Ranch House Designs
“V8 Ranch”
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by Rachel Williams and Catherine Williams

This campaign does a great job of using bold headlines,
vibrant (and consistent) color scheme, and an advertising series
that consistently stays within the creative template. Although there
are multiple photos, the information is concise, easy to read and
the message is understood. The ads are easily recognizable as a
“V8 Ranch” ad. To improve this campaign, tighten up the text and
reduce the number of photos where applicable.

Honorable Mention
Gelbvieh World
“A Different Seedstock Business”
by Katie Danneman

This campaign carries a common layout, look and feel throughout.
It has a “welcoming”, testimonial-type feel to it. The whole ad is on
point and on message with the business feel the advertiser is looking
to create. There is depth of information and it clearly communicates
their business philosophy. The campaign could be improved with
alternate images and minor editorial changes.

Honorable Mention
AgTown Technologies
“Get On Board – Mountain Meadow Cattle
Company”
by AgTown Technologies

This campaign ties all pieces together using the theme “Get
on Board” and the train image. Its progression is easy to follow
throughout the life of the campaign. For a non-traditional
advertising campaign, it does a great job of promoting its product
and message in a clear, concise manner. To improve the campaign,
add a more prominent call to action in the earlier pieces.

Certified Angus Beef, LLC
“Certified Angus Beef, LLC Angus Producer
Campaign”
by Staff

This entry has two strong individual campaigns: there are two
great sets of ads, but together, it’s not one cohesive campaign. The
creative design connection falls off point mid-campaign. The images
are nice, the ads are easy to read and the message is clear, but there’s
no pay-off from one approach to another to tie them together.

Ranch House Designs
“Tusa Show Cattle”
by Rachel Williams

The creative concept behind each of these ads is good. Although
it’s questionable as to whether 8-18 year olds are truly making the
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purchase decision, the creative makes Tusa an inviting stop in the
search for a club calf. Where the entry falls short is with consistency
throughout the campaign: multiple headline fonts, in and out of the
youth-oriented messages, and lack of an over-arching campaign.

Category 53
Livestock Ad Headline
Overall comments: The entries in this category made good
use of one message with multiple thoughts behind it. The words
seemed “familiar”, but at times, that is inviting to the reader if they
can relate to the headline. Since it’s the first thing most people
read (then they look at the visuals), the entries did a good job of
creatively catching the reader’s attention.

LPC

AgTown Technologies
“The Doctor Is In! Mountain Meadow Cattle
Company”
by Staff

The headline is simple and concise and works well with the
creative for the rest of the ad. The text tells about the animal’s
credentials, but the headline just says “he’s in,” which might not
compel the reader to go further into the ad. Dr. J is in, but what do
you want the reader to do with that information?

Category 54
Multiple Page Livestock Ad

First Place
First Place
Ranch House Designs
The Lone Coyote Co.
“Wessington Springs Club Calf Producers”
“If You Aim to Hit the Target, Then Use a by Rachel Williams
Winchester”
This multiple page ad is eye-catching while providing a
by Shari Holloway

This headline is catchy, to the point and has multiple, unique
meanings that the reader can relate to. It thinks out of the box and
almost challenges readers to do their best and “hit the target.”
Don’t fall short of a bullseye – and the implications of the headline
say “aim to be the best.” What reader doesn’t want to be the best
at what they do? It also ties in nicely with the creative design
elements in the rest of the ad.

lot of information for these sales. The colors compliment the
photos and it is easy to read. The type under the dates does
not need the extra graphic elements. The listing of breeders
could have had a different color for each ranch name. The
map could have been a little easier to read with the breeders’
names in a different color than the street names.

Second Place
Charolais Journal
“Sunset Ridge Cattle Co. & Guests Sale”

Second Place
The Cowboy Connection
“Comes Standard Equipped with Power & by Mark Rigenberg and Staff
Great photo pulls in the reader. Simple copy and pertinent
Performance”
information does not distract from the simply layout of this ad.
by Lisa Bryant

This headline clearly portrays the overall message and intent
of the ad. It creatively carries multiple meanings that readers have
probably heard before for a car or truck, but it relates back to the
“product” you’re trying to sell. The text is “commonplace” and
“familiar” which draws the reader in.

Honorable Mention
Seedstock EDGE
“You Feed. We’ll Breed.”
by Dan Akers and Staff

This headline is catchy and the rhyme scheme rolls off your tongue
and sticks with you. The message is simple, but it doesn’t “tell” the
reader much. The headline as a stand-alone isn’t compelling enough
to convey the message of the entire ad.

The text does not compete with the photo. The contact information
is disjointed and the marketing agent over shadows the advertiser.
The ad lacks a call to action and I don’t know which of the seven
phone numbers to call.

Ranch House Designs
“Pro Tour Group”
by Rachel Williams

We were initially very excited by the front cover of this piece
and the back cover ties in nicely to the golf theme. In between we
lost the golf theme and were disappointed in the lack of execution.
The clear, high-quality photos could benefit from just a little more
information such as an age and breed. The map page needs more
contrast and could easily be cleaned up by reducing font size of
the directions. The golf ball theme could have been used on the
numbers beside each breeder too.
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McMahon French Promotional Strategy
“The Features and the Factories”

by Julie McMahon-French

This ad features a creative concept with high-quality photos
and good use of color. We had to review this ad a few time to
understand legends with the starbursts and la fluers. The overall
effectiveness of this ad is lost by too many photos.

Angus Journal
“Select Sires – Ridin’ for the Brand”
by Monica Ford

This piece features great photos, has a good use of color and is
an easy read. Overall the piece is very functional and predictable.

Category 55
Logo Design
The entrants in this category faced one primary challenge:
trying to fit in multiple (and oftentimes numerous) graphic or
text elements into one small logo. Overall, the entries were clean,
crisp and professional in nature. The designs were nicely done.
Incorporating all elements at the direction of a client can be
difficult, but these entries achieved this with style.

First Place
Ranch House Designs
“American Cowman”
by Rachel Williams

This logo portrays the feeling of “history” and family. It gives
off the satisfying feeling of a hard day’s work, walking into the
sunset, and the tradition of being an American Cowman. The use
of a female is representative of the changing times where women
play a bigger role on the ranch. The only thing that may have made
the logo better is the woman’s hair. It looks a bit like claymation.

Second Place
National Hog Farmer
“The Masters”
by Jennifer Kampinen

This logo has a “timeless” feel to it and can be used from year
to year, on multiple communications pieces. It’s simple, pleasantly
stated and feels very professional. The use of a darker shade of purple
for “Masters” makes it pop and redirects your attention to the primary
word in the logo. It also has an honorable look to it. Nicely done.

Honorable Mention
Charolais Journal
“Magnolia Classic Charolais Sale”
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to it. The colors blend well together for an “earthy” tone. It is very
versatile in that the magnolia photo can be taken out of the logo
and be used as bullet points, drop cap shadows, etc. A logo with
multiple uses is beneficial. And, the logo can be used in subsequent
years as it will never expire. The font could be different so it’s
easier to read, and not in all caps.

Certified Angus Beef, LLC
“Angus Carcass Edge Logo”
by Staff

This entry is catchy because of the acronym the three words
spell. The use of a playing card is applicable and relevant to the
acronym and it is easily recognizable. However, with the A in the
corners, most people can make the assumption that it’s an Ace
card. Suggest removing the large white “ACE” from the middle,
making the Angus Carcass Edge text larger, highlighting the A-C-E
by making it bold on the left side such as a drop cap.

Gelbvieh World
“Amazing Grazeland Farm”
by Katie Danneman

This entry makes nice use of a green creative element that
forms a “g”, which can be representative of green, growth and
grazeland. The font is easy to read. A potential size increase of
the green element could’ve given the logo more “air.” It feels a bit
tight, and the “A” in Amazing gets a bit lost in the green curve.

BEEF
“American Cowman”
by Jennifer Kampinen

The overall font and use of stars to separate the letters in
COWMAN was nicely used. It’s clean and appealing. The graphics
are a bit elementary and the edge of the mountain gets cut off.

Certified Angus Beef, LLC
“Pratt Feeders”
by Staff

The overall objective of the logo is achieved – it makes note of
each location. However, the Pratt location isn’t as clearly defined
as the other three since it is the name of the corporation. The logo
could’ve incorporated this 4th location by moving the top bar up,
and inserting another bar (smaller) below it that said “Pratt,” all the
while keeping the triangle shape.

BEEF
“BEEF Quality Summit”
by Jennifer Kampinen

This logo carries the easily recognizable “BEEF” font. It is
bold, eye-catching and consistent. It lacks a firm message though
and doesn’t convey what the Quality Summit is all about.

by Mark Ringenberg

This entry/logo is clean and has a nice, antique look and feel
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Ranch House Designs
“Gold Buckle Gala”

Seedstock EDGE
“Pfizer Animal Health”

The logo successfully incorporates all necessary text and elements.
Suggested use of a different yellow color (make it more gold), there
are too many fonts used, and it may have been better to use a 3-D look
instead of a drop shadow. A gala is an elegant affair and the logo has too
much of a “clipart” feel rather than a professional, high-class feel.

This photo does a nice job of creating brand awareness in tying
the pharmaceutical product to success in the show pig industry.
The photo does not demand that we stop and read the ad.

by Catherine Williams

Ranch House Designs
“2007 Shorthorn Jr. Nationals”
by Rachel Williams

The overall design of the logo incorporates all necessary elements
as directed by the client. The colors are “old West,” natural and
blend nicely together. Because of the amount of elements needed in
this logo, it would be suggested to use a different font that’s easier to
read, and not all caps. Don’t switch fonts within the logo. Make the
font size smaller, move the date under the panhandle, and extend the
conference name underneath the state outline.

Charolais Journal
“28th National Sale”
by Mark Ringenberg

The use of a starburst/ribbon looks a bit like clipart. There are
too many different color schemes going on in this logo. The use
of the same font is consistent and nice, but it is suggested to rid of
the blue to white fade on “National Sale.” The starburst behind the
cityscape is also distracting.

Category 56
Livestock Ad Photo
In placing this category, we were looking for a photo with
stopping power that drew us into the ad. The photos in this category
were overall good quality; however, none of them blew us away.

First Place
Ranch House Designs
“Bauman Final Drive”
by Rachel Williams

This historical photo is unique and made me curious about the
rest of the ad. The sepia tone adds to the old-time flavor.

Second Place
The Lone Coyote Co.
“It’s Never Too Early to Think About Your
Next Roping Horse”
by Shari Holloway

Cute kids are always a draw and the professional action shots are nice
and crisp. The toddler is an unexpected element that draws us into the ad.

by Megan Sheridan and Christy Couch Lee

Kansas Stockman
“Adams Cattle Company”

by Brett Spader and Tammy Houk

These are nicely composed and good photos of the ranch
horses. However, there is so much gray that nothing pops out.

The Lone Coyote Co.
“Opportunity Knocks”
by Shari Holloway

This door photo is generic and didn’t catch our attention.

Category 57
Livestock Ad Illustration
First Place
Ranch House Designs
“Stop Experimenting”
by Rachel Williams

This is a strong unique graphic that catches the reader’s attention.
The artist pieced together many different elements for a cool look. In
our opinion, the tornado is an unnecessary element and if the beaker
is cooking, it could not have a twirling tornado at the same time.

Second Place
Kanwaka Communications
www.StarLakeHerefords.com
by Marilyn Brink

This illustration of the newly renovated web site represents it
well. It is crisp and easy to read.

Category 58
Brochures, Flyers and Direct
Mail Pieces
First Place
AgTown Technologies
“Club Fed, LLC”
by Staff

The brochure caught readers right off with a big strong photo,
well cropped for its intent. The size used for this piece is wider than
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a standard tri-panel width and worked well with the photo, allowing
it impact. The ear tag with the Club Fed on it enforces the name
of the piece directly below—maybe the red used in the Club Fed
logo could have been incorporated on the tag text, but either way it
calls attention to the piece, while supporting text offers the reader a
quick explanation of the piece with a short, easy to read sentence.
The contact information appears at the top, somewhat understated
compared to the other information, but easy to read and find.
The information flow on the interior of the piece left the reader
initially trying to start reading on the left-hand panel, until they
realized the “benefits” (why choose cattle feeding… why join a
cattle feeding club) of the Club are all stated in the middle panel.
Logical order of information could be restored if a slightly special
treatment had been used on the center flap (aside from repeating
the logo at the top) to help guide the reader there first, since all
headlines in the piece have similar weight and treatment.
The ghosted-back background on the main interior spread is
very understated, lends class, but the reader might have benefited
from a single graphic on the inside left panel to help balance out
the weight of the color bars on the center panel, and the photo and
graphic on the far-right interior panel.
Using the red to tie in the logo color and the headlines for the
different sections of text is great. Please check the color composition
in Photoshop next time so the colors will be an exact match.
Text was easy to read, not cramped and the piece finishes up
nicely with the logo repeated on the back mailing panel, along with
the contact info and tagline.

Second Place
AgTown Technologies
“Mountain City Meat Virtual Tour DVD and
Mailer”
by Staff

This was a simple, clean and classy looking piece that
incorporated the cityscape into an outline of the mountains on the
front of the DVD holder. The reader is given enough information
upon looking at the cover to know what this is all about. Upon
opening the cover, the inside cover and remaining surface area
contain further specifics on the company and the virtual content.
The DVD itself has the city scene silk-screened on it, and
includes the company name and contact—a nice tie-in with the
rest of the piece. The back cover follows up with a full bleed of the
city scene and includes more extensive contact information.
If I could change anything, I’d change the heavy san-serif black
text on the inside front cover—it doesn’t match up with the feel of
the piece (except for a phone number on the back cover) and seems
thrown on that spot. Nice job.

Honorable Mention
Certified Angus Beef, LLC
“Angus Carcass Edge Brochure”
by Staff

This small brochure was well thought out and the artist paid
good attention to detail. The logo for Angus Carcass Edge (ACE)
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tied in nicely with a hand of cards (all aces). Five Rivers’ Cattle
Feeding logo is prominent, and text on the front cover gives the
reader an good idea of what this brochure is about. Color choice
works well for both logo treatments, and the bleed photo with the
strong green background gives the piece a rich feel.
The inside graphics background ties back in with the cards,
nice, subtle. The benefits that the brochure is trying to sell are well
outlined and set off on their own panel with special treatment.
There are few drawbacks to this piece, however, I’d like to see
the (mailing panel)? On the outside back utilized—if it is a mailing
panel, great, put on the logo and at least minimal contact info.
Otherwise, if this is not to be mailed, use the space—you’re paying
for the color regardless.
This piece comes across very business-like, not a whole bunch
of “personal” feel. What about picturing a mug shot of the General
Manager next to his name and contact info to create more identity
instead of the cattle on grass, and the cattle being fed by truck?
Otherwise, well done!

Honorable Mention
Ranch House Designs
“Ganadera Karla Mary, S.A.”
by Rachel Williams

Putting together a bi-lingual multi-page document provides
extra challenges, and this artist did a good job of presenting a
classy looking booklet that promotes a specific cattle operation.
The paper stock was nice and heavy, fitting the high-quality of
the piece. The size of the piece was another plus—easy to carry
around at a show, although a little too wide to fit in most pockets.
The photos are good quality.
Something to remember—black, high gloss surfaces show
finger prints very easily—maybe sticking with the basic coated
stock on the interior (which also looks nice, and had the black
background) would alleviate this problem.
Within the book English and Spanish is either separated by a
gold bar, or kept apart using separate pages—I realized this when I
tried to continue reading onto the next page—there was no Spanish
title to match the English title on the left hand page—it would have
helped a little to have a bigger difference between the two—either
distinctive subheads at the beginning of each (that could also break
up the white copy, as was done in the very beginning paragraph, or
some sort of icon as is done with the gold bar on certain pages.
White type on black with gold accents looks classy—please
keep in mind that reading large quantities of dropped out type can
be hard on the eyes—in this case the designer did pay attention to
the point size, which saved the piece.
I like the use of the CL brand as a tie-in throughout the
piece. For the most part the artist did a good job of maintaining
consistency in the handling of the photos and the fonts, although
the final photo of Brahman heifers could have used one of the two
treatments afforded the other photos in the book—either a soft
edge on the bottom of the silhouette as the centerspread offers,
or a box with a gold rule as all the other photos offer would have
helped consistency.
Good work on a tricky project!
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Cattle Design
“Camp Cooley Ranch”
by Julie Murnin

This piece is very busy, but overall well organized and nicely
presented. The large image on the front is a welcome relief vs many
small photos. For the four different sales, each has been given its
own page, but with the treatment consistent throughout the piece,
and putting in the partially silhouetted, large shots of cattle at the
bottom of each page helps break away from the excessive number
of small rectanglular shaped photos on each page.
Of all the panels on this piece, I think both the front and back
covers would benefit the most from a few less elements. On the front
cover we see both the Camp Cooley headline at the top, and then the
standard Camp Cooley logo along the right. In this case, the piece
would be a lot less cluttered if it would start directly with the “1200
Value Driven Bulls Sell” and give more breathing room to the photo.
Beneath the photo is some pertinent information—the date, place,
total number of head Selling—why not just say “1400 Total Head Sell
in 4 Separate Sales”—the specific information is already repeated
clearly at the top of each panel on the inside of the folded piece. This
would again give a less cluttered look to what is on the front cover.
On the back cover the clip coupon would benefit from leaving out
the small photo so it could be tightened up to stop above the treeline
of the background photo as does the copy directly to its right.
The overall color USA map might come down a bit in size,
providing a good spot over beneath the lower right of it to put
general information (the three bulleted points from the front cover…
sight unseen purchase, etc). Good job for a very intensive piece!

Certified Angus Beef, LLC
“Merchandising Ideas”
by Staff

The biggest selling point on these three examples is the
wonderful photo imagery on the front of each piece (rather mouth
watering). The interior of each again features nicely-done photos
in helpful “how-to” type of set-ups, although the interior spread on
each pamphlet ends up with a very boxy feel.
Step by step instructions shown on the inside of the pamphlet
corresponded to numbers in the photos—great and easy to follow. On
a couple of the charts, however a lot of extra empty chart has been
left –maybe as filler for the page—don’t be afraid of using white
space! (see “Example Selling Price*/Example Menu Price* chart on
Strip Loin Merchandising Ideas pamphlet and chart in “Top Sirloin
Butt Merchandising Ideas pamphlet). It seemed like the interior of the
pamphlets had to be “filled to the brim”, and then when the reader gets
to the back page suddenly it is left very open.
Maybe rethink this a bit to help tie the inside with the front and
back—do you need all the interior instructions in boxes if they’re already
numbered to match the photos? Since the first meat “cuts” photo on the
inside of the pamphlet is shot against a white background, could the
artist simply drop the red rule around the photo and match the overall
background white of that page to the white background of the photo?
You have a good thing started with the cover—try to maintain
the same feel throughout the piece!

Certified Angus Beef, LLC
“Flint Rock Feeders”
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by Staff

This tri-fold has a nice simple cover, nice, but a little bland.
Someone was too concerned about covering up the shot of the
feedyard on the cover that they didn’t bother to add a descriptive
statement of any kind. I’d like to see one of the statements from the
inside (either “Quality Partners = Quality Cattle = Consistent Profits”
or “the Fast Track to Higher Profits”) repeated to tie the piece together
and emphasize to the reader what Flint Rock Feeders is all about.
Overall photo usage is good, but doesn’t grab much attention.
Inside information is good—bulleted points are nice, type is
easy to read, but there’s a lot of it! Anyway to pare it down would
be helpful. I like the mission statement. The contact information
on the interior is easy to read, and gets noticed. However, when I
wanted to know where this outfit was located the only place that
the address was included was on the mailing side of the piece. It
would be nice to include that with the contact information.

Ranch House Designs
“V8 Sire Reference”
by Rachel Williams

The cover on this piece does a great job of grabbing interest
and getting the reader to open it up! The interior and back cover,
however, do not carry on the same look or attention to detail as
found on the cover. What begins on the cover as a soft, powerful
feel gets lost in too many boxes inside. The background gradation
from blue to yellow is carried from the front, but is overwhelmed
by the heavy rules used on the photos and the heavy usage of bold
san-serif font inside.
Photo placement from the edge of the white panel on the inside
is not consistent and detracts. If the sires listed had only been named
using the script font and not renamed in the heavy boxes above
their information, it would have allowed for more space between
each text listing. Possibly a lighter weight body copy could have
been used as well for the main text (leaving just pedigrees in the
bold condensed font) which would have lightened up the feel. This
same heaviness is carried to the back of the piece.

McMahon French Promotional Strategy
“The American Dream Embryo Lottery”
by Julie McMahon-French

This piece could use some simplification. The cover is very
busy, although the designer does a good job of keeping it legible.
It would be nice if the background image had a high-resolution
quality—it looks like it was resized up too much. The photos used
inside are good quality, and the colors from the cover are carried
inside the piece for consistency.
The interior is very busy! Looking it over, I would have
appreciated seeing photos of only the dams, with the mating stated
beneath her photo, since these sires seem well enough known that
there is not specific information given on them. If you have to run
everyone’s logo, then it is nice not to have the sire photos—they
end up creating clutter.
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Of note also—the color bars on the inside edges of the piece
match the colors on the cover but even though they appear as if
they should designate special sections, they don’t. The piece would
have been as good had they been left off.

National Hog Farmer
“National Hog Farmer Party Invitation”
by Jennifer Kampinen

This is a clean two-color piece. It includes all the information you
need to get your clients to the right place at the right time. The fonts
also tie in well with the idea of sophistication and the artwork used.
However, the design on the postcard does not tie in with pork no
matter how sophisticated the pig is! Picasso guitar and pork aren’t
mixing here. What about an upscale outline image of a dancing
pig (understated) or incorporating the squiggle from a pig’s tail
around the stem of a wine glass…. Why not say “party with pork”
with the image to make a really strong piece.

Category 59
Sale Catalogs
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First Place
Hereford Publications, Inc.
“An Affair to Remember II”
by Staff

Great creativity. Good use of theme throughout. Good userfriendly size. Good photos…Simple and clean layout. Embossing
ties in with the interior design. Too much text on the memorial
page. It’s difficult to read. This page could also use a header to
explain what it is. Increase font size throughout. Add additional
space for notes, it is difficult to write on slick pages.

Second Place
Charolais Journal
“Southern Classic Charolais Sale”

Ohio Cattlemen’s Association
“Ohio Cattlemen’s Association Membership by Mark Ringenberg and Staff
Although, it was an all black and
Brochure”
by Jamie King

This piece had nice clean design that was not
complemented by the choice of color. The layout is simple
and well organized, but the brownish tone doesn’t give the
photos the contrast they deserve, and leaves them looking
flat. This cover shot is vacant looking—it is not inviting the
reader to participate because there is nothing going on in
it. A grazing animal or bird on a fence would help give a
feeling of more serenity.

The cover photo is also fighting with the red spot color. I
would suggest picking a different second color or dropping out
the text and logo at the bottom (make them white) so the text can
be easily read. The red for the second color is not complementing
the piece—it’s making it look more monotone. With just a few
adjustments to the color this piece could be much more effective.

Cowboy Designs
“Fall Gatherin’ 2006”
by Amy Bader

This fold to mail piece has some very nice photos to promote
the sales, but the reader has to do a lot of work to find out who all
is consigning animals. Part of this is due to the way a reader opens
the piece—one of the consignors has a full outside page, thus the
specific information listing three different types of sales and their
times, is on the inside. There is no list of consignors for the whole
deal, and not every consignor gets a full page to themselves.
The outside back page that contains the return address
information at the top is a full 8.5 x 11” in size, and probably folds
down, is left blank. This would have been a great spot to state the
name of the overall sale, selling times of the sub-sales (Commercial
Female, Bull Sale, Horse Sale) and make a listing of consignors.

white book, we were
impressed with the clean layout. Good use of theme throughout.
The book flows well and is consistent from front to back. Good
categories you could consider doing table of contents with the
various categories. Love the cover! Good theme. Consider adding
more pages so you can include more white space for notes and a
back cover. Good paper quality.

Honorable Mention
Texas Longhorn Trails
“Texas Longhorn Select Heifer Sale”
by Myra Basham and Jim Curry

Good user-friendly size and layout. Good use of theme
throughout. Easy to read on good quality paper. Increase font size
on descriptions when you can. Interior lacks extra creative “bling”.

Honorable Mention
The Cowboy Connection
“Top Meadow Farms Bull Sale”
by Lisa Bryant

Nice work on the title. Good cover photo, good layout, easy to read.
Some inconsistency in layout. Leave white space for notes throughout.
Don’t use the Auction date time and site on each page. Good paper choice.

Ranch House Designs
“Power Plus Female Sale”

by Rachel Williams and Kent McCune

Good white-space. Good photo images. The layout is clean and
easy to read. The size of the book isn’t user-friendly. We found it
difficult to hold the book, be able to take notes etc. Consistent follow
through on design. Don’t use slick paper. It’s too hard to write on.
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McMahon French Promotional Strategy
“The Great Shorthorn Revival”
by Julie McMahon-French

Love the cover. Good use of theme throughout. Theme goes well
throughout. Pages are busy. Add more white space and less text. It is
difficult to read and difficult to follow. Good use of color.

Charolais Journal
“28th National Charolais Sale”
by Mark Ringenberg and Staff

Good cover. Too many design levels going on inside. It was
confusing to the reader. We had some classic, historical looks
going on with a more modern logo. Love the boxes, but they didn’t
really go along with the background, they tied in more with the
logo. The pages then became too busy. Increase the size of the font
and/or cut back on some text. Pedigree information was so small it
was almost worth not listing. Memorial page should be inside the
book. We would love more notes room.

Hereford Publications Inc.
“The Boyd Sale”
by Staff

Nice photo, colorful. Good consistent look throughout. The
pages are too busy and difficult to read. Increase the font size.
Background design is visually nondescript.

Cattle Designs
“2006 Ozark Pride Second Annual
Production Sale”
by Julie Murnin

Good simple design and layout. Very clean. Font size could
be increased for descriptions. Good photos. Graphics are visually
nondescript. Brick/stone wall doesn’t make for a very visually
interesting background. Don’t use very slick paper; it is difficult to
write on. Consider adding in additional pages for notes.
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Kanwaka Communications
“The Ranch Ready Bull Sale and the Fall
Celebration Female Sale”
by Marilyn Brink

Note: this was the only entry with two sale books in one which
was a unique challenge for the designer. The text is very heavy,
making it difficult to read and not very user-friendly. Good photos,
but overwhelmingly heavy with text. The book was clean, simple,
but overall nondescript.

Angus Journal
“Whitestone-Krebs Cow Herd Dispersion”
by Susan Bomar

Good photo spreads. Text is difficult to read. Inconsistent font
sizes on the lot descriptions are difficult to read over the logos. Would
have benefited from an editor’s touch to give it more white space.
Some of the pages are very busy. No room for notes. Weak cover.

The Cowboy Connection
“McWilliams Ranches Spring Bull Sale”
by Lisa Bryant

While this may have been a cost effective publication, the
background used on the cover does nothing to boost eye appeal
and is lost in the interior. The overall layout of the publication is
not user friendly. The pages are busy and difficult to read. The data
for each animal shows up very well. Photos are decent however
some of the photos that were used for filler could be left out for
white space for notes. Back cover is too busy.

Category 60
Annual Reports
All publications in this category are very well-organized and
informative of the associations’ or foundation’s mission, goals and
activities. For the most part, the use of graphs to illustrate a series
of numbers was extremely helpful in understanding the information
being presented. A wider use of photography or graphics could help
break up some of the copy and help illustrate important topics.

Angus Journal
“Bohl Land and Cattle Company Inaugural
Angus Sale”
First Place
by Susan Bomar
Angus Journal
Pale green color used throughout the book made for an overall
drab book. Font type and sizes very difficult to read, thus not very “2006 American Angus Association Annual Report”
user-friendly. Photo quality poor for the larger photo spread pages.
Good paper quality. Could use more white space and more space
for note. Good pull outs, good way of defining special lots by using
the darker color on the page.

by Mary Black, Crystal Albers, and staff

The report is well put together and extremely informational. The
articles’ use of bullets for important points made information easy to
find and follow. The continuity in appearance and theme throughout
the program, as well as the use of photography, made the report easy
to follow and read. The use of a symbol at the end of the articles,
since some flow onto the following pages, could make the report
even easier to follow. The cursive font is sometimes difficult to read;
a heavier font might have been easier to read.
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Second Place
Hereford Publications, Inc.
“2006 American Hereford Association
Annual Report: 125 Years Devoted”
by Staff

The report is very informational and covers all the important
aspects of the association’s activities. The use of more photography
could serve to break up the text, making the report easier to read,
and better illustrate some of the report’s high points. Great use of
graphs, but some of the symbols are hard to see and understand
due to the size of the graphs. The summary of the report’s high
points, titled “Devoted to breed improvement,” was a great asset
in picking up pertinent information, but graphics or bold headlines
could have made the box seem more important. Color grades made
the financial section easy to read.

Honorable Mention
Angus Journal
“2006 Angus Foundation Annual Report”
by Craig Simmons and Meghan Richey

The article content is well-balanced and a positive representation
of the Foundation’s activities. The change in highlight color
throughout the book is somewhat distracting since it doesn’t
seem to pertain to particular section or topic breaks; the same
color throughout may have created a more consistent appearance.
The bold, blocky type of the cutlines detracts from the articles
and makes the cutlines appear more important. While cutlines
followed most photos, some photos were printed without; it would
be helpful to know the names of the people pictured. The drop caps
in the text boxes are inconsistent with those in the articles; again,
a tighter flow may have been achieved by keeping those consistent
throughout. The addition of color or photos could have made the
financial pages more pleasing.

Category 61
Advertising Media Kit
The entries in this category are all well-designed, colorful and
informative. The use of printed booklets makes the information very
accessible and easy to use. All three entries did not include distribution
methods, and the statistics pages are hard to read and understand.

First Place
Progressive Dairy Publishing
by Ray Merritt

The media kit is clean and concise. It offers most of the information
needed to make buying decisions and complete ad preparation. Including
editorial examples for all publications could be helpful to media buyers.
Distribution methods for each publication may also be helpful. Use of
photography and color is very appealing. Dairy Industry Snapshot is a
little more complex to read and understand; alternating colored lines
highlighting the ranks may make the tables easier to read.

Second Place
BEEF
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by Jennifer Kampinen

The media kit offers in-depth information for media buyers. The
inclusion of a current publication and alternative types of available
ad space are great additions. The statistics are hard to understand,
and the foldout catches on the other pages as you flip through the kit.
The specifications section uses a very small font, and is hard to read.
Breaking the copy into tables or smaller text sections may improve
readability. Use of color and graphics is very attractive. Slot for rate
cards is somewhat awkward, and the cards tend to fall out; maybe
this information can be printed into the booklet for ease of use.

National Hog Farmer
by Jennifer Kampinen

The media kit is very well-thought-out and in-depth. The
inclusion of a current publication adds to the relevance of the
information. The font tends to be small, and in a sans-serif font, it
can be hard to read at times. Also, because of all the information
included, pages tend to be text-heavy. The foldout for the ad
specifications catches on the other pages and doesn’t flow well
with the industry statistics. Specifications are very text-heavy and
font is small. It may help readability to break some of this up into
tables or smaller sections of text.

Category 62
Miscellaneous Design
This category is a tough category to evaluate. You have
everything from booth graphics to print pieces to outdoor signage.
We evaluated each piece on its individual merits as it was difficult
to compare across medias. The designer that was most effective in
using graphics on the medium being used ranked at the top.

First Place
BEEF
“American Cowman Booth Graphics”
by Jennifer Kampinen

Nice use of color and images to emphasize the five
different sections. The design was clean and consistent.

Second Place
Certified Angus Beef, LLC
“Supplying the Brand”
by Staff

Consistent use of typefaces makes this piece effective and
professional. The colors are eye catching and the design is clean.
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Honorable Mention
Trailhead Designs
“Stampede Steel Trade Show Handouts”
by Kelli Toledo

Good use of color but don’t use so many drop shadows. The
photos are nice and really add to the pieces. Good use of typefaces
without it being too many. One suggestion would be to have
greater consideration for consistent margins from piece to piece.
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graphics, the articles read very well and good use to type setting.
The cover and the table of contents page are too busy and could
use a focal point (larger photo or unique font in larger size, etc.).

National Hog Farmer
“National Hog Farmer Sow Body
Conditioning Poster”
by Dale Miller and Jim Bauer

Ranch House Designs
“Texas Shorthorn Association Directory”

We were impressed by the superimposing of the skeletal
system on the sow itself, very nice work. A different color
for the Spanish copy would have been more user-friendly.
The cover could have used more color to add punch.

The cover shows a great photograph and there really is no reason
for the framing on the cover. The barbed wire from the inside would
have worked better on the cover. We weren’t sure why the back
cover has a page number and the postage indicia is so large?

ACJ/American Chianina Association
“ACA All Americans”

McMahon French Promotional Strategy
“The Magic of the Vine”

This should have been submitted into an editorial design
category. Good use of the grid to organize the information, but
overall design wasn’t equal to others in the category.

The reply card and preview are nice clean and classy. The main
piece, doesn’t tie in as well. There are too many fonts and too many
treatments on the fonts. The screen on the center panel should use
the same treatment as on the image edge. The screen needs to be
more white in order to read the text better. In general, too many
Photoshop treatments overwhelm the design.

Alabama Cattleman
“Alabama’s 50 Cent Checkoff”

by Rachel Williams and Jeanie Long

by Julie McMahon-French

Alabama Cattleman
“Do You have an Eye for Photography?”

by Heather Counts

by Nicky Donghia

This would have fit better in a category for full-page fourcolor advertisement for Association, Supplier, etc. rather than the
miscellaneous category. Don’t use fake drop shadows. It would
have been better if you would have made an actually cent sign in
the headline instead of a c. Bullets don’t need to be that large and
they should not be used in centered text, better to justify left.

by Nicky Donghia, Reid Blossom, and William E.
Powell
Cutting Horse Chatter
The image in the top left corner is great; it just doesn’t have
the impact it could. The font at the bottom could have been used
in the headline; it’s a nice font. Create a better hierarchy of the
information and use the design elements to lead the reader through
the page. More important information should be larger, while
support info is smaller.

Gelbvieh World
“American Gelbvieh Junior Association
Calendar 2006”
by Katie Danneman and Lori Maude

The calendar design is clean. Good organization of information.
A bit more attention needs to be made to the consistency of lines in
between weeks and date boxes.

Ohio Cattlemen’s Association
“The Ring”

“Author Suzanne Thomas”
by Casceil McRae

It took us a while to figure out what this ad was selling. It is not
obvious that there is a book for sale. The book cover should have
been more prominently displayed and the headline could have told
us “On Sale Now” or something so we knew something was being
sold. The author’s photo could have been placed lower on the page.

Ranch House Designs
“Invincible Outdoor Display”
by Rachel Williams

Someone knows how to use Photoshop well and puts
together an interesting outdoor banner. The banner is composed
thoughtfully, however we wonder about the graphical elements.
In this case, red works against the message in our opinion.

by Staff

Taking into consideration the amount of information and
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Category 63
Web Publishing – Publication
Web site
First Place
Progressive Dairy Publishing
www.progressdairy.com
by Ray Merritt

The only entry in this category, but could have withheld
some tough competition. This site opens to a fresh, clean, easy to
navigate homepage. The viewer is not overwhelmed with choices,
especially on the quick links; they truly are quick. The information
available is timely and well written. I believe producers will use
this site. The flash technology attracts attention and the interactive
voting is a nice way to capture reader movement through the site.
The internal pages follow the same crisp design of the homepage.
Having the Spanish pages is a real plus to those in the industry.
I did find myself wanting to print (I did print one) and read the
articles. I would like a “printer friendly” option to avoid getting the
photos at the top of the articles.

Category 64
Association Web site
First Place
Ranch House Designs
www.tlba.org
(Texas Longhorn Breeders Association of
America)
by Rachel Williams

This is a well planned and executed website. The graphics,
menus and layout stay consistent throughout. It is easy to navigate
and has a tremendous amount of information (perhaps some of it
could be pared down), but it is reasonably well organized.

Second Place
AgTown Technologies
www.coloradolivestock.org
(Colorado Livestock Association)
by Staff

Nice looking well laid out website. Nice color choices to keep
the site interesting and eye catching without being too bright. There
are too many different menus on the home page giving viewers just
too many choices. Also, the webpage is a fixed width and may
look better on a larger monitor if it was centered as opposed to
leaving a big blank space on the right hand side of the screen.
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Arkansas Angus Association
www.arkangus.com
by Tim Blumer

There is a very simple, straight forward layout to this website,
making it extremely easy to navigate. The background on this page
was interesting and eye catching. Perhaps the menu links on the
right hand side of the page could have been offset a bit more with
outlines or buttons. Also, the URL provided on the entry blank was
incorrect forcing a Google search to find the site on the Internet.

Cutting Horse Chatter
www.nchacutting.org
(National Cutting Horse Association)
by Alan Gold and Mindy Young

This web site was laid out well as far as its graphic elements and
overall balance are concerned. The photos are eye catching. There
does some to be an overwhelming amount of text utilizing a fairly
small font. In addition, there are multiple links/menus covering the
page. Perhaps the designer could develop a series of “theme pages” to
pare down the number of links and the amount of text on each page.

Alabama Cattleman
www.bamabeef.org
by Reid Blossom

This page had a lot of information for the reader. It is nice
to see everything from breeders, to cattle, to recipes all included.
The layout didn’t seem to be overwhelming. The fonts should
have matched a bit better or at least complimented each other.
One font in particular was too large and detracted from the overall
appearance of the surrounding information. This page also lacked
a “home” button or any other buttons on pages other than the home
page. There was no way to return to the beginning of the sight
without using your browsers back button.

Category 65
Breeder Web site
First Place
Ranch House Designs
www.texasciclep.com
(Texas Circle P Ranch, LLC)
by Catherine Williams

This Web site is very well done. The opening picture is inviting and
the site meets the overall objectives. The layout is functional and the menu
easy to use. Contact information is readily available. The secondary
pages all follow the same format and are easily navigable. Very nice.
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Second Place
AgTown Technologies
www.ankony.com
(Ankony Farms)
by Staff

This site has a very nice inviting feel to it. Visitors learn a little
history about the farm and the cattle they breed. The site is easy to
navigate and follows the same format throughout. Contact information
is easy to find. The newest version of the site has a “news release” on
it which may be better placed on a separate page.

Angus Journal
www.rockingpangus.com
(Rocking P Angus)

by Tim Blumer

The Rocking P Angus site has a very nice “western” feel and design
to it. The font and graphics match the wood background very well.
The menu is offset nicely and is easy to find/use. The site though does
tend to be a bit “copy” heavy especially on the home page.

AgTown Technologies
www.sekgenetics.com
(SEK Genetics)
by Staff

The SEK Genetics site is clean and easy to navigate. The newer
version of the site now online has a more subtle feel to it. The
revolving picture on the home page is nice, but should have more than
just two versions rotating. The embryo link on the top menu bar does
not work. The consistent format from page to page is appreciated.
The top menu with drop down submenus helps to reduce “clutter”.

Angus Journal
www.branchviewangus.com
(Branch View Angus)
by Tim Blumer

The Web site is also well laid out and consistent. The “leather
look” goes nicely with the subject matter, but maybe a more subtle blue
background would look better. The pictures and fonts tend to be quite
small on this site. The menu is well laid out on the side, but again there
is plenty of room to make it a little larger so it’s easier to read and use.

Ranch House Designs
www.hoosierstatesemen.com
(Hoosier State Semen)
by Catherine Williams

The overall design of this site is quite nice and it does try and
meet the objective of serving two different businesses under one
site. Site viewers have two choices on the home page, one to enter
the boar stud and the other to enter Hendrickson Farm. Neither of
those “sub-sites” matches the Hoosier State Semen title. Granted the
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text does try to explain the two sites, but it is offset with a dividing
line. The picture links could have been placed next to each other
with a short description of each underneath. The semi-transparent
pig on the headline photo has a strange “ghostly” appearance. The
“sharpened” link pictures on “mouse rollover” are a nice touch.

Category 66
Livestock Affiliated Web site
First Place
Ranch House Designs
www.ranchhousedesigns.com

by Catherine Williams and Rachel Williams

Shazammmm! What a nice Web site. Fresh, creative, colorful,
useful and slick! This site could stand more competition and still
win. My compliments to the designers who “get it.” Less is more
and creativity takes risk. This website provides a wealth of useful
information and meets the objective of attracting more business.
I trust the services offered in other areas of the company will be
consistent with the quality found on this site. While some livestock
folks might balk at the innovative use of prominent, non-ag graphics,
this ol’ cowboy likes your style. One suggestion, offer a “home”
button on your menu links, clicking on your RHD logo at the bottom
of each page might be a little too intuitive for some folks.

Second Place
AgTown Technologies
www.loomix.com
(Cattlemen Choice Loomis)
by Staff

This site opens to a prominent display of the Loomix brand on
the supplement bucket. Good job. No questions about the purpose
of the site….Loomix. I like the use of drop-down menu links, but I
would make them a little brighter (white) and maybe a tad bigger.
There is lots of useful information provided the deeper you get into
the site. The text copy is a bit small. There was a 404 error on the
“trip incentive” link. I tried it unsuccessfully several times.

Cowboy Designs
www.armitagelivestock.com
(Armitage Livestock)
by QM Designs

I like the homepage with the brand / ranch name and watermark
photo. It is simple, warm and has an appropriate western feel.
The catalog information on each site is useful and well presented.
On the Armitage Livestock site there were a couple of links with
dreaded “check back with us” message. Viewers will get impatient
if something doesn’t show up. I suggest putting something there…
especially on the “about us” link. That isn’t dynamic, changing
information so I would expect to have that page complete. Also,
once you enter one of the two sites, they operate independently and
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I had to close out the page or use my Safari buttons to get back to
the “home” page depicting the two site options. I would like to be
able to navigate between the A Bar site and the Armitage Livestock
site seamlessly. Copy text is too close to the borders.

Trailhead Designs
www.bobericksonequipment.com
(Bob Erickson Equipment)

by Kelli Toledo and EDJE Technologies

Reviewed in another category. Comments remain the same.
This site opens to a busy, but intuitive homepage. The links are
graphical and take the viewer to useful information about specific
product lines offered by the company. The navigational aids
appear on each page and help the viewer return to the homepage
easily. When first launched, my eyes went to the Stampeded Steel
logo, then to the silhouetted image of the cowboy…not to the Bob
Erickson Equipment logo. If you want that to be the dominant
image (brand recognition), I would recommend moving it to the
top left corner and making it larger than the other product logos. I
appreciate that every page has a link to contact the company. The
video link is a nice feature (does it have sound?) Lots of useful
photos, but the ones on the Sandhill Plastics page are hard to
determine what you are depicting. The text describing the pictures
is a bit small for my aging (and your viewers?) eyes. Overall a nice
effort that meets its objective. When Bob Erickson Equipment is
Googled it shows up at the top of the page! Good job.

Ranch House Designs
www.lautnersemensales.com
(Lautner Farms)
by Catherine Williams

Nice site that opens to an easy to navigate homepage. The copy
text in the “Welcome to…” area runs into the contact menu at the
bottom of the page (I opened this site on two different computers
and the problem is the same). There are lots of high quality photos
of the sires and plenty of useful information about the bulls. The
copy is creative. As mentioned before, I like “home” buttons at the
top of the pages. Put one in the menu bar with SIRES CATALOGS
WINNERS etc. and you get points from me. I know, there is
one at the bottom of the page, but I’m impatient with scrolling
down to use each time I want to go back to the homepage. More
information about ordering procedures would be helpful, let the
website answer customer questions about ordering, i.e. shipping
procedures, volume discounts, taxes or simply let me complete an
order on-line without calling an 800 number.

Category 67
Special Site
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First Place
Angus Journal
www.worldangussecretariat.com
by Tim Blumer

Wow, this is a worldwide web page! This site is well organized,
responsive and easy to use. The design is clean, yet bold. You
really get the international feel with flags of the world along the
right side. I must admit though I click on the flags to see if perhaps
they were links to other pages. They were not. No objective was
provided so I was unsure of who the intended audience was for
the site. Because all of the information was in English, I assumed
it was for the American (or English speaking) delegation to the
meeting. Is this the “official” site for the worldwide meeting? If so
I would have expected other languages to be represented (Spanish,
French, Japanese, etc.) If not, I understand. “Organizational” is
misspelled in the homepage copy. Who’s invited and whom do I
contact if I want to attend?

Second Place
American Quarter Horse Journal
www.aqha.com/showing/shows/worldshow/
experience2/index.html
by Staff

Whatta project! Congratulations to the team that took on the
challenge of chronicling what seems like a ten-ring circus on a
website. The site is well organized and doesn’t waste the viewer’s
time. I can go to a particular day and find out what happened without
having to endure pages of other stuff. The human-interest stories are
well written and help the reader “connect” with those at the world
show. I did get lost a couple of times the deeper I got into the site. I
had to use the navigation buttons on the Safari browser to get “home.”
When you stop the auto feature on the picture gallery then re-launch,
it takes you back to the starting picture, minor, but a bit annoying.

Second Place
American Quarter Horse Journal
w w w. a q h a . c o m / y o u t h / a c t i v i t i e s / y w s /
experience06/

by Staff

I guarantee you kids and parents will go to this site. Why, the
picture gallery. The youth will want to see if they show up on the
WWW. Like the adult show site, this entry is a big project that
requires lots of teamwork and dedication in a concentrated period
of time. This site is a dynamic, evolving compilation of the World
Show experience. I’m sure many late nights were spent during the
show “feeding” the site. The recommendations for improvement
mirror the comments made in the other AQHA entry in this class.

Category 68-No Entries
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